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... the extraordinary little sensory motor specialty shoppe

Hello and Welcome to the Therapy Shoppe! 
As we celebrate 27 amazing years in business, we’re 
honored and delighted to assist so many families, 
therapists, teachers, new home schooling parents, 
and others all over the world. We’re still doing what 
we do best – providing quality products (including 
many exclusives you won’t find anywhere else),  
great prices, phenomenal service, and fast shipping! 
Our staff includes seasoned pediatric occupational  
therapists, special educators, parents of children  
who have special needs, and differently-abled adults; 
all loving and knowledgeable individuals who truly 
do understand. Our passion is making lives easier with unique products and caring 
solutions that can make a big difference. Please email or call us if you have questions 
or need individualized suggestions, we’re here for you and would love to help. 
Thank you for shopping with us, we look forward to serving you!  
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Pencil Clips. Not for children under 3 years.

Desktop Writing Slantboards (with a pencil clip)
Very durable and lightweight slantboards that provide a smooth 15"x13-1/2" 
writing surface and a functional 20-degree writing angle for optimal wrist 
positioning. Helps with directionality difficulties and reduces eye- and head-
movement demands. Features a metal spring clip, 4 non-slip rubber feet, 
smooth flame-polished edges, and a pencil clip that securely holds a writing tool. In 
your choice of royal blue, green, black, red, (made of a specialty, heavy-duty plastic), 
transparent smoke, or clear (the smoke and clear slantboards are made of sturdy acrylic).  
#HW7208–Blue ............ $39.99 #HW7209–Smoke .. $39.99 #HW7882–Red ........$39.99
#HW7564–Black .......... $39.99 #HW7595–Green ... $39.99 #HW7278–Clear ......$39.99 

Flat Fold™ Slantboards (with a pencil clip)
Handy “flat folding" slantboards are the same size, premium quality, and feature 
all the same deluxe features as all our other slantboards! Convenient to tote 
and store, and only takes 3 seconds to fold down. The Mini Flat Fold™ is  
9"x13-1/2"; the Primary is 13-1/2"x11"; the Desktop is 15"x13-1/2". 
#HW7417–Mini/Blue ..........................$34.99 #HW7419–Primary/Smoke ............. $34.99   
#HW7422–Desktop/Smoke ...............$42.99 #HW7420–Primary/Blue ................. $34.99  
#HW7122–Desktop/Clear ..................$42.99  #HW7421–Primary/Clear ................ $34.99  

Mini Writing Slantboards (with a pencil clip)
Handy, 9"x13-1/2" compact model of our premium Desktop Slantboard. 
#HW7210–Smoke...........$34.99       #HW7279–Clear...........$34.99 
#HW7306–Blue...............$34.99      #HW7565–Black..........$34.99  
#HW7596–Green............$34.99       

Primary Writing Slantboards (with a pencil clip)
13-1/2"x11" horizontally-oriented slantboard for primary paper users. 
#HW7301–Smoke...........$34.99       #HW7303–Blue............$34.99 
#HW7302–Clear..............$34.99      #HW7887–Red.............$34.99

Tracing Slantboards (with a pencil clip)
All the same great features plus a “sleeve” that holds and protects tracing materials.
#HW7309–Clear Standard/Tracing ....$42.99 #HW7311–Clear Primary/Tracing ... $36.99

Non-Slip Writing Mats
Innovative non-slip mat stabilizes writing or drawing paper for you, so no more creases 
or rips! Works well on desks, tables, and slantboards – or adhere it to a wall for vertical 
writing activities. Just slip the paper under the magnetic frame and write away. A favorite 
occupational therapy handwriting tool and nice money/time-saver for teachers!
#HW7855–Non-Slip Writing Mat ................................................................................ $20.99

New!  Portable Desk Dividers (social distancing desk shields)
Washable 3-sided dividers provide a nice physical barrier that help kids maintain social 
distancing. An easy, economical way to help keep students safe and healthy in shared 
spaces. 18.5˝ x14˝x 9.5˝ size that fits most K-5 desks. Easy to assemble. Non-returnable.
#HW7937–Desk Dividers 24-pk ......$299.99 #HW7938–Desk Dividers 60-pk .... $734.99 

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties 
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Wipe Clean Worksheet Covers
Save paper and eliminate copying costs with these reusable worksheet covers! Clear 
9"x12" sleeve-like covers turn coloring pages and worksheets into infinitely reusable 
activities! Great for tracing, dot-to-dots, mazes, math problems, overhead use, more! 
#HW7655–Single Worksheet Cover ...........$ 2.99   #HW7656–10-pack .................... $28.99

Classroom Light Filters and Blue Patterned Filters
Create a calming classroom with these revolutionary light filters that diffuse the harsh 
glare of fluorescent lights while reducing flickering & eyestrain. Made of heat-resistant 
fabric, these 2'x4' filters attach to standard classroom ceiling lights w/ sewn-in magnets. 
4-pc. sets in Tranquil Blue or Whisper White or 2-pc. sets of Blue Patterned Filters.
#CL1088–4 Blue Light Filters.....$36.99        #CL1089–4 White Light Filters .............. $36.99 
#CL1103–2 Blue Patterned Light Filters (have fun spiral patterns) ............................ $20.99 

*Check out all our exclusive Under-Your-Desk Fidget Tools on pg. 10! 

Fidgeting Foot Roller™ (fits under desks and helps increase focus)
Silent foot fidget with 2 spiky balls encased in a sturdy non-slip base. Rest your feet  
on the balls and spin away... or take off your shoes for a relaxing foot massage.   
#SS7506–Fidgeting Foot Roller™ ............................................................................... $26.99 

New!  Fidgeting Foot Steppers™ 
Neat air stepper makes a nice silent foot fidget for under desks and for 
quick calming or alerting sensory breaks at school or the office! 
#SS7957–Feet-Shaped Stepper™ .........................................................$21.99 

New!  Fidgeting Foot Tappers™

Awesome foot fidget for those who tap their feet, bounce their leg, or have difficulty 
sitting still. 10” ridged foot pad with a chunky bumpy button you tap or push down on 
with your heel or toe. Works great with standing desks, too.
#SS7953–Fidgeting Foot Tapper™ .............................................................................. $14.99  

New!  Swinging Foot Fidgets (under desk swings for your feet!)
Innovative adjustable-height disc-shaped foot “swing” that mounts under any desk or table! 
Place your feet on the sturdy 10” disc and swing away! An excellent calming focus tool for 
kids/teens/adults who have difficulty sitting still or have fidgety, restless feet. Awesome!
#SS7974–Swinging Foot Fidget™ (with directions and easy-install hardware) .......... $44.99

Vibrating Sensory Chair Cushions
Pressure-activated sensory cushions that provide self-regulating vibrating sensory input.  
#SS7593–Vibrating Cushion (requires 2 “D” batteries – not included) ....................... $21.99  

Adjustable Height Round T-Stools
Premium focus-balance seat with a round wooden seat and round steel leg  
that can be adjusted from 12” to 16” in 1” increments! 
#BC7197–Updated T-Stool ......................................................................... $82.99 

*Don’t miss our Classroom Sensory Kits on pg. 91 and Bouncy Bands on pg. 22!
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Fidgeting Foot Bands™ and Fidgeting Foot Bands XT™

Fidgeting Foot Bands™ are a continuous loop of 1.5" wide stretchy band you 
“string” around chair or desk legs to keep fidgeting feet busy! These one-
piece focusing tools are great for classrooms, home, or work. Your choice of 
original or our extra-tough, super high resistance XT version!
#SS7355–Fidgeting Foot Bands™ ......$  3.99  #SS7446–XT Foot Bands™ ............. $  4.99    
#SS7356–Original 10-pk ...................$38.99 #SS7447–XT 10-pk ......................... $48.99 

New!  Wiggle Wobble Chair Bouncers
Set of 4 rubbery “feet” that transform standard school chairs into bouncy 
“rocking” chairs! Kids can subtly rock/roll/bounce in any direction with these 
neat focus tools. Perfect for students who tip back on the legs of their chairs.
#SS7962–Wiggle Wobble Chair Bouncers ................................................................. $19.99 

Ball Chairs
Balls with tiny feet that make a great classroom seat; helps kids get their wiggles 
out by allowing subtle bouncing & rocking movements without leaving their 
seats! The feet keep the balls from rolling away when they aren’t in use.  
#GM3424–18" Ball Chair ...................$26.99 #GM3426–26" Ball Chair ................ $36.99 
#GM3425–22" Ball Chair ...................$30.99     
  

Balance/Seating Disc Combo
Use this versatile disc for balance work, as a foot fidget, or as a “wiggle 
seat!” This thick 14" cushion has 100’s of amazing tactile “spikes” on one 
side and a softly-molded-rings pattern on the other. 
#SS7295–Balance/Seating Disc ................................................................................. $24.99  

New!  Monster and Basketball Wiggle Seat Sensory Cushions
Kids adore these cool, double-sided wiggle seats that have raised “spikes” on 
one side and smaller raised sensory nubs with a raised basketball or monster 
face motif on the other. The basketball is orange; monster seat is green. 
#SS7954– Basketball Wiggle Seat ....$19.99 #SS7955 Monster Wiggle Seat ....... $19.99

New!  Tote Along Wiggle Seats 
Smart 2-sided 13” sensory seats for movement seekers who need to wiggle 
to focus and concentrate. Has a built-in handle that makes them easy to tote. 
#SS7956–Tote Along Wiggle Seat .............................................................................. $19.99 

Wobble Stools
Wobble stools are all the rage in schools and offices for kids-adults! Wigglers 
and movement seekers LOVE these stools that have a rounded bottom which 
allows gentle rocking and spinning. The 12" size is for early childhood kiddos, 
the 14" fits most younger elementary kids and the 16" is for upper elementary+ 
children. The 15.5" - 21.5" adjustable stool is great for pre-teens to college students 
and office workers (and also allows a gentle pogo-stick like bouncy action). Awesome!
#SS7899–12" Red .............................$44.99 #SS7901–16" Blue .......................... $59.99
#SS7900–14" Green ..........................$52.99 #SS7902–Adjustable Black .......... $111.99 
*See our Pleated Disc Cushions and Fitball Discs/Wedges on page 20!
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Bright Lines Specialty Yellow or Blue Handwriting Paper
OT-designed, visually simple paper features the lower half of the writing area highlighted 
in bright yellow or sky blue (indicating where lowercase letters should be placed). Solid 
bar-lines and white shading naturally draw visual attention to the writing area. Letters 
can easily be formed and spaced correctly on this smart highlighter paper! Kindergarten 
has 6 extra-wide, horizontal lines; Regular has 8 medium-width, horizontal lines; and 
Narrow has 14 narrow rule vertical lines. 50 heavyweight, easy-erase sheets per tablet.
#HW7392–Yellow Kindergarten ..........$ 7.49 #HW7466–Blue Kindergarten .......... $ 7.49   
#HW7393–Yellow Regular...................$ 7.49 #HW7467–Blue Regular................... $ 7.49 
#HW7394–Yellow Narrow ...................$ 7.49 #HW7468–Blue Narrow ................... $ 7.49

Bright Lines Yellow Spiral Notebooks or Raised Line Paper
Bright Lines Spiral Notebooks are standard-sized notebooks with 50 sheets of yellow, 
3-hole punched Bright Lines Paper with Regular or Narrow lines. Raised Yellow Bright 
Lines Paper features a raised dark black bottom line that visually and tactilely cues the 
student where to stop writing. The Raised Line Tablets come in Regular or Narrow lines; 
both with 50 heavyweight, easy-erase, raised line sheets. 
#HW7739–Raised Yellow Regular ......$ 9.99 #HW7740–Raised Yellow Narrow .... $ 9.99  
#HW7741–Regular Notebook .............$ 9.99 #HW7742–Narrow Notebook ........... $ 9.99

Spiral Notebooks with Shaded Lines
Standard-looking 10-1/2"x8" spiral notebook with alternating-color shaded lines (every 
other line is light blue) that provide a subtle visual cue that helps students stay on and 
in-between the lines when writing. Has 80 sheets of 3-hole punched, narrow rule paper. 
#HW7366–Notebook with Shaded Lines....$ 3.99    #HW7367–4-pk Notebooks...... $14.99

Black Notebook Paper
Black notebook paper w/ light white lines that provide superb reverse contrast which 
reduces the light that bounces off traditional white notebook paper. This unique paper 
can be more visually comfortable for visual sensitivity. Great with our white charcoal 
pencils (which are similar to chalk), gel pens, or colored pencils. 150 sheets per pack.  
#HW7776–Black Paper ......................$ 4.99 #HW7774–Charcoal Pencils 2-pk .... $ 3.99   
  

Dual Ruled Composition Notebooks
Dual Ruled Notebooks have graph squares on the left pages and ruled lines on the right; 
100 two-sided sheets in 2 colors. Take notes on the right, and write math or science 
problems in the left-side squares (or just doodle in ‘em to help promote focus!).  
#HW7866–White Dual Ruled Sheets ..$ 3.99 #HW7867–Blue Dual Ruled ............. $ 3.99      

New!  Wipe Clean Handwriting Paper
Special primary writing mats in a dry erase format! The bottom half of the lines are 
shaded, showing where LC letters should be placed. The solid lines and white shading 
naturally draw the writer’s visual attention to the writing area. Our pre-writing shapes 
wipe clean mat has 5 traceable, pre-writing forms; perfect for early learners. Use with 
dry erase pens/markers or our dry erase crayons (sold below). 10-pks are sold online.
#HW7924–Blue Lines Wipe Clean Paper ..$ 1.99 #HW7927–Pre-Writing Shapes ... $ 1.99
#HW7925–Yellow Lines Wipe Clean Paper .$ 1.99 #HW7932–4-pk Sampler ............. $ 7.49
#HW7926–Rainbow Wipe Clean Paper ......$ 1.99 #HW7396–Dry Erase Crayons .... $ 2.99

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties
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Redispace Paper and Composition Notebooks
Redispace paper features true spacing lines and extra visual color cues that help with 
letter size and consistency of spacing. Choice of a 48-sheet package or a 9-3/4"x7-1/2" 
composition notebook. Excellent for dysgraphia and/or visual perceptual challenges.
#HW7472–Redispace Paper ..............$ 5.49 #HW7854–Composition Book ......... $ 5.79 

Math Notes Specialty Paper
This unique 1/2" grid paper helps kids organize their math problems and notes more 
efficiently. Pages have labeled spaces for the child’s name, assignment, date, questions 
to ask, and teacher comments. Packs contain 150 standard 3-hole punched sheets.
#HW7557–Math Notes Specialty Paper ...................................................................... $ 3.99     

Spiral Notebooks for Left-Handers
These 9"x11" specialty notebooks feature the spiral binding on the right! No more sore 
arms or wrists from resting on the spiral coils. Contains 80 sheets of college-ruled paper.
#HW7661–Left-Handed Notebook .....$ 5.49 #HW7662–6-pack ........................... $30.99 

Raised Line Tactile Paper Notepads
Specialty notepads featuring 40 sheets of horizontally-aligned paper with light blue 
raised top and base lines that provide a palpable cue for lining up letters & staying within 
the lines. The wide-line paper has prominent 1" raised lines; the narrow paper has 1/2" 
lines with subtler raised lines that are ideal for transitioning to regular notebook paper. 
#HW7511–Wide Notepad ...................$ 5.99 #HW7512–Narrow Notepad............. $ 5.99 

Raised Line K-1 Handwriting Tablets
Raised line paper with 40 sheets of primary paper for kindergarten or first graders. Each 
sheet has 8 primary writing lines with a solid blue raised top line, dotted blue middle 
line, and raised red baseline. The raised lines provide a tactile and visual cue that helps 
kids stay on and in-between the lines! For Zaner Bloser or D’Nealian writing programs. 
#HW7713–Raised Line K & 1 Handwriting Tablet ....................................................... $ 5.99 

Raised Line Tactile Paper or Tablets for Grades K-1 or 2-3
Multisensory paper with raised top/bottom lines that provide a tactile/visual cue that 
helps kids stay on and in-between the lines when writing. 100-sheet pack of standard 
primary paper for K-1st or a 40-sheet vertically-aligned tablet for 2nd-3rd graders. 
#HW7900–100-sheets K-1 pack...$16.99   #HW7901–40-sheet Grade 2-3 tablet....$ 5.99 

Carbonless NCR Notebook Paper
An easy way to provide an extra set of notes! This duplicating notebook paper is great 
for students who struggle with note taking or are unable to write. Packages of 2-part,  
50 loose-leaf sheets (white original/yellow duplicate) that are 3-hole punched. 
#HW7757–Wide Rule NCR Paper .....$14.99 #HW7758–Narrow Rule NCR .......... $14.99 

Thinking Putty or Aromatherapy Scented Putty (for writing warm-ups)
Small tins of putty that’s like chewing gum for your fingers! Unscented thinking putty or 
delightful essential oil-scented putty. Nice for finger warm-ups and as a focus tool. 3-up.
#SS7372–Thinking Putty ..... $ 2.99 #SS7373–12 Tins Thinking Putty .................... $35.88
#AR5065–Lemon ................. $ 4.99 #AR5066–Mint $ 4.99    #AR5068–Lavender ... $ 4.99

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties
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Finger Spacer Writing Tools
TA TA letter & word spacing problems! These clever tools tactilely and visually cue how much 
space to leave between letters/words when writing, and have a “reading tracking window” 
that accentuates the print. Two Finger Spacers are for K-2nd; One Finger are for 1st-3rd. 
#HW7521–Two Finger Spacers ....$1.69 pair #HW7523–20 Two Finger Spacers .$15.79 
#HW7522–One Finger Spacers ....$1.69 pair #HW7524–20 One Finger Spacers .$15.79 
 

Star Spacers Handwriting Tools
Innovative OT-created writing tool that provides an easy-to-understand guide for spacing 
between words, and helping with letter size, alignment, and handwriting legibility.
#HW7890–2-pk ............. $2.49 #HW7891–10-pk ... $10.99 #HW7892–20-pk ......$19.99

Favorite Classroom Fidgets Kit™ or Classroom Fidgets Megapack™

Superb fidget kit features a variety of the best fidgets to address most classroom 
fidgeting needs:  3 Fidgeting Foot Bands™, 3 Bendeez, 3 Pencil-Topper Fidgets, 3 tins of 
Thinking Putty, 3 Tickley Tactile Balls, and 10 Fidgeting Finger Springs™. The Megapack™ 
features quadruple the quantity of each fidget tool. For ages 4-adults.
#SS7554–Classroom Kit™ ...............$47.99 #SS7903–Classroom Megapack™ .... $189.99

Desk Buddy Sensory Ruler
Flexible, bendable, multi-textured sensory ruler with a smorgasbord of raised tactile 
textures that fidgeting fingers adore! A superb, socially-acceptable sensory tool for 
children-adults who have difficulty sitting still and/or staying focused. Unscented.
#SS7314–Desk Buddy Sensory Ruler .......................................................................... $9.99  

Unbreakable Bendy Fidget Ruler or Left-Hander Ruler
Give your brain and fingers a little workout, and melt some stress away with this twistable, 
bendable, unbreakable rubbery fidget ruler. A fun and functional office or classroom 
tool! Or a sturdy 12” ruler with numbers that read right to left. In clear light blue. Genius!
#SS7499–Bendy Fidget Ruler .............$1.99 #HW7829–Left-Hander Ruler ........... $2.19    

New!  Spiky Fidgipod Ultimate Desk Fidget
Wonderfully tactile desk fidget with 100’s of soft rubbery spiky bristles on the top, chunky 
spokes around the rim, and a web design on the bottom that offers a smorgasbord of 
crevices, craters, and compartments for fidgety fingers to explore, poke, and hide inside! 
#SS7975–Fidgipod Desk Fidget ................................................................................... $9.99

Time Timer Plus
Deluxe 5-1/2"x7" model has all the features of our other Time Timers PLUS a rugged 
case, volume dial, protective lens, & sturdy built-in handle. Great for home or school.
#CL1106–Time Timer PLUS (requires one “AA” battery – not included).................... $37.99 
 

Mandala Labyrinth Tracing Disks and Labyrinth Finger Tracing Cards
Sturdy 8" tracing disks are a mesmerizing fine motor focus tool. Select a path and start 
tracing with the stylus or your finger... there’s no beginning or end. OR a set of five, 5"x7" 
two-sided labyrinth cards with a stylus; 10 mandalas in all! See more discs on pg. 67.
#HW7825–Light Aqua Tracing Disc ...$19.99 #HW7875–Labyrinth Tracing Cards .$ 8.99
#HW7880–Small Extra Stylus ..............$  .69 #HW7828–Large Extra Stylus ........... $  .99 

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

PencilWeights
Neat pencil weight for anyone who needs extra sensory input when writing, has lowered 
coordination, or mild tremoring. Use it on any writing or coloring tool, or with any pencil 
grip. Made of a silky, stretchy material with a velcro fastener; filled with 1/4 lb. of (lead 
free) steel shot that forms to the tool’s shape. 
#HW7407–PencilWeight ............................................................................................. $14.99 

Weighted Holders
Deluxe weighted holders with smooth easy-grasp handles; securely hold pencils, pens, 
toothbrushes. etc. The 4 oz. pediatric/children’s model holds items up to 5/16" in diameter; 
the 7 oz. teen/adult model holds items up to 7/16". Both include a pencil and mini wrench.
#HW7361–Pediatric Holder.......... $24.99    #HW7362–Teen/Adult Holder ................. $25.99 

Furry Animal Hand Weights
Adorable furry hand weights that provide a perfect touch of extra deep 
pressure input! The animals hold the pencil between their front legs; an 
adjustable strap holds the weight in place (the pencil can be removed for 
use with other fine motor activities). For L or R hand. One size fits most children. 
#SS7477–Puppy Hand Weight ..........$10.99 #SS7478–Turtle Hand Weight ......... $10.99  
 

Weights for Pencils and Pens
Excellent for individuals who have sensory processing and/or motor skill coordination 
challenges, these sleek hexagon-shaped 1.5 oz. weights provide helpful extra sensory input 
when writing. Features a polished granite-like finish. They fit on standard-size writing tools. 
#HW7761–Single ................................$ 4.69 #HW7456–3-pack ........................... $12.89 

Heavy Weight Pencils (with a built-in pencil grip)
Weighted mechanical-style pencil with an x-thick barrel and sturdy 2.0 mm pencil lead.
#HW7536–Heavy Weight Pencil (weighs 4.3 oz.) ....................................................... $27.99 

Soft 1 lb. or 1/2 lb. Wrist Weights 
Comfy 1 lb. cuff-style wrist weights with neoprene on the outside and soft terrycloth on 
the inner. The 1/2 lb. weights have neoprene on both sizes. Both feature an adjustable 
velcro strap that helps provide an individualized custom fit. 
#SS7511–Pair of Soft 1 lb. Weights ..$29.99 #WT4021–Pair of 1/2 lb. Weights ... $23.99  

Open Palm Hand Weights or Sleeve Arm Weights 
Lycra specialty weights that provide a nice touch of deep pressure input. 
For left or right hands/arms. See pg. 24 for details about sizing and weights. 

Weighted 3-Ring Notebook Inserts or Weighted Hall Passes
Our exclusive 3-ring weighted notebook inserts help students achieve a “just right” level 
of alertness before, at, or after school. An easy way to provide calming/focusing input. 2 
lb. weighted hall passes have a sturdy plastic pocket and a metal clip for hanging it up. 
#SS7596–1-1/2 lb. Weighted Insert ..$29.99 #SS7613–2 lb. Hall Pass ................ $19.99

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Pencil-Topper Fidgets
Pencil-topper fidgets are all the rage for incognito fidgeting in the classroom, at 
work, in meetings... you name it! Two fun styles that come on colorful pencils. 
#SS7138–Nut & Bolt ................... $ 1.89 #SS7211–10 Nut & Bolts ......... $17.99 
#SS7141–Wing Nut .................... $ 1.89 #SS7212–10 Wing Nuts .......... $17.99 

Porcupine Pencil Toppers
Super spiky, rubbery tactile pencil toppers for self-regulating, silent twiddling!  
#SS7082–2 Porcupine Toppers ... $  .99 #SS7152–12 Porcupines .......... $ 4.99 

Topperz Chewy Pencil Topper Tubes
The toughest chewy pencil topper on the market! 3-1/4" toppers that are perfect for 
kids, teens, and adults who chew or bite on their pencils, erasers, hair, sleeves, etc.
#OM8280–Colored Topperz ...............$ 3.99 #OM8511–Clear Topperz ................. $ 3.99
#OM8281–Colored 6-pk ....................$22.99 #OM8512–Clear 6-pk ..................... $22.99
#OM8518–Black Topperz ...................$ 3.99  

Chew Stixx Chewy Pencil Toppers or Star & Train Chewy Toppers
Great self-regulation focus tools for oral seekers! The Chew Stixx Topper set includes 1 
smooth / 1 knobby topper; the Star & Train are both smooth. Fit #2 pencils. Colors vary. 
#HW7629–Chew Stixx Toppers ..........$ 8.99 #OM8204–Star & Train Set .............. $ 8.99

Scented Chew Stixx or New!  Sports Chewy Pencil Toppers
Delightfully scented or chunky/very durable football and baseball-themed pencil top 
chewies. The scented ones include 1 smooth & 1 knobby. Colors may vary. In 2 packs.
#OM8240–2 Icy Mint ....$ 8.99  #OM8241–2 Orange...$ 8.99    #OM8663–2 Sport .....$ 8.99    

Chewberz Chewy Pencil Toppers (3-pack with 3 different textures!)
Neat prism-shaped toppers with a closed rounded top for chewy self-regulation. 5-up.
#OM8549–Chewberz Toppers 3-pk (adds a nice touch of weight to writing tools) .... $ 7.99

Tiki or Brick Chewy Pencil Toppers
Chunky 2" Tiki chewy toppers with raised faces on the front, or 2-1/2" brick toppers w/ 
raised squares on the front; sensory bumps on the back. Adds a bit of weight to pencils. 
#OM8557–Tiki Topper .......................$  3.99 #OM8603–Brick Topper .................. $  2.99
#OM8558–3-pk Tikis .........................$11.89 #OM8604–3-pk Brick Toppers ........ $  8.79  
#OM8559–12-pk Tikis .......................$46.99 #OM8608–12-pk Brick Toppers ...... $34.99

New!  Chewable Pencil Jackets™ 
Subtle XT chewy tool that fits over the shaft of any shape standard #2 pencil. See more 
info. about these one-of-a-kind, 4-1/4” washable sensory chews on pg. 83. Latex-free.
#OM8655–Colored Chewy Pencil Jacket™ ..$ 4.59 #OM8657–Clear Pencil Jacket™ $ 4.59 
#OM8656–Colored Chewy Jackets™ 6-pk .$25.99 #OM8658–Clear Jackets 6-pk . $25.99

New!  Squishy Squeezy Animal Pencil Toppers™ 
Cute and colorful, squishy squeezy slow rise animal fidget toppers. We’ll surprise you.
#SS8001–Squishy Animal Topper ......$ 1.49 #SS8002–Topper 12-pk .................. $14.99

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties
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Fidgeting Foot Bands™ and Fidgeting Foot Bands XT™

Fidgeting Foot Bands™ are a continuous loop of 1.5” stretchy band you “string” 
around chair/desk legs to keep fidgety feet busy! Effective low cost focus tools!
#SS7355–Fidgeting Foot Band™ ....$ 3.99 #SS7446–XT Bands .............. $ 4.99
#SS7356–Original 10-pk ..............  $38.99 #SS7447–XT 10-pk .............. $48.99 

Fidgeting Foot Rollers™

Silent foot fidget with two, 3-1/2" spiky balls in a sturdy plastic, non-slip base. Just rest 
your feet on the balls and spin away! Or use ‘em for a foot massage. 
#SS7506–Fidgeting Foot Roller™ (helps promote focus)............................................ $26.99  

Highlighter Tapes
With these lift-off-in-a-jiff transparent tapes, you can highlight any text without damaging 
the original. Great for visual processing or focusing difficulties. 3-line width in 10-yard rolls.
#HW7406–10-yds Yellow .......$ 3.49 per roll #HW7538–10-yds Blue ........$ 3.49 per roll

Full Page Reading Guides (highlighter sheets)
Use these 8-1/2"x11" reading guide highlighter sheets as a full page “colored filter” for 
reading. Each sheet is 3-hole punched for notebook use. Visit our website for 6-packs.
#HW7688–Pink Guide ........................$ 2.99 #HW7691–Yellow Guide .................. $ 2.99  
#HW7689–Green Guide .....................$ 2.99 #HW7873–Blue Guide ..................... $ 2.99 
#HW7690–Orange Guide ...................$ 2.99 #HW7692–Sampler (4 asst. colors)..$11.89 

Bookmark Size Reading Guides
They look like a bookmark with a colored transparent strip and function like a highlighter, 
helping readers stay focused/on track. Superb for visual perceptual or focus challenges.
#HW7697–Pink Guide ........................$ 1.09 #HW7702–12-pk. Pink .................... $11.99
#HW7698–Green Guide .....................$ 1.09 #HW7703–12-pk. Green ................. $11.99 
#HW7699–Orange Guide ...................$ 1.09 #HW7704–12-pk. Orange ............... $11.99 
#HW7700–Yellow Guide .....................$ 1.09 #HW7705–12-pk. Yellow ................ $11.99 
#HW7789–Blue Guide ........................$ 1.09  #HW7790–12-pk. Blue ................... $11.99 
#HW7701–Sampler (4 reading guides in 4 assorted colors) ...................................... $  3.99    

Slide Readers
Unique reading guide with a yellow highlighter “hide ‘n slide” window that lets you see 
one word at a time. Excellent for difficulties with attending or visual overstimulation.
#HW7708– Slide Reader ....................$ 1.99 #HW7709–12-pk Slide Readers ..... $22.99 

Blue Trakkers
Large 7”x3-3/4” aqua-blue reading guide with a cut-out window near the top. This smart 
reading guide helps readers focus on a single question, paragraph, or portion of a page. 
The cut-out window helps readers keep their place by showing just one line at a time. 
#HW7710–Blue Trakker ......................$ 1.99 #HW7711–12-pk Blue Trakkers ...... $22.99

6" or 8" Magnifying Bars (with a yellow reading strip)
Sturdy 6” acrylic magnifier w/ a yellow text line that enlarges text 2x’s and helps keep 
your place. Or an 8” desktop size (1-1/2”x10”) that has an integrated handle and ruler. 
#RR7392–6” Magnifying Bar ..............$ 5.99 #RR7405–8” Magnifying Bar ........... $ 6.99

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties
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Bendeez Stylus Fidgets and Jumbo Crayon Stylus 
Awesome styluses for home, school, the office! A Bendeez with a stylus tip on one end  
or a 3-1/2” chubby crayon stylus. For phones, tablets, and other touch screen devices.
#SS7549–Bendeez Stylus ..................$ 2.49  #HW7807–Jumbo Crayon Stylus..... $ 5.99  

Spiky Gloves
Ultra silky-soft and stretchy, this neat multi-sensory glove provides nice deep 
pressure input & extra sensory feedback to hands. The ultimate writing glove!
#SS7179–Spiky Glove ................................................................................................. $ 5.89 

Under Your Desk Ribbon Fidget Strips
Touchy-feely fidgets with fleecy fabric on one side and texturey ribbons along the edge. 
#SS7712–4" with 3 ribbons...$ 5.99   #SS7713–8" with 5 ribbons...$ 6.99 (includes velcro) 

Fringy Fidgets™ (tactile fiddles for under desks and chairs)
Subtle, irresistibly tactile out-of-sight fidgets feature 2 rows of wispy, twisty soft fringe.
#SS7727–Fringy Fidget™ (includes velcro) .................................................................. $ 4.99  

Lego Sensory Fidget Strips (silent under your desk fidgets)
Bumpy lego-like textured fidgets with peel-off adhesive on the back. 
#SS7697–Lego Sensory Strips.................................................................................... $ 1.29  

New!  Tiny Gem Fidget Strips™ (pick ‘n peel under desk fidgets)
Colorful 18” self-adhesive strips with 100’s of tiny sparkling gems to fiddle with, run your 
fingers across, or to pick off! A great quiet fidget for in/under desks, notebooks, drink 
bottles, pencil cases, inside backpacks... just about anywhere. Random colors. 8-up.
#GG4553–Gem Strips™ 2-pk ..............$ 2.69 #GG4554–Gem Strips™ 12-pk ........ $14.99

Velcro Fidget Strips™ (for under desks or chairs)
Silent, out-of-sight fidget strips for classrooms, study areas, or the office! Soft Velcro 
(loop) strips with adhesive on the back. Perfect for under desks, tables, or chairs.
#SS7463–12” Strip ... $ 1.29 #SS7464–36” Strip .. $ 2.99 #SS7465–10-yd Strip ..$24.99

New!  Jumbo Puffy Animal Stickers (squishy fidgets for under desks)
Adorable 4”-5” squeezy slow-rise animal stickers. Ideal for under desks or on notebooks.
#SS8011–Puffy Stickers 2-pk ............$ 3.99  #SS8012–Puffy Stickers 12-pk ....... $22.99 

New!  Emoji Sequin Fidget Patches (tactile desk/notebook fidgets)
Cute 3” emoji sequin patches for discreet tactile fidgeting; nice for under* desks. 2-pks. 
#SS7985–Emoji Sequin Fidget Patch 2-pk  (*sticky tape is required/not included)...$ 2.99

Fiddle Sits Fidget Mats
Silent, self-regulation fidget mats/lap blankets for kids to adults! Features bright colored 
fabric on one side; velvety soft fleece on the other; with a delightful array of texturey 
ribbons on 2 edges that keep fingers busy and minds focused. Machine wash. 3-up.
#SS7482–Fiddle Sits Fidget Mats (15"x15") .............................................................. $20.99 

Handwriting & Under Your Desk Fidgets

*See the biggest selection anywhere of foot fidgets for your feet on page 22!
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The Pencil Grips
Popular “pillowy” grips of soft rubber feature a “R” & “L” that cue where to place your thumb; 
other fingers naturally flow into place on the cushioned tripod base. A super comfy grip that 
efficiently promotes an open web space. In solid, sparkling glitter, or dazzling metallic colors. 
#HW7156–The Pencil Grip ........ $  1.79 #HW7493–Glitter 25-pk........... $42.99    
#HW7158–Pencil Grip 25-pk ..... $42.99 #HW7495–Metallic Grip .......... $  1.79 
#HW7159–Pencil Grip 50-pk ..... $77.99 #HW7496–Metallic 25-pk ........ $42.99
#HW7492–Glitter Grip ............... $  1.79

Crossover Grips
This dynamic grip is “The Pencil Grip” with “wings!” Holds thumb and index finger securely 
and efficiently in a tripod position–preventing them from crossing over. Comfy! 
#HW7499–Crossover ... $ 1.79 #HW7500–25-pk...$42.99  #HW7501–50-pk ......$77.99 

Pinch Grips
Comfy intermediate pencil grip that’s a step up developmentally from the 
Crossover Grip. A perfect “transition” grip for facilitating a mature tripod grasp! 
#HW7785–Single ........... $1.79 #HW7786–25-pk ... $42.99 #HW7787–50-pk ......$77.99 

Bumpy Gel Grips
Very tactile and comfy grip with finger-fitting indentations that naturally facilitate 
an efficient tripod grasp. Nice and lightweight in assorted bright colors.  
#HW7791–Bumpy ........ $ 1.79 #HW7792–25-pk ... $42.99 #HW7793–50-pk ......$77.99 

Pointer Pencil Grips 
Cool rubbery grip w/ a bumpy ergonomic cuff for your thumb or index finger. 
#HW7898–Pointer Grip ................ $ .59 #HW7899–50-pk ...............$27.99

Stetro and Solo Pencil Grips
Stetros are ergonomically molded grips with finger indentations for index and middle 
fingers, and a star that provides a visual reminder where to place your thumb. Solo Grips 
have the same efficient positioning with a larger grasping surface for larger fingers.    
#HW7150–Stetro Grip ....................$    .35 #HW7358–Solo Grip .............$    .59 
#HW7622–Stetro 25-pk ............. $  7.99 #HW7359–Solo 25-pk .......$13.99
#HW7151–Stetro 50-pk ............. $14.99 #HW7360–Solo 50-pk .......$27.49 

Chunky Egg-Shaped Foam Pencil Grips
Comfy chunky foam pencil grips that facilitate an open web space. Fingers naturally 
form a tripod grasp when you use these smart pencil grips.
#HW7876–Egg-Shaped Foam Grip ....$ 1.49 #HW7877–Egg-Shaped 25-pk........ $35.99

Page Up Paper/Copy Holders 
Page Ups hold up to 12 sheets of paper or other written materials in an upright position. 
Ideal for copying or editing papers, data entry, and reading. Works well at home, school, 
or at the office. Assorted colors. You’ll love them! 
#HW7743–Page Up Paper Holder ............................................................................... $ 6.99

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties
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Start Right Pencil Grips
Comfy OT-designed grip that prevents the thumb from overlapping and keeps 
fingers at the correct distance from the pencil lead.  
#HW7333–Single ........... $1.75 #HW7334–25-pk ... $41.99 #HW7335–50-pk ......$74.99

Tri-On Pencil Grips (customizable 3-in-1 pencil grips)
Triangular-shaped grips in 2 sizes that invert into a clover shape! Can be used solo or 
nested together to make a larger grip. In 4-pks (2 of each) or 20-pks (10 of each). Size 
1 fits standard pencils/pens; size 2 fits most thicker crayons, chunky pencils, markers.
#HW7912–Tri On Pencil Grips 4-pk....$ 3.49 #HW7913–Tri-On Grips 20-pk ........ $17.29 

Ribie Foam Grips
These neat grips have cushiony tactile bumps for easy, comfy grasping.
#HW7175–Ribie Grip ................... $  .35 #HW7176–Ribie 50-pk ......$14.99 

Cushy Foam Grips and Rubber Triangle Grips
Both of these popular grips promote an open web space, facilitate more 
efficient grasps, and provide a visual/tactile cue for correct finger placement. 
#HW7152–Cushy Foam Grip ..... $    .35 #HW7154–Triangle Grip ....$    .35 
#HW7153–Foam Grip 50-pk ..... $14.99 #HW7155–Triangle 50-pk ..$14.99 

Scented Jelly Grips
Unique stretchy jelly grips with a light fruity scent & assorted texturey designs.  
#HW7673–Scented Jelly Grip ..... $  .45 #HW7674–Scented 50-pk .$19.99

Extra Thick Unscented or Scented Massager Grips
Extra thick massager grips with 100’s of very tactile, stringy massaging bristles.  
A nice calming focus-fidget tool for tactile sensory seekers. 
#HW7810–X-Thick Unscented ... $   .55 #HW7856–X-Thick Scented .. $   .65    
#HW7811–Unscented 50-pk......$25.99      #HW7857–Scented 50-pk ... $29.99

New!  Computer Privacy Fidget Guy 
Keep kids/teens and your privacy safe with this smart little fuzzy-haired fidget guy who 
sits on top of computer screens and covers the camera. Very easy to slide on and off.
#GG4605–Computer Fidget Guy........$ 2.49 #GG4606–Computer Guy 10-pk..... $22.99 

New!  Reusable Colored Organizer Tabs
50 durable plastic index tabs in bright colors. Re-positionable, and you can write on them, 
too! A super helpful organizational/study tool for students, teachers, and office use. 
#HW7755–50 Tab Set .........................$ 4.79 #HW7756–10-pk (500 tabs) ............ $44.99

Handwriting Tools Sampler Kits 
Two hand-selected, 14-pc. writing tool samplers! Kit #1 includes specialty pencil grips, 
pencils, and other unique OT writing and finger spacer tools. Kit #2 includes pencil grips 
and favorite OT handwriting tools. See more specifics on page 89.
#HW7604–Handwriting Sampler #1 ...$18.99 #HW7715–Handwriting Sampler #2 ..$ 9.99

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties
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Tripod Ring Pencil Grips
Innovative new grips with “cups” to hold your thumb & pointer finger in place, 
and a loop to rest your middle finger through. Naturally promotes tripod grasps. 
#HW7907–Ring Grip ...... $  .99 #HW7908–25-pk ... $22.99 #HW7909–50-pk ......$41.99

Grotto Grips
OT-designed grip that places fingers in a natural position that facilitates and reinforces 
a mature tripod grasp. Features finger guards which comfortably “hold” the fingers in the 
proper position, resulting in improved pencil control. For right or left handers. 
#HW7452–Grotto ..............$ 1.69 #HW7453–25-pk ......$39.99 #HW7454–50-pk ........$76.99  

Claw Grips
This neat rubbery grip features a smart 3-finger “cup” design that naturally places fingers 
in a tripod position. Thumb, pointer & middle fingers fit comfortably inside the “cups.” 
#HW7546–Small ......................... $ 1.69 #HW7551–Medium 50-pk .....$88.99
#HW7547–Small 25-pk ............. $40.99 #HW7552–Large ....................$  2.09
#HW7548–Small 50-pk ............. $78.99 #HW7553–Large 25-pk .........$50.99
#HW7549–Medium ..................... $ 1.89 #HW7554–Large 50-pk .........$98.99
#HW7550–Medium 25-pk ......... $45.99    

Squishy Jelly Grips and Critter Massager Grips
The squishiest, stretchiest grip out there... feels just like chewy jelly candy! Or squishy, 
stackable massager critter grips that tactilely cue finger placement. Assorted colors.
#HW7295–Jelly Grip ............................$  .45 #HW7296–Jelly Grip 50-pk ............. $19.99 
#HW7910–Critter Massager Grip ...........$  .59 #HW7911–Critter Grip 25-pk .............$14.49
 

Contoured Right Pencil Grips
Awesome grip with comfy finger-fitting contours for index/middle fingers, and a curved 
cut-out for thumbs. Helps eliminate tight-grasping and finger fatigue. 
#HW7685–Right Grip ..... $ .99 #HW7686–25-pk ... $22.99 #HW7687–50-pk ......$41.99 

Tactile Pencil Grips Kit 
24 wonderfully tactile pencil grips: 12 Spiky Massager Grips and 12 Squishy Jelly Grips. 
#HW7762–Tactile Pencil Grips Kit ............................................................................... $ 9.79

Lefty or Righty Pencil Grip Sampler Kits (new updated lefty kit!)
Our exclusive Samplers let you try out our some of our  top-sellers! The LEFTY KIT includes 
a Lefty Pencil Sharpener and 9 pencil grips:  a Writing Claw, Grotto, Solo, Stetro, Crossover, 
The Pencil Grip, Jumbo Egg Grip, Massager Grip, and a Rubber Triangle. The RIGHTY KIT 
includes 12 grips:  a Solo, Contoured Grip, Squishy Jelly Grip, Massager, Writing Claw, Start 
Right, Crossover, Grotto, The Pencil Grip, Stetro, Jumbo Egg, and a Rubber Triangle Grip.
#HW7763–Lefty Sampler ..................$12.99 #HW7889–Righty Sampler ............. $12.99

Kneadable Fidget Erasers or Scented Kneadables
Stretch and squish these cool fidget erasers... they clean themselves when kneaded! 
#HW7321–2 Kneadables ....................$ 1.49 #HW7657–25 Originals. .................. $16.99 
#HW7659–Scented Kneadable ...........$  .99 #HW7660–25 Scented .................... $22.99

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties
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Squiggle Wiggle Writers
Neat motorized writing tool that wiggles & shakes as it writes! This triangular-shaped 
weighted pen includes 4 color cartridges. Needs 1 “AA” battery – not included. 4-up.
#HW7658–Squiggle Wiggle Writer .............................................................................. $ 6.89  

Crayon Rocks or Jumbo Crayon Stylus
16 all-natural, stone-shaped soybean crayons colored with natural mineral powders. Or 
a 3-1/2” chubby crayon stylus for smartphones, iPads & other touch screens. 3-adults. 
#HW7648–Crayon Rocks....................$ 7.99    #HW7807–Crayon Stylus .................. $ 5.99 

Do-A-Dot Washable Rainbow Paint Markers
Delightful “no mess” chubby paint markers in 4 colors that build early fine motor skills. 
Twist off the cap and dab away; no water, messy brushes, or clean-up!
#HW7799-Do-A-Dot Marker 4-pk .............................................................................. $11.99

Double-Ended Colored Pencils
12-pc. set of triangular-shaped, double-ended colored pencils. 24 brilliant colors in all!
#HW7830–12 Double-Ended Colored Pencils ............................................................ $ 3.99  

Peppermint-Scented Pencils (helps students focus)
Innovative #2 pencils with a splendid peppermint scent that helps students focus better! 
#HW7664–Single .......... $ 1.49 #HW7665–24-pk ... $34.99 #HW7712–48-pk ......$67.99

Mini Pencils with Erasers
Mini 3-1/2" round pencils naturally promote a good grasp and increased pencil control. 
#HW7561–Mini Pencils 12-pk ............$ 2.99 #HW7562–Mini Pencils 144-pk ...... $26.99

White Charcoal Pencils
Sturdy charcoal pencil with a thick white lead that provides extra sensory feedback. Pair 
them with our black notebook paper and it’s like writing on a chalkboard! 
#HW7774–White Charcoal Pencils 2-pk ..................................................................... $ 3.99   
#HW7776–150 Sheets Black Notebook Paper ........................................................... $ 4.99

Specialty Pens for Left-Handers
No more smudging! Innovative pens with a curved end that allows lefties to see what 
they’re writing while preventing ink smudges. Features a comfy, ergonomic grip that 
naturally guides fingers into place. Two medium point pens: 1 with blue ink, 1 with black. 
#HW7744–Specialty Pens for Left-Handers 2-pk ....................................................... $ 6.99 

Lefty Pencil Sharpeners
Pocket-sized, single-hole sharpener for lefties that has a self-contained shavings case.   
#HW7745–Lefty Pencil Sharpener. .............................................................................. $ 2.49 

White Board Crayons and Race Car White Board Erasers
8-color set of large White Board Crayons that are easy to wipe off. Odorless, non-
toxic crayons that provide great resistance on white/dry-erase boards. Or colorful 4-1/2” 
numbered race car erasers that are a blast for white board activities and games. 
#HW7396–Crayons ...$ 2.99 #HW7668–Race Car ..$ 2.49 #HW7669–Car 4-pk ..$ 8.99

Handwriting & Classroom Specialties
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HandiWriters
Innovative OT-designed writing aid that promotes correct grasps and opens 
web spaces. Ideal for lowered hand strength and difficulties isolating the 2 
sides of the hand. 
#HW7286–HandiWriter .............. $ 5.29 each  #HW7287–5 or more ............... $ 4.99 each 
 

PenAgain “Twist & Write” Children’s Pencils and Refills
Designed especially for small hands, these innovative pencils feature a smart ergonomic 
design and a #2 - 2 mm lead that never needs sharpening. The wishbone-shape design 
naturally promotes an efficient tripod grasp. Assorted colors.  
#HW7592–PenAgain Pencil ................... $ 2.49 #HW7593–12-pk ....$25.99
#HW7663–Refill Set (5 leads and a plunger to remove the old lead) .....$ 1.99

Ferby Beginner’s Triangular Pencils 
Features extra thick lead and a wide triangular-round barrel that promotes good grasps.  
#HW7336–5" Ferby Pencil .................$ 2.45  #HW7940–Ferby 10-pk ................... $24.49    

Jumbo Grip Tactile Triangular Pencils
Jumbo triangular pencils with raised dots on all 3 sides of the pencil that tactilely cue 
fingers where to be. Great for beginners and those who use too much pressure.
#HW7414–Jumbo Grip Pencil ................ $ 1.79 #HW7425–36-pk ..................................$57.99 

Tactile Triangular Standard-sized Pencils
Your favorite triangular pencil that has raised sensory dots on all 3 sides and an eraser 
top. The dots tactilely cue fingers where to be for an efficient finger grasp. 
#HW7518–Tactile Triangle Pencil..........$  .99       #HW7519–36-pk.............................$33.99   

#4 Pencils (for those who use extreme pencil pressure)
Excellent for writers who use extreme pencil pressure! Extra sturdy standard or chunky 
pencils with thick #4 lead that can take an extreme amount of pressure without breaking. 
#HW7894–2 Std #4 Pencils ................$   .69 #HW7896–2 Chunky #4 Pencils ..... $    .79 
#HW7895–36 Std #4 Pencils .............$11.99 #HW7897–36 Chunky #4 Pencils ... $13.99

Specialty Pencils (that naturally promote functional grasps)
Tri-Write Pencils are standard #2 triangular pencils that naturally promote good grasps. 
My First Tri-Writes are extra thick and sturdy triangular-shaped pencils for beginners/ 
those who use a lot of pressure. Jumbo Round Beginners are triple thick, round primary 
pencils for young children-adults who have decreased motor control. All have erasers. 
#HW7723–Std Tri-Write ........................$ .49 #HW7727–36-pk ............................. $14.99    
#HW7725–Round Beginner ..................$ .79 #HW7729–36-pk ............................. $19.99    
#HW7726–First Tri-Write ......................$ .89 #HW7730–36-pk ............................. $21.99   

PenPal Pencil Clips (no more lost writing tools!)
Handy holder securely holds/keeps writing tools at your fingertips! Safely adheres to 
desktops, slantboards, dashboards, refrigerators, more. Assorted bright colors. 
#HW7716–PenPal Clip .......................$ 1.29 #HW7717–PenPal Clips 12-pk ....... $11.99 
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Classroom Light Filters (fluorescent light covers)
Diffuse the harsh glare of fluorescent lights and reduce flickering with these 2’x4’ filters 
for classroom ceiling lights that have sewn-in magnets. 4-piece sets in Tranquil Blue or 
Whisper White–or 2-piece sets of Patterned Spirals in Blue.
#CL1088–4 Tranquil Blue Filters ........$36.99 #CL1103–2 Blue Patterned Filters .. $20.99
#CL1089–4 White Filters ...................$36.99 

Wikki Stix – Alphabet or Numbers Card Kits
Endlessly reusable multisensory kits! The Alphabet Kit includes 36 Wikkis, 26 jumbo 
letter cards w/ both upper & lowercase letters, and arrows that cue how to properly form 
the strokes using Wikki Stix. The Numbers Kit has 36 Wikkis, 27 number cards, and 7 
activity cards. Clean, colorful, uncluttered cards with fun illustrations kids can replicate. 
#WS1010–Wikki Stix Alphabet ..........$13.99 #WS1012–Wikki Stix Numbers ....... $13.99

Wikki Stix Rainbow Packs
Reusable, multisensory manipulative; great for practicing letter and number formation! 
#WS1001  –Wikki Stix Rainbow Pack  (*24-pk of 8” Wikkis in 6 colors) ....................... $ 3.99 

Playfoam Alphabet Letters Sets
Awesome multisensory play sets where kids shape uppercase letters with squishy 
squashy Playfoam! Includes 8 bricks of Playfoam and 13 jumbo 2-sided activity cards.
#FM9539–Alphabet Set .............................................................................................. $12.99

Pre-Printing Practice or Alphabet Letter Wipe Off Cards
Neat Pre-Printing Set with 26 wipe clean tracing activities that teach kids to control 
writing tools while learning the 9 strokes needed for printing. The Alphabet Set has 26 
sequential activities that begin with simple, straight line letters before progressing to 
more developmentally difficult ones. Includes a sheet that shows the correct develop-
mental sequence of letters. Cards have green and red dots that cue where to start and 
stop; numbered arrows cue how to form the strokes. Both sets include 26 activities on 
13 sturdy, 8-1/2”x5-1/2” double-sided cards and a box of wipe-off crayons. 4-up. 
#HW7635–Pre-Printing Cards ...........$15.99  #HW7636–Alphabet Letter Cards .... $15.99 

Fine Motor Stringing Sight Words Kits
Fabulous alphabet stringing set for pre-writing, pre-reading, and spelling practice. 
Includes: 4 letter trays, 277 chunky plastic manuscript letters, 218 color-coded word 
cards, 54 blank cards, and 100 chenille stems. Slide word cards in the slot and string 
the letters onto the stems. Letters are fun for tong & putty play, too! 1-4 players, 4-up.
#FM9478–Fine Motor Stringing Words Kit ................................................................. $34.99    

Bananagrams (144 Alphabet Tile Manipulatives/Game)
Fun letter/word game that requires no paper or pencils. We love using the uppercase 
alphabet tiles for letter recognition, sorting, copying, matching, and spelling activities!  
Kids can line letters up, spell words, play hide ‘n find games in shaving cream/putty/
sand tables, and much more. Includes 144 easy-to-read tiles and instructions in a cool 
zippered banana case! This versatile manipulatives set is ideal for children-adults, 3-up.
#FM9604–Bananagrams  (*formal game play is for ages 7-up) ................................. $14.99

Handwriting & Classroom SpecialtiesHandwriting & Classroom Specialties
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Jumbo Alphabet Lacing Letters or Alphabet Letter Blocks
Set of 26 washable, sturdy plastic 4" uppercase alphabet letters for lacing, tracing, and 
making imprints in dough. Includes 6 laces. OR 36 sturdy 2” UC letter blocks that have 
flat fronts and open backs, and double as molds for dough play. Fun learning play sets!
#FM4949–Jumbo Lacing Letters .......$14.99 #HW7842–Alphabet Letter Blocks...$19.99

Multisensory Magnatab Sets:  Alphabet and Free Play
Irresistible tools for teaching the correct way to form letters! Kids use a 
pencil-like magnetic stylus to trace over dotted letter characters... tiny metal 
balls pop up like magic to create the lines; directionality arrows cue how to 
draw the strokes. “Erase” with your fingertip and start again–no paper required. Also in 
a Free Play Drawing Board! Both are ideal for school, home, therapy, and travel. 3-up. 
#FM9397–Magnatab Uppercase Letters..$25.99    #FM9398–Magnatab Free Play...$21.99 

Shimmery Sequins Drawing Boards
Mesmerizing multisensory drawing board that can be used vertically or flat. Run your 
finger(s) across the glittering sequins to draw shapes, designs, and letters. This endlessly 
reusable gorgeous 11" drawing board provides a touch of sensory paradise! Ages 6-102.
#FM9517–Shimmery Sequins Drawing Board (for gentle use) ................................... $17.99

Boogie Boards eWriter Tablets
Sensational eco-friendly eWriters are terrific for classrooms, therapy, home, or travel; you 
can doodle & trace anytime, anywhere! Scribble ‘n Play is great for drawing and writing 
practice; it features a color screen and 4 stylus tools. Play ‘n Trace has a big oval-shaped 
color screen and pencil-like stylus. Place the colored screen over whatever you want to 
trace, and draw away! Excellent for practicing letters, math problems, or free drawing; 
everything erases with the touch of a button. Batteries included. 4-adults. AWESOME!
#HW7850–Scribble ‘n Play ...............$34.99  #HW7851–Play ‘n Trace.................. $34.99

Solid Wood Lazy 8’s Tracing Boards
Museum-quality Lazy 8 tracing board of solid maple with a natural wood finish. Includes 
a set of small wooden balls and wood tracing stylus. Trace the 8 with your finger, stylus, 
or roll the wooden marbles thru the Lazy 8 infinity pattern. 4-up.
#HW7852–Lazy 8’s Tracing Board (7"x14") .................................. $34.99 

Double-Sided Shapes & Patterns Wooden Tracing Boards
Premium 7"x14" two-sided tracing board of solid maple with 4 rows of pre-writing skill 
patterns on one side and 8 geometric shapes on the other. Includes a set of wooden 
ball manipulatives and a wood tracing stylus. These are amazing! 3-up.
#HW7853–Shapes and Patterns Board .......................................... $44.99 

Non-Slip Writing Mats
Versatile non-slip mat stabilizes writing or drawing paper for you; no more creases or 
rips! Works well on desks, tables, and slantboards, or adhere it to a wall for vertical 
writing activities. Just slip the paper under the magnetic frame and write away. A nice 
time and money saver for teachers and favorite “must-have” handwriting tool for OTs! 
#HW7855–Non-Slip Writing Mat ................................................................................ $20.99

Handwriting & Classroom SpecialtiesHandwriting & Classroom Specialties
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years

E-Z Scrub Brushes
These are the standard surgical “brushes of choice” for sensory diets and 
brushing programs. Features a brush on one side, sponge on the other.
#SS7001–E-Z Scrub 10-pk ...............$19.99 #SS7002–E-Z Scrub 30-pk ............. $52.99 

Corn Brushes, Colored Corn Brushes, and Brush Handles
Original OT sensory brushes by the Wilbarger brushing experts. The easy-to-snap on 
reusable handle makes it easy to grasp and helps eliminate hand fatigue (sold separately).
#SS7045–Corn Br. 10-pk ........ $  9.99 #SS7359–10-pk Yellow ....$13.99   
#SS7046–Corn Br. 30-pk ........ $28.99 #SS7360–10-pk Green .....$13.99
#SS7060–Corn Br. 200-pk .... $184.99 #SS7361–10-pk Brown ....$13.99  
#SS7146–Brush Handle .......... $  6.49 (yellow, green, and brown brushes have handles)

Colored Corn Brushes or Corn Brush Rainbow Packs
Your favorite sensory brushes in gorgeous colors! Corn Brush Rainbow Assortment 
Packs include orange, yellow, blue, green, and pink corn brushes. Turquoise and 
periwinkle blue brushes are available separately below. *Handles sold separately above.
#SS7619–Turquoise 10-pk .................$ 9.99 #SS7877–Rainbow 10-pk ................ $ 9.99
#SS7620–Periwinkle Blue 10-pk ........$ 9.99 #SS7879–Rainbow 30-pk ............... $28.99

Therapressure Brushes  
Designed to be used with the updated Wilbarger Protocol, this easy-grip 
sensory brush features a built-in handle in a comfy, rounded oval shape.
#SS7198–Single.......$ 4.89      #SS7208–10-pk.......$39.99     #SS7209–30-pk.......$116.99

Therapy Brush Sampler Kit
Our exclusive kit features one of each of our most popular sensory brushes: a Corn 
Brush, Therapressure Brush, E-Z Scrub Brush, and a Double-Sided Oval Scrub Brush.
#SS7292–Therapy Brush Sampler Kit ......................................................................... $ 9.99

Sensory Brush Fidgets:  Tiger or New!  Corn on the Cob Brushes 
Neat sensory brush with a raised tiger on the handle that provides moderate tactile input. 
Our newest fidget brush has a realistic-looking/feeling, corn-on-the-cob-like kernal 
handle with stiff bristles that offer vigorous tactile stimulation. 10-packs sold online.
#SS7407–Tiger Sensory Brush.............$ 8.99    #SS7988–Corn Cob Brush .............. $ 3.99

Vibrating Mitt Massagers
Pressure-operated mitt massager provides very tactile, vibrating sensory input. Has fluffy 
synthetic sheepskin on one side and silky-soft, velvety material on the other. Washable.
#SS7270–Mitt Massager  (*uses 2 “AA” batteries, not included)  .............................. $27.99 
 

Totable Sensory Rollers:  Original and New Designs! 
Sturdy little 3” sensory rollers with a chunky plastic handle. Great for sensory seekers or 
those with tactile sensitivity. Tuck ‘em in desks and backpacks! Fun new designs. 3-up. 
#SS7458–Single Sensory Roller.............$ 6.99    #SS7459-3-pk Assortment ........... $15.99
#SS8003–New Single Sensory Roller....$ 6.99    #SS8009-New Designs 3-pk ......... $15.99
*Our Detangling Brushes make hair brushing much more tolerable – page 85!  

Sensory Brushes & Brush Kits
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Therapy Putty
Premium quality silicone putty for all of your finger strengthening and exercise needs. 
This non-toxic, unscented therapy putty is extra clean, non-oily, and latex-free.

                   Ex. Soft Soft Med. Soft Med. Firm Firm   
 Wt. Tan Yellow Red Green Blue Price 
2 oz. TP1134 TP1117 TP1125 TP1121 TP1129 $ 4.99 
4 oz. TP1135 TP1118 TP1126 TP1122 TP1130 $ 7.99 
1 lb. TP1136 TP1119 TP1127 TP1123 TP1131 $24.99 
5 lbs. TP1137 TP1120 TP1128 TP1124 TP1132 $114.99 
 

Softer Therapy Putty
The same premium unscented silicone therapy putty you love in a new softer version. 

 Soft Med. Soft Med. Firm Firm   
Weight Yellow Red Green Blue Price 
2 oz. TP1143 TP1147 TP1151 TP1155 $ 4.99 
4 oz. TP1144 TP1148 TP1152 TP1156 $ 7.99 
1 lb. TP1145 TP1149 TP1153 TP1157 $24.99 
5 lbs. TP1146 TP1150 TP1154 TP1158 $114.99

Putty Containers
Easy-to-open (empty), 4 oz. plastic containers. Choice of 10- or 30-packs.
#TP1133–10 Putty Containers................$ 7.99    #TP1139–30 Containers................$20.99 

Scented Therapy Putty
Premium therapy putty in 4 resistances and absolutely amazing scents!  

 XX-Soft X-Soft Soft Medium 
Weight Vanilla Banana Wild Cherry Green Apple Price 
2 oz. TP1159 TP1160 TP1161 TP1162 $  6.99
 

Therapy Putty or Scented Therapy Putty Sampler Kits
Handy putty kit with five, 2-oz. tubs of our premium, latex-free therapy putty – one of 
each grade: extra-soft, soft, med-soft, med-firm, and firm. The 4-pc. scented sampler 
includes:  a 2 oz. tub of each scent. Ideal for a wide variety of therapy activities. 
#TP1138–5 pc. Putty Sampler....$24.79    #TP1163–4 pc. Scented Putty Sampler...$26.99

Therapy Putty Charms or Putty Charm Combo Kits
1" shiny bright charms for hiding and finding in therapy putty! The Putty Charm Combo 
Kits include:  a 2 oz. tub of therapy putty and 15 colorful charms. 
#FM9444–80 Zoo Animal Charms ......$ 7.29 #FM9446–80 Sea Charms ............... $ 7.29 
#FM9455–Putty & Charms Kit #1 (2 oz. soft yellow putty & 15 charms) ..................... $ 6.49 
#FM9456–Putty & Charms Kit #2 (2 oz. med-soft red putty & 15 charms) ................. $ 6.49

New!  Putty Body Parts Kit  
Neat 25-pc. set includes:  colorful eyes, ears, feet, mustaches, hats, hands, and other 
assorted plastic body parts for putty play and building finger strength.
#FM9624–25-pc. Putty Body Parts Kit........................................................................ $ 4.99   

Therapy Putty & Putty Kits
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.  

FitBall Wedge Cushions
A perfect seating option for kids who have a hard time staying put or don’t know where 
their bodies are in space... These versatile air wiggle cushions provide all the same great 
therapeutic benefits as Move ‘n Sit Cushions. Smooth on one side and bumpy 
on the other, you’ll love the superb quality of these economical air cushions!
#SS7254–10" FitBall Jr ......$26.99 #SS7255–13" FitBall Wedge ......$28.99

FitBall Seating Discs
Like sitting on a therapy ball! These top-quality, disc-shaped air cushions are 
smooth on one side and bumpy on the other... ideal for providing kids with 
movement and tactile stimulation without ever leaving their seats! 
#SS7252–12" Jr. Fitball Disc ..... $26.99 #SS7253–15" Fitball Disc ..$28.99  

12" Pleated Disc Cushions
Phenomenal disc-shaped air cushion with a unique accordion-pleat design 
that promotes tremendous movement in every direction! Users that need 
and crave extreme rocking and rolling won’t ever want to leave their seats! 
Durable, top-quality cushions in bright red. Comes with a pump. 
#SS7204–Pleated Disc Cushion ................................................................................. $25.99 

Balance Seating Disc Combo 
Use this versatile disc for balance training, building core strength, as a 
wiggle seat, or foot fidget! Thick 14" cushion with 100’s of delightfully 
tactile “spikes” on one side, and a molded-rings pattern on the other. The 
most tactile of all our seating discs, you’ll love the versatility of this quality cushion! 
#SS7295–Balance/Seating Disc ................................................................................. $24.99    
 

New!  Tote Along Wiggle Seats 
Premium 13” sensory seat for kids who need a little movement to focus and 
concentrate better. Feature a built-in handle that makes them easy to tote! 
#SS7956–Tote Along Wiggle Seat .............................................................................. $19.99
 

New!  Early Childhood Wiggle Seat Discs 
9-1/2” preschool-sized air cushions for active kiddos who are movement seekers and 
need help to get their wiggles out in order to focus better. Bumpy on one side with a 
colorful bumble bee on the other (smooth) side. For use on the floor or on a chair. 
#SS7865–Early Childhood Wiggle Seat (comes with a pump) ................................... $17.99

New!  Monster and Basketball Wiggle Seat Sensory Cushions 
Kids adore these cool wiggle seats that have raised “spikes” on one side, and smaller 
sensory nubs with a raised basketball or monster face motif on the other side.   
#SS7954–Orange Basketball Seat ....$19.99 #SS7955–Green Monster Seat ....... $19.99

Hand Pump, Plug Puller, and Replacement Plugs
Handy compact pump, or nifty tool for scooping out ball plugs & seat cushion stoppers.
#SS3348–Compact 7” Ball Pump ......$ 7.99 #SS7145–Ball Plug Puller ................ $ 5.99 
#GM3454–Replacement Plugs for Balls and Cushions .............................................. $   .99

Specialty Seating & Air Cushions
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Ball Chairs
Balls with tiny feet that make a great classroom or workplace seat! Helps kids-adults 
get their wiggles out by encouraging subtle bouncing and rocking movements 
without getting up from their seats. Naturally promotes sitting up straighter, too.
#GM3424–18" Ball Chair. .......... $26.99 #GM3426–26" Ball Chair ...$36.99 
#GM3425–22" Ball Chair ........... $30.99  

New!  Wiggle Wobble Chair Bouncers 
Set of 4 rubbery “feet” that transform standard school chairs into bouncy 
“rocking” chairs! Students can subtly rock/roll/bounce in all directions with these 
smart focus tools. Perfect for students who tip back on the legs of their chairs.
#SS7962–Wiggle Wobble Chair Bouncers .................................................. $19.99 

HowdaHug Sensory Seats
Neat “cradle and rock” seats provide an ideal combo of self-regulating input. 
HowdaHugs are adjustable legless seats made of wooden slats and colored canvas 
that provide a nice ‘n snug hugging sensation; soothing rocking/deep pressure input 
that effectively provides a calming, focusing effect. The adjustable side straps can be 
tightened for a custom hugging effect. Nice for circle time, reading, homework, and 
watching TV. Rolls up for easy toting. You’ll LOVE these OT-approved seats!
#SS7264–Petite  (Ages 3-5, up to 50 lbs.) .............................................. $82.99
#SS7265–HowdaHug 1  (Ages 5-7, up to 100 lbs.)................................. $83.99
#SS7266–HowdaHug 2  (Ages 7-Adult, up to 125 lbs.) .......................... $84.99

New!  Donut Balls
Versatile low-to-the-ground, donut-shaped seats for kids who need calming (or alerting) 
gentle bouncy input to focus better and stay seated. Great for home, school, or clinics; 
these neat balls are nice for working on balance, body/core strength, and stability, too.   
#GM3468–22"x12" Orange Donut Ball ..$19.99 #GM3469–26”x 14” Green Donut.. $22.99

Adjustable Height Round T-Stools 
Premium t-stools with a round wooden seat and round steel leg that can be  
adjusted from 12” to 16” in 1” increments. They promote focus and balance.
#BC7197–Updated T-Stool ......................................................................... $82.99 

Wobble Stools 
Wobble stools are all the rage in schools and offices for kids-adults! Wigglers 
and movement seekers LOVE these stools that have a rounded bottom which 
allows gentle rocking and spinning. The 12” size is for early childhood kids, the 
14” fits most younger elementary kids, and the 16” is for upper elementary+. 
The 15.5” - 21.5” adjustable stool is ideal for pre-teens to college students, and 
office workers, and also allows a gentle pogo-stick like bouncy action. 
#SS7899–12” Red .............................$44.99 #SS7901–16” Blue .......................... $59.99
#SS7900–14” Green .........................$52.99 #SS7902–Adjustable Black .......... $111.99

Vibrating Sensory Chair Cushions
Pressure-activated sensory cushions that provide self-regulating vibrating sensory input.  
#SS7593–Vibrating Cushion (requires 2 “D” batteries – not included) ...................... $21.99

Specialty Seating
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Fidgeting Foot Bands™ and Fidgeting Foot Bands XT™

Fidgeting Foot Bands™ are a continuous loop of 1.5” wide stretchy band you “string” 
around chair or desk legs to keep fidgeting feet busy! Excellent, low-cost focus tools!
#SS7355–Fidgeting Foot Bands™ ......$ 3.99 #SS7446–XT Foot Bands™ .............. $ 4.99
#SS7356–Original 10-pk ...................$38.99 #SS7447–XT Bands 10-pk ............. $48.99

Fidgeting Foot Rollers™ (fits under desks and helps increase focus)
Silent foot fidget with 2 spiky balls encased in a sturdy, non-slip base. Rest your feet  
on the balls and spin away... or take off your shoes for a therapeutic foot massage.   
#SS7506–Fidgeting Foot Roller™ ............................................................................... $26.99 

New!  Fidgeting Foot Steppers™  
Neat feet-shaped air stepper that provides a nice combo of calming deep pressure and 
subtle focusing movement input! An effective foot fidget for under desks or tool for short 
calming (or alerting) sensory breaks in the classroom, clinic, or at the office. 
#SS7957–Fidgeting Foot Stepper™ ............................................................................ $21.99 

New!  Fidgeting Foot Tappers™

Smart 10” ridged foot pad with a chunky button for tapping and pushing with your heel 
or toes. Ideal for deep pressure seekers, foot tappers, leg bouncers, and/or those who 
have tingly legs, difficulty focusing, or sitting still. Works great with standing desks, too.
#SS7953–Fidgeting Foot Tapper™ .............................................................................. $14.99  

New!  Swinging Foot Fidgets™ (under desk swing for your feet!)
Innovative adjustable-height disc-shaped foot “swing” that mounts under any desk or 
table! Place your feet on the sturdy 10” disc and swing away! An excellent calming focus 
tool for kids/teens/adults who have fidgety, restless feet or difficulty sitting for very long. 
This awesome foot fidget tool comes with instructions and simple-to-install hardware. 
#SS7974–Swinging Foot Fidgets™ ............................................................................. $44.99

New!  Chair Bouncy Bands (super tough stretchy foot fidgets)   
Extra thick and durable, latex-free fidgeting foot bands that fit over the front legs of 
classroom chairs, providing a bouncy, stretchy surface for fidgety feet to quietly kick or 
bounce. Comes in 2 sizes that accommodate elementary to college age students.   
#SS7959–Elementary Bouncy Band ..$13.99 #SS8005–Elementary 6-pk .............. $80.99 
#SS7960–Middle/High School Band ..$14.99 #SS8006–Middle/High School 6-pk .. $86.99  

New!  Desk Bouncy Bands 
Bouncy Bands foot fidgets for school desks! These super strong latex-free bands offer 
subtle, silent, bouncy/kicking input. Stretch to fit desks that have legs 20”-28” apart.
#SS7961–Desk Bouncy Band ............$14.99 #SS8007–Desk Bouncy Band 6-pk ..$86.99

Fiddle Sits Fidget Mats™

Quiet 15”x15” self-regulation fidget mats you can sit on or use like a lap blanket. Has 
colorful fabric on one side; velvety fleece on the other; with a nice array of texturey 
ribbons on 2 edges. Keeps fingers busy/minds more focused. Machine wash. 3-adults.
#SS7482–Fiddle Sits Fidget Mat™ .............................................................................. $20.99  

Focusing Fidgets for your Feet
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Weighted Lap Pads With Soft Fleece Covers and Furry Covers 
These discreet lap pads are a wonderful self-regulation tool that are easy to take along 
and use in the classroom, car, restaurants, waiting rooms... anywhere! Top-quality, 
water-resistant nylon with a snuggly soft, solid fleece cover (in pretty random colors).
#SS7158–Small 9”x18” / 2-1/2 lbs ....$34.99 #SS7160–Lg 9”x24” / 5 lbs ............ $45.99 
#SS7159–Med 9”x18” / 3-1/2 lbs .....$39.99 #SS7161–X-Lg 12”x24” / 7 lbs ....... $49.99
#SS7594–Sm/Med Furry Cover (cover only – weighted insert not included) ............. $11.99 

Rectangular Gel Weighted Lap Pads 
Sensational rectangle-shaped, squishy weighted lap pads with colored gel and a galaxy 
of shimmery floating stars that sensory-seeking fingers adore! These multi-sensory lap 
pads are filled with squishable, squeezable gel that provides calming deep pressure 
input, helping users focus better. Clean/sanitize these with wipes or spray. Latex-free.
#SS7417–3 lb. Lap Pad–7”x16” ........$29.99 #SS7696–7 lb. Lap Pad 10”x22” .... $36.99
#SS7418–5 lb. Lap Pad–10”x18” ......$33.99    

True Wipe Clean Weighted Lap Pads 
Durable 10”x20” wipe clean weighted lap pads that can be sanitized with spray or wipes 
and are weighted with non-toxic poly pellets. Nice for home, schools, clinics, and other 
medical settings. The 3 lb. size has unisex owl laminate fabric on one side, and a solid 
color on the other side; the 5 lb. is in a cool red polka dot fabric.
#SS7935–2 lb. Wipe-Clean .... $46.99    #SS7598 3 lb.... $54.99    #SS7887–5 lb.... $59.99

Fiddle Ribbons Weighted Lap Pads™

Beautiful weighted lap pad with a washable fleece cover that has a row of very colorful,  
texturey fidget ribbons on the front edge! Choice of 2-1/2 lb. small or 3-1/2 lb. medium.
#SS7748–Small Ribbons Pad ...........$38.99 #SS7749–Medium Ribbons Pad..... $42.99

Minkee Weighted Lap Pads:  Scented or Unscented 
Perfect 8”x12” sized, lavender scented 3 lb. weighted lap pads with an exquisitely soft, 
bumpy minkee cover in 2 gorgeous colors: purple or silver gray. Our new unscented 
weighted minkee lap pad comes in a pretty neutral turquoise color. Three delightfully 
tactile, discreet weighted fidget pads for home, school, travel, or community settings. 
#SS7750–3 lb. Scented Silver Gray......$29.99 #SS7751–3 lb. Scented Purple ....... $29.99
#SS7943–3 lb. Unscented Turquoise...$29.99

Twiddle Fiddle™ Weighted Lap Pads
Fidgeters of all ages love these weighted lap pads that have 2 attached, interchangeable, 
silent fidgets! Made of water-resistant nylon, these quality lap pads feature a snuggly 
soft washable solid fleece cover and 2 easy-release velcro fidget tabs. Fidgets may vary. 
#SS7348–Med 9”x18” / 3-1/2 lbs .....$49.99 #SS7349–Lg 9”x24” / 5 lbs ............ $55.99

New!  Swirly Furry™ Weighted Lap Pads
The softest, furriest, fluffiest, heavenly tactile lap pads we’ve ever seen! These one-of-a-
kind exclusive lap pads are covered in wonderfully soft “fur” that features raised swirly 
curlicue patterns. Tactile sensory seekers will be over-the-moon! Spot wash.
#SS7970–2-1/2 lb. Swirly Lap Pad ...$44.99 #SS7971–3-1/2 lb Swirly Lap Pad .. $49.99

Weighted Lap Pads 
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Open Palm Hand Weights
Neat hand weights with a comfy open palm / loop fingers design that’s easy to put on 
and take off, and cool to wear (for hands that tend to be on the sweaty side). Provides 
excellent proprioceptive input. Durable lycra, double stitched for strength, filled with lead-
free steel shot. For left or right hands. The X-Small contains 1/4 lb. of weight; the Small has  
3/8 lb. of weight; both the Medium and Large have 1/2 lb. of weight. 
#WT4005–XS Open Palm ........... $22.49 #WT4007–Med Open Palm.. $26.49 
#WT4006–Sm Open Palm .......... $23.49 #WT4008–Lg Open Palm..... $27.49  

Forearm (or Leg) “Sleeve” Weights
Tapered “sleeve” weights provide excellent deep pressure input to forearms (or legs), 
increasing kinesthetic feedback and sensory awareness. A versatile sensory tool for those 
who need extra feedback during handwriting and other fine motor activities. Of durable 
lycra that’s double-stitched for strength and filled with safe lead-free steel shot. 
#WT4001–XS (1/4 lb.–5") .......... $23.49 #WT4003–Med (1 lb.–6.5") .$26.49 
#WT4002–Sm (1/2 lb.–5.5") ...........$24.49 #WT4004–Lg (1 lb.–7.5") ...... $27.49 

Soft 1 lb. and 1/2 lb. Wrist/Ankle Weights (2-piece sets)
Superb 1 lb. cuff-style wrist or ankle weights with neoprene on the outside and comfy 
soft terrycloth on the inner side. The 1/2 lb. weights have soft neoprene on both sizes. 
Both have an adjustable velcro strap that provides an individualized custom fit. 2-packs.
#SS7511–Soft 1 lb. Weights 2-pk ....$29.99 #WT4021–Soft 1/2 lb. Weights 2-pk ... $23.99

Furry Animal Hand Weights
Adorable furry hand weights that provide a perfect touch of deep pressure input to help 
kids know where their hands are. The animals hold the pencil between their 
front legs; an adjustable strap holds the weight in place (pencil is removable).
#SS7477–Puppy Hand Weight .. $10.99 #SS7478–Turtle Weight .....$10.99  

Weighted Holder
Deluxe holders that provide much needed extra sensory input! Feature a contoured, 
easy-grasp hard vinyl handle that securely holds writing/drawing tools, toothbrushes, 
and some feeding tools. The 4 oz. children’s model holds items up to 5/16” in diameter; 
the 7 oz. teen/adult model holds items up to 7/16” in diameter. 
#HW7361–Pediatric Holder ...............$24.99 #HW7362–Teen/Adult Holder ......... $25.99 

PencilWeights
Neat pencil weight for anyone who needs extra sensory input when writing, has lowered 
coordination, or mild tremoring. Use it on any writing or coloring tool, and/or with any 
pencil grip. Works nice with eating utensils, too. Made of a silky, stretchy material with a 
velcro fastener; filled with 1/4 lb. of (lead free) steel shot that forms to the tool’s shape. 
#HW7407–PencilWeight ............................................................................................. $14.99  

Weighted Hall Passes or Weighted 3-Ring Notebook Inserts
Subtle and helpful tools that help students achieve that “just right” level of alertness! 
Combo weighted hall pass/note holder or a slim-design, quilt-style weighted insert for 
3-ring binders. Both provide a nice touch of calming/focusing weighted input.
#SS7613–2 lb. Hall Pass ........... $19.99 #SS7596–1-1/2 lb. Notebook Insert....... $29.99 

Specialty Weights 
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Plush Weighted Animals: Kitty Cuddles, Dolphin Wrap, Puppy 
Hugs, Moose Masseuse, and Snakeys OR our Brand New!   
Purple Scented Kitty Cuddles
You’ll fall in love with these “plush” weighted animals that are fabulous for providing 
deep pressure input that can help calm and slow nervous systems. The 2.4 lb., 21" 
snuggly Kitty Cuddles is black with fun print fabric on his belly. The 2.7 lb., 22" blue 
Dolphin is of velvety soft fleece with a flannel tummy. Our lovable 23", 2.6 lb. Puppy is 
of extra soft, furry brown plush with a cute print on his belly. Moose Masseuse is a  2.8 
lb., 17.5" extra-fluffy friend with 2 sets of extra long weighted legs! Or two, 2.5 lb., 34" 
wonderfully furry weighted snakes in 2 cool color combos. Or our new Purple Scented 
Kitty Cuddles who’s scented with a perfect touch of cloves and cinnamon. Awesome!
#SS7162–Kitty Cuddles .........$31.99 #SS7182–Moose Masseuse ...... $36.99
#SS7164–Dolphin Wrap ........$31.99 #SS7566–Stripey Snakey ....... $45.99
#SS7165–Puppy Hugs ..........$31.99 #SS7567–Snake Skin Snakey $45.99
#SS7952–Purple Scented Kitty Cuddles ........................................... $31.99

Plush Weighted Animals:  3 lb. or 4.5 lb. Weighted Shaggy 
Puppies OR 2 lb. Scented Weighted Wooly Lambs, Monkeys, 
Turtles, and Red Pandas 
Super soft ‘n lovable 2 lb. Weighted Monkey, Wooly Lamb, Turtle  
(that makes a great weighted lap pad), or a Red Panda; all scented  
with soothing lavender. Or our unscented 3 or 4.5 lb. wonderfully furry 
Weighted Shaggy Puppies. Adorable weighted pets that melt hearts as  
they help regulate nervous systems. 
#SS7760–2 lb. Scented Monkey ..........$25.99    #SS7931–2 lb. Scented Panda.......$25.99 
#SS7761–2 lb. Scented Wooly Lamb...$25.99    #SS7951–3 lb. Shaggy Puppy........$28.99  
#SS7930–2 lb. Scented Plush Turtle....$25.99    #SS7762–4.5 lb. Shaggy Puppy.....$38.99

Howie Hedge Hog Weighted Sequin Pets 
Furry 8" Howie has 100’s of sequins that provide endless hours of fidgeting fun! The 
perfect fiddle pet for home, classrooms, or the office; weighs about 2 lbs. For children, 
teens, and adults, ages 5-up. Designed for gentle fidgeting. 
#SS7649–Howie Weighted Sequin Pet ...................................................................... $24.99   

Sensory Sox (also available in a New!  XXL Size)
Neat stretchy lycra sensory tool that provides calming deep pressure input! Superb  
for tactile and/or deep pressure seekers, or for tactile defensiveness. Colors vary.
#SS7304–Small 3-5 yrs ............. $37.99 #SS7307–X-Large 12-Adult..... $52.99 
#SS7305–Medium 6-8 yrs ......... $42.99 #SS7925–XXL-Large Adults .... $56.99
#SS7306–Large 9-12 yrs ........... $49.99    

Weighted Sequin Dinos, Elephants, and Hippos OR Sparkly 
Weighted Turtles, Frogs, and Snakes
Three sensational 1 lb. SEQUIN pets that weigh about 1 lb., or lovable handheld 
sparkly reptile friends that weigh about 1/2 lb. each. Fun!
#SS7730–7” Sequin Ellie Elephant ........ $ 9.99 #SS7781–4-1/2” Pokey Turtle ....... $ 4.99 
#SS7731–6-1/2” Sequin Dino Dinosaur  $ 9.99 #SS7782–21” Silly Billy Snake ...... $ 4.99  
#SS7940–7” Sequin Hanna Hippo ........ $ 9.99 #SS7934–5” Hippity Hop Frog ...... $ 4.99

Animal Weights & Deep Pressure Specialties
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Weighted Vests
High-quality, fully-lined weighted vests with velcro closures, sealed sandbag weights, 
and 4 inside pockets that accommodate various sized weights! Stylish vests of rugged  
denim with neat, unisex-design linings and 4 weights. Six children’s sizes:  X-Small (size 
2-3 w/ 4-oz. weights), Small (size 4-5 w/ 4-oz. weights), Medium (size 6-8 w/ 6-oz. weights), 
Large (size 10-12 w/ 8-oz. weights), X-Large (size 14-16 w/ 8-oz. weights), or XX-Large  
(size 18-20 w/ 8-oz. weights). Incredibly effective for providing proprioceptive 
input, these vests have a calming, organizing effect for many children. 
#WV0005–X-Sm ....$54.99 #WV0002–Med...$61.99 #WV0004–X-Lg ... $69.99 
#WV0001–Sm ........$56.99 #WV0003–Lg......$65.99 #WV0006–XX-Lg . $74.99 

New!  Fringy Fidget™ Weighted Vests 
Your favorite denim vests with silky fidget fringe on the front! These one-of-a-kind weighted 
vests provide effective calming, focusing weighted input – and a nice ‘n discreet way to 
keep fidgety fingers engaged. Includes 4 weights. See specifics about weights/sizes above. 
#WT4022–X-Sm (2-3) ......$57.99 #WT4023–Sm (4-5) ... $59.99 #WT4024–Med (6-8) ...$64.99 
#WT4025–Large (10-12) ..$69.99 #WT4026–X-Large (14-16) .............................................$74.99 

Pressure Vests
Top-quality interlocking neoprene vests with multi-adjustable, side velcro closures for 
custom-tailoring the “hugging” effect! These washable vests are amazingly effective 
in helping kids with sensory differences “self-regulate”... often producing a calming, 
focusing, slowing effect. Sharp black vests that go with everything and camouflage dirt.
#SS7077–X-Sm/2-3 .................. $64.99 #SS7080–Lg/10-12 ...........$75.99 
#SS7078–Sm/4-5 ...................... $66.99 #SS7136–X-Lg/14-16 ........$79.99  
#SS7079–Med/6-8 .................... $70.99 #SS7137–XX-Lg/18-20 .....$89.99

Deep Pressure Compression Belts
Designed to be worn under or over your clothing, these adjustable self-regulation belts 
provide calming deep pressure. Made of top-quality black neoprene with a heavy-duty 
velcro closure. Made in the USA. Please visit our website for sizing details. 
#SS7615–Small........$12.99    #SS7616–Medium.......$13.99    #SS7617–Large.......$14.99 

Colored Deep Pressure Compression Vests 
Premium neoprene compression vests with multi-adjustable velcro closures on the 
sides AND on the shoulders. The X-Small to Mediums come in a beautiful royal blue 
color; Large comes in black. See our website for measurements and sizing. 
#SS7740–X-Sm Blue Compression Vest ...... $38.99 #SS7742–Med Blue Vest ...... $58.99
#SS7741–Sm Blue Compression Vest ......... $48.99 #SS7743–Lg Black Vest ........ $68.99

Sandbag Weights (for Therapy Shoppe Weighted Vests)
Set of four, identical-sized, heavy-duty, sealed sand weights for our weighted vests.
#PW1111–4, 4-oz Weights .... $11.99 #PW1113–4, 8-oz Weights ......................... $13.99
#PW1112–4, 6-oz Weights.........$12.99 #PW1114–12-pc. Assortment (4 of each) .......$35.99

Dressing Vests    
Durable vests make buttoning and zipping practice a natural part of the daily 
routine. In bright kid colors with elastic side panels that fit most children.
#DR0002–Button/Zipper Vest ................................................................................................$34.99 
  

Weighted Vests, Pressure Vests, & Belts
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*Adult supervision is required with all weighted blankets.

Weighted Shoulder Wraps and Wipe Clean Shoulder Wraps
Unscented 4.5 lb. weighted wrap provides very calming deep pressure input as it hugs  
your shoulders. Fun unisex zoo print or a cool turtle fabric on one side, and snuggly 
solid fleece on the other. Or 5 lb. TRUE WIPE CLEAN wraps in solid teal or a reversible 
version with teal on one side and a colorful monkey print on the other side. 6-adults.
#SS7526–4.5 lb. Zoo Wrap......$45.99   #SS7891–5 lb. Monkey Wipe Clean Wrap...$62.99
#SS7576–4.5 lb. Turtle Wrap....$45.99   #SS7892–5 lb. Teal Wipe Clean Wrap.........$62.99 

Wipe Clean Weighted Blankets (true sanitizable blankets!)
Quilt-design weighted blankets in a super durable, true wipe clean material that can be 
sanitized with spray or wipes. Excellent for clinics, schools, or hospitals; no washing 
machine is needed. Filled with hypo-allergenic poly pellets, these smart blankets are 
excellent for self-calming, deep pressure weighted input. The 5 lb. (36"x48") and 7 lb. 
(42"x56") sizes have print fabric on one side; solid on the other. The 10 lb. and 12-1/2 lb. 
(41"x60") sizes have gorgeous red polka dot print on both sides. Phenomenal!
#SS7429–5 lb. Owl Print/Teal......$128.99   #SS7513–5 lb. Red Polka Dot/Black...$128.99    
#SS7430–7 lb. Owl Print/Teal......$144.99   #SS7514–7 lb. Red Polka Dot/Black....$144.99
#SS7888–10 lb. Red Polka Dot...$164.99   #SS7889–12-1/2 lb. Red Polka Dot.....$179.99

Washable Bamboo Weighted Blankets with Furry Minkee Covers
Extraordinary 5 or 9 lb. quilted weighted blankets made of a soft bamboo fabric with 
removable velvety soft minkee covers that are smooth on one side and bumpy on the 
other. The bamboo fabric keeps you warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer. 
Filled with eco-friendly, non-toxic glass beads that are the consistency of fine sand. The 
5 lb. blanket is 36"x48"; the 9 lb. is 40"x60”. Choice of 2 gorgeous colors.
#SS7744–5 lb. Silvery Gray Blanket......$114.99    #SS7746–5 lb. Teal Blanket......$114.99   
#SS7745–9 lb. Silvery Gray Blanket......$129.99    #SS7747–9 lb. Teal Blanket......$129.99

Washable Weighted Blankets
Cozy, quilt-design weighted blankets with soft fleece on one side, and comfy flannel on 
the other. Filled with hypo-allergenic poly pellets, these plush blankets come in 2 sizes:  
a 36”x48” blanket with 5 lbs. of weight, or a 42”x56” 7 lb. size. Provides deep pressure 
that helps calm and slow the nervous system. In dark blue. Hand wash, line dry.
#SS7319–5 lb. Blanket ......................$99.99 #SS7320–7 lb. Blanket ................. $124.99

Weighted 6.5 lb. Scented Mini Quilts
Extraordinary 20”x40” weighted quilts that are scented with just the right blend of self-
regulating herbs and spices! Made of velvety-soft deep royal blue minkee fabric with 
100’s of fluffy bumpies on one side; snuggly flannel on the other. Surface/spot wash. 
#SS7260–6.5 lb. Scented Mini Quilt ........................................................................... $55.99

New!  Snug and Hug™ Soothing Sensory Sheets
You’ll love these twin-size compression bed sheets that fit over the mattress like a sock 
(with open toes) that makes them easy to adjust so they feel just right. These breathable 
sheets provide the perfect touch of deep pressure “hugging” input that makes bodies 
feel calm and relaxed – and promotes better sleep. Machine wash, line dry. For ages 3+.
#SS7949–Gray Sensory Sheets ........$34.99 #SS7950–Blue Sensory Sheets ...... $34.99

Weighted Blankets, Quilts, & Shoulder Wraps
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Vibrating Sensory Pillow/Cushions
Vibrating, pressure-activated sensory cushions that can double as a sensory seat! A 
simple and comfy way to provide calming, self-regulating tactile sensory input.
#SS7593–Vibrating Cushion  (*requires 2 “D” batteries – not included) .................... $21.99

Squiggle Wiggle Writers
Fun motorized writing tool that wiggles as it writes! Includes 4 color cartridges. Ages 4+.
#HW7658–Squiggle Writer  (*requires 1 “AA” battery – not included) ........................ $ 6.89

Sensory Seekers Fidget Kits™ 
Two extraordinary OT-created kits for tactile sensory seekers. See details on page 89.  
#SS7462–Sensory Seekers Kit™ .....$21.99 #SS7635–Sensory Seekers Kit™#2 ..... $21.99

Palm-Sized Massage Balls or Spiky Gloves
3" fidget ball swarming with stimulating tactile points for massages! Or a silky-soft, 
stretchy glove that provides amazing massaging tactile input to arms and legs.
#SS7377–Palm-Sized Massage Balls.....$ 4.99    #SS7179–Spiky Glove................... $ 5.89

Soft & Spiky Sensory Shapes
Heavenly sensory shapes that are spiky and amazingly soft on both sides! Each has a 
small hole fingers can explore or that can be used to attach the shape to a backpack. In 
random brilliant colors. For ages 3-adults. You will LOVE LOVE LOVE these!
#SS7625–Spiky Sensory Duck ...........$ 5.49 #SS7627–Spiky Bow ...................... $  5.49
#SS7626–Spiky Rainbow Fish ...........$ 5.49 #SS7628–12-pc. Sampler .............. $63.99 

Totable Sensory Rollers:  Original and Fun New! Designs
Sturdy little 3" sensory rollers with a single, easy-grip, chunky plastic handle. Great for 
sensory seekers/those with tactile sensitivity. Tuck them in desks and backpacks! 3-up. 
#SS7458–Single Sensory Roller ............ $ 6.99 #SS7459-3-pk Assortment ............ $15.99
#SS8003–New Single Sensory Roller.... $ 6.99 #SS8009-New Designs 3-pk ......... $15.99

Tactile Sensory Shapes 
Delightful multisensory play set with 6 very bumpy, vibrantly colored, oversized 3-D 
geometric shapes that provide amazing tactile sensory input! Superb for 
sensory exploration, stacking, and fidgeting. Each measures 3" to 3-1/2". 3+. 
#SS7488–Single Sensory Shape.....$ 3.99    #SS7489–6-pk......................$22.99  

Prickly Tactile Tiles Building Set
Superbly tactile building play set that includes 49 unique bendy, bristly building shapes 
in 4 dazzling colors! This splendid set stimulates kids’ imaginations as they create 
masterpieces with the tickley prickly shapes. A great toy for tactile sensory seekers, 3+. 
#FM9594–Prickly Tactile Tiles Building Set ................................................................ $22.99

Wooly Fidget Bricks
Squishy foam fidget block with a fluffy soft covering that feels like a baby lamb!
#SS7831–Woody Fidget Brick..................................................................................... $ 2.99 

Vibrating & Tactile Tools
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Little Critter LadyBug or Doggy Massagers
Adorable animal massagers that provide consistent, calming tactile input. 
Requires 2 “AA” batteries (not included).
#SS7316–Lizzie LadyBug ..................$12.99 #SS7186–Daisy Doggy ................... $12.99 

Mini 2-Speed Massagers
Portable 6" massager with 2 therapeutic speeds, a curved massager tip, and a comfy 
contoured handle. Ideal for providing (external) oral-motor stimulation and sensory input 
to arms, legs, and back. Uses 2 “AA” batteries (included). Assorted random colors.
#SS7529–Mini 2-Speed Massager ............................................................................. $11.99 

Light-Up Vibrating Massagers or Twin Tactile Rollers
Neat 3-legged, 4" hand held massager that looks like a mini spacecraft and lights up 
(includes batteries)! Or a 5" hand held massager with a nice handle & twin spiky rollers.
#SS7763–Light-Up Massager ............$ 9.99 #SS7764–Twin Tactile Roller ............ $ 7.99  

Vibrating Mitt Massagers or New!  Mini Fleece Massagers
Pressure-operated mitt massager provides very tactile, vibrating sensory input. Has 
fluffy synthetic sheepskin on one side and silky-soft, velvety material on the other. 
Washable. Or a 3-1/2” mini massager with a plush fleece cover in pink, stretchy hand 
strap, and 3 therapeutic speeds. Both use 2 “AA” batteries (not included).
#SS7270–Mitt Massager ...................$27.99 #SS7937–Mini Fleece Massager ..... $ 7.99 

Deep Pressure Sensory Rolling Pins:  Original, Ridged, or Spiky
Durable sensory rolling pins that provide comfy, calming, consistent deep pressure. The 
Original has a smooth cushiony foam roller; the Ridged model has a ridged roller with 
bumpy hand grips; the Spiky Pin features 3 rubbery, spiky roller balls. AWESOME!
#SS7395–Original Sensory Rolling Pin....$36.99     #SS7486–Ridged Rolling Pin .... $34.99 
#SS7530–Spiky Sensory Rolling Pin…....$29.99     

Calming Body Tappers
Use this pair of sensory tappers to gently tap on backs, arms, legs, palms, or soles 
of the feet to provide (gentle) deep pressure input. Very relaxing and soothing to most 
sensory seekers. Set of 2 soft, rubbery foam 2-1/2" tappers with 9" ribbed handles. 
SS7527–2 Calming Body Tappers .............................................................................. $11.99

New!  Fiddle Ribbons™ or Scented Minkee Weighted Lap Pads
Beautiful weighted “fiddle” lap pads w/ washable fleece covers that have a row of very 
texturey and colorful fidget ribbons along the front edge. Or smaller 8”x12”, 3 lb. pads 
are scented with calming lavender and have super soft/soothing bumpy minkee covers.  
#SS7748–2-1/2 lb. Sm Ribbons ........$38.99 #SS7749–3-1/2 lb. Med. Ribbons .. $42.99    
#SS7750–3 lb. Silver Gray Minkee ....$29.99 #SS7751–3 lb. Purple Minkee ........ $29.99

Tactile Textured Tangles – Relax Tangle or Tangle Therapy
Colorful, silent fidgets for strengthening fingers, coiling, twisting, and twirling the hours 
away! Bathed in a rubbery material, Relax Tangle is sprinkled with sensory bumps that 
provide premo tactile input. Larger Tangle Therapy is twice as thick for double the fun! 
#GG4523–Relax Tangle ......................$ 5.99 #GG4524–Tangle Therapy .............. $10.99
 

Massagers, Vibrating, & Tactile Tools
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Junior Earmuffs or Junior Plus Earmuffs  
Durable earmuffs designed for children (but fit most teens, too). Both feature adjustable, 
padded headbands and very comfy, liquid-foam ear cushions. The originals reduce noise 
by 22 decibels; Junior Plus by 26 decibels. Wearers can still hear conversations. 
#SD1001–Black Jr. Earmuffs ... $24.99 #SD7429–Orange Jr. Plus ....... $24.99  
#SD1010–Pink Jr. Earmuffs ..... $24.99 #SD7436–Sky Blue Jr. Plus .... $24.99
#SD7428–Lime Green Jr. Plus . $24.99 

Junior Animal Earmuffs
Darling earmuffs for children who are sensitive to sounds. These colorful earmuffs 
feature cute animal designs, comfy ear cushions, adjustable padded headbands, and a 
27 decibel rating. Fun assorted designs (tigers, pandas and bears), we’ll surprise you!
#SD7426–Animal Earmuffs ......................................................................................... $24.99   

New!  Baby Earmuffs
Comfy sensory earmuffs that provide hearing protection for infants 3+ months. These 
noise reduction muffs have soft padded ear cups and an adjustable stretchy headband 
that provides a soft but secure fit. The specialty earmuffs reduce noise by 28 decibels. 
#SD7434–Pink Baby Earmuffs ..........$19.99 #SD7435–Blue Baby Earmuffs ....... $19.99  

Ultimate 10 Sensory Earmuffs (for teens and adults)
These premium earmuffs for teens/adults have the highest noise reduction rating on 
the market (30 decibels)! Adjustable, comfy padded headband with foam ear cushions 
featuring a unique cup design that absorbs noise in the same way as a shock absorber.
#SD1003–Ultimate 10 Earmuffs ................................................................................. $34.99 

Optimo Sensory Earmuffs
These adjustable sensory earmuffs provide calming deep pressure input to heads while 
reducing noise by 21 decibels. Feature a padded headband and soft, comfy padded 
ear cushions. A great choice for teens and adults. In a neutral, creamy off-white color. 
#SD7432–Optimo Earmuffs ........................................................................................ $24.99 

EarSoft Earplugs – “The World’s Softest Earplugs”
Comfy and discreet tapered earplugs that feature a 33 decibel rating. Especially nice for 
light sleepers and traveling. For older children, teens, and adults. 
#SD1006–5 Pairs.....$ 2.99     #SD1007–20 Pairs.....$ 9.99      #SD7433–50 Pairs....$22.99

Noise Blocking Headsets (just like our former ZEMs)
Subtle and stylish noise-reduction headsets that are popular with teens and 
adults. Comfortable, lightweight, adjustable, and foldable. 26 decibel rating.
#SD7437–Black Blocking Headset ...$24.99 #SD7439–Green Headset ............... $24.99  

Whisper Phones
Unique hands-free, voice-feedback headsets that help individuals focus better and 
hear phonemes (the sounds that compose words) more clearly. Users can read, spell, 
memorize, and process language aloud – intensifying the sound of one’s voice and 
minimizing auditory distractions. Comfy, lightweight. Fits most K - 5th grade children. 
#SL2007–Whisper Phone ............................................................................................ $ 9.99  

Sensory Earmuffs & Other Ear Tools
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.  

Scent Inhalers and All Natural Essential Oil Sprays
Portable pocket-sized inhalers that are perfect for the car, bus, restaurants, doctor’s 
offices, school... anywhere! Experience all the benefits of aromatherapy with these 100% 
pure essential oil blends. Inhalers retain scents up to a year. Or our all natural 2.7 oz. pump 
spray bottles in 3 calming scents:  Lavender, Peppermint, and Spice (cinnamon and cloves).
#AR5055–Study Buddy:  Improves memory, concentration, fatigue ......................... $ 5.99  
#AR5056–Stress Less:  Calms, refreshes, and relaxes .............................................. $ 5.99 
#AR5057–Stay Alert:  Increases alertness and helps focus ....................................... $ 5.99  
#AR5058–Insomnia Relief:  Calms, relaxes, and slows the mind .............................. $ 5.99  
#AR5059–Appetite Control:  Calms stomach/acidity, regulates appetite ................. $ 5.99 
#AR5070–Anxiety Relief:  Stabilizes mood, eases tension/mental fatigue ................ $ 5.99
#AR7907–Mood Lift:  Eases tension/worry, clears mind, calms & relaxes ................ $ 5.99
#AR5063–Lavender Spray ............$ 7.99    #AR5064–Peppermint Spray ................ $ 7.99
#AR5071–Spice Spray (cinnamon and cloves scent).................................................$ 7.99   

Scented Chewy Pencil Toppers
Chewy toppers for those who chew on their hair, clothing, pencils, etc. These toppers 
fit on standard #2 pencils. 1 colorful smooth and 1 knobby topper. Colors vary. 3-up.
#OM8240–Icy Mint Toppers ...............$ 8.99 #HW7629–Unscented ...................... $ 8.99
#OM8241–Orange Toppers ................$ 8.99 

Aromatherapy Scented Putty
All-natural putty in pocket-sized tins scented with essential oils that is amazing for 
providing calming proprioceptive input to fingers and hands. 3 delightful scents.
#AR5065–Lemon.....$ 4.99   #AR5066–Mint.....$ 4.99    #AR5068–Lavender ............. $ 4.99

Scented Furry Sensory Squares
Super plush 3-1/2" furry squares scented with calming lavender or focusing mint. 
#SS7568–Lavender Furry Square ......$ 5.99 #SS7569–Mint Furry Square ............ $ 5.99  

The Wonderful World of Wikki Stix
Wikki Stix One-of-a-Kind Creatables are twistable, bendable, playable, multisensory 
fun. They stick to each other with the touch of a fingertip, so you can stick them down, 
pull them up, and take them apart again and again. A neat mistake-proof manipulative! 
Our Rainbow Packs contain 24 - 8" Wikki Stix in 6 hot neon colors. Our Bulk Classroom 
Packs include 12-packs of 6" Wikkis and a teacher’s activity guide. You’ll love ‘em!
#WS1001  –Rainbow Wikki Pack .........$ 3.99 #WS1002 –50 Classroom Pack ....... $43.99 

Wikki Stix – Alphabet or Numbers Card Kits
Endlessly reusable multisensory fun! You’ll LOVE these sturdy card-stock kits that can 
be used again and again! Alphabet Kit features 26 jumbo-sized letter cards & 36 brightly 
colored Wikki Stix; each with both upper and lowercase letters and directionality arrows 
that visually cue how to create the strokes using Wikkis. Numbers Kit includes 36 colorful 
Wikkis, 27 cards (with directionality arrows) featuring the numbers 1-20, and 7 fun bonus 
activity cards like putting candles on a birthday cake, making the numbers 911 (that kids 
need to know for an emergency), more. Clean, colorful, uncluttered cards. Neat!
#WS1010–Wikki Alphabet Kit ............$13.99 #WS1012–Wikki Numbers Kit ......... $13.99

Scent Inhalers, Nose Tools, & Wikki Stix
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*WARNING:  CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts in Kits. Not for children under 3 years.
**Product substitutions are occasionally necessary with kits. Product colors/styles vary.

Mammoth Sensory Seekers Kit™

A massive compilation of our best sensory tools for school and at home! Set includes a 
Twiddle Fiddle™ Weighted Lap Pad, Deep Pressure Compression Belt, Balance/Seating 
Disc Combo, 3 lb. Rectangular Gel Weighted Lap Pad, plus 40 of our favorite fidgets 
for sensory seekers! Users can stretch, squeeze, bend, twist, knead, chew, smell, 
wiggle, roll, brush, and more with this fantastic set that’s been hand-selected by our 
occupational therapists to meet sensory seekers unique needs!
#SS7897–Mammoth Sensory Seekers Kit™ ............................................................. $289.99

Sensory Seekers Fidget Kit™ 
Especially for sensory seekers and those who struggle with tactile defensiveness, this 
kit includes 7 fabulous tactile fidgets:  a Brain Noodle, Tickley Tactile Ball, Fidgeting 
Fleece Bag, Spiky Pickle, a Sensory Finger Squeezer, Squiggle Band, and Thinking 
Putty. All-time favorite tactile fidgets for calming, focusing, and self-regulation. 
#SS7462–Sensory Seekers Fidget Kit™ ..................................................................... $21.99

Sensory Seekers Fidget Kit™ #2
This exclusive Therapy Shoppe® kit includes 7 popular tactile fidgets:  a Scented Furry 
Sensory Square, Squishy Gel Bead Fidget, Spiky Sensory Shape, Fuzzi Flocked Ball, 
Boinks Marble Fidget, Bouncing Putty, and a Porcupine Topper. 
#SS7635–Sensory Seekers Fidget Kit™ #2 ................................................................ $21.99  

Sensory Gel Timers Sampler™  
9 visually mesmerizing gel timers with beautifully colored dynamic moving gel; some 
have other moving parts. These visually captivating timers are silent, calming eye candy 
tools (but not toys). The Classroom set contains 3 of each timer. You’ll love ‘em!
#SS7784–9-pc. Timer Sampler............$44.99    #SS7852–27-pc. Class Set...........$127.99

Stress Buster Fidget Kit™ for Teens and Adults
Terrific 10-pc fidget kit designed to help teens and adults reduce anxiety and stress. 
Includes:  a Sensory Finger Squeezer, Panic Pete, Double Loops Fidget, ISO Flex Fidget 
Ball, Medium Jelly Stretcher, a Crazy Coiler Fidget Keychain, Squishy Gel Bead Fidget 
Square, Mop Top Squishy Stress Ball, Thinking Putty, and a Super Marble Boinks.
#SS7898–Stress Buster Fidget Kit™ ........................................................................... $44.99 

Fabulous Fidget Kit for Teens and Adults™

Features a Neoprene Gel Fidget Ball, a Squeezy Grip Resistance Ball, Thinking Putty, 
Pocket Finger Exerciser, Spiky Thera Bead Ball, and a Wire Fidget Ring Massager.
#SS7512–Fabulous Fidgets for Teens & Adults™ ....................................................... $26.99  

Office Desk Toys Fidget Kit™

Playful desk toys to help stay focused at work! Includes:  a Bendeez Stylus, Double 
Loops Fidget, Sensory Stone, Panic Pete, Jeliku, Boogie Bot Robot, Jumbo Tickley 
Tactile Ball, a Boink, and 2 Fidgeting Finger Springs™. Created especially for teens and 
adults, this is a terrific focus-boosting kit for studying, meetings, and short brain breaks. 
#SS7555–Office Desk Toys Fidget Kit™ ...................................................................... $29.99  
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Mammoth Fidget Fiddle Set™

Gargantuan collection of the BEST FIDDLES, FIDGET TOOLS, AND STRESS TOYS we 
carry! This set features 88 calming, alerting, visual, and silent fidget favorites users can 
stretch, squeeze, knead, bend, twist, squash, toss, and gaze at. The ultimate fidget kit 
for break rooms, classrooms, team meetings, clinics, or waiting rooms. Contents may 
vary, ages 5-up. Awesome!
#SS7686–Mammoth Fidget Fiddle Set™ .................................................................. $189.99 

Focusing Fidget Kit™

Fabulous assortment of our OTs’ favorite quiet fidgets! Includes:  an Inside-Out Ball, 
Original Silly Putty, Stretchy String 2-pack, 2 Fidget Pencils, an Earth Squeeze Ball,  
3 Fidgeting Finger Springs, an Ultimate Wire Fidgeter, 3 Baby Porcupine Balls, 2 Squishy 
Gel Grips, and a Super Tooob (that’s awesome but not so quiet)! 
#SS7242–Focusing Fidget Kit™ .................................................................................. $19.99

Focusing Fidget Kit™ #2
This popular kit includes:  a Squeezy Globe, Spiky Pickle Fidget, Thinking Putty, a Single 
Serving of Playfoam, a Silly Tongue Monster, Giant Nut & Bolt, 2 Porcupine Topper 
Fidgets, 3 Fuzzy Tie-Dye Fidgets, 2 Flexy Fidgets, and a Squeezie Animal. 
#SS7396–Focusing Fidget Kit™ .................................................................................. $19.99

Sensory Putty Megapack™ (available only from us!)
Premo putty lovers kit features 18 fabulous different kinds of sensory putty! 4-adults.
#SS7783–Sensory Putty Megapack™ ......................................................................... $79.99   

Hair Pullers Skin Pickers Fidget Kit™

One-of-a-kind kit for those who have a hair pulling and/or skin picking disorder. This 
16-pc. kit includes:  a Pullers Pickers Ball™, Tickley Ball, Colored Corn Brush, Spiky 
Sensory Shape, Crazy Coiler, Silly Putty, Boinks, Klicks, Textured Tangle, 4 Pick-Apart 
Corks™, Velcro Fidget Strip™, Silly Tongue Fish, and a Massager Grip. 
#SS7636–Hair Puller Skin Picker Kit™ ........................................................................ $29.99 

Fidget Megapack for Hair Pullers and Skin Pickers™

Our exclusive Fidget Megapack™ features 40 of the best fidget tools and toys EVER 
for hair pullers and skin pickers. An extraordinary value and amazing kit with many 
specialty fidgets you won’t find anywhere else! This one-of-a-kind kit contains fiddle 
and sensory tools carefully hand-selected by our OT experts chosen for individuals who 
have challenges with trichotillomania, dermatillomania, nail biting, and/or other BFRBs. 
#SS7851–Fidget Megapack for Hair Pullers and Skin Pickers™ ................................ $95.99

Self Calming Tools Megapack™

One-of-a-kind kit featuring 13 sensory tools for kids that promote self-calming and 
anxiety relief:  Self Calming Cards, Medium Weighted Lap Pad, Jr. Earmuffs, a Weighted 
Animal, Marble Boinks, Scented Furry Square, Surfing Aquarium, Scented Putty, 
Peppermint Pencil, Bendeez, Squeeze Ball, Super Chew, and a Bumpy B-Buddy. 
#SS7896–Self Calming Tools Megapack™ ............................................................... $144.99
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New!  Snazzy Snappers™  
Build finger strength as you relieve stress and anxiety! Give this sensational rubbery 
fidget square a good squeeze, then release for a nice “pop!” A great choice for hair 
pullers, skin pickers, and nail biters. In assorted solids and patterns. You’ll LOVE ‘em!
#GG4555–Snazzy Snapper™ ....................................................................................... $ 4.99 

New!  Bendy Stems™

Furry soft and thick, flower-shaped fiddles (with an embroidered happy face) you can 
twist & bend into infinite shapes! A fun fine motor/sensory fidget for ages 3-adults. 
#GG4565–Bendy Stem™...........$ 2.49      #GG4566–Bendy Stems™ 8-pk.. $17.99 

Switch-It Fidgets (the world’s first customizable fidget balls)
Neat customizable fidget that comes with 9 different inserts that can be switched out  
6 at a time. Includes roll, click, switch, spin... there’s over 1,000 different variations! 5-up.
#SS7876–Switch-it Fidget Ball .................................................................................... $ 3.99  

New!  Fidgeting Button Phone 
Realistic-looking, 2.5”x5.5” phone-like fidget! Features 25 squishy buttons that you can 
push, tap, and silently “click” – an indented bar at the bottom to slide your fingers in. No 
one will notice this very socially-acceptable fiddle isn’t a real cell phone or calculator. 
#SS7958–Fidgeting Button Phone .............................................................................. $ 7.99 

Funtastic Finger Brushes
Neat little brushes that turn your fingers into a mini hair-like massaging finger tool. 
Superb for tactile sensory seekers, skin pickers, nail biters, and hair pullers.
#SS7801–Small 2-pk.......$ 4.99   #SS7803–Large 2-pk..................$  4.99
#SS7802–Medium 2-pk...$ 4.99   #SS7804–Brush Sampler 6-pk...$14.99

Color Changing Eggs and Mini Wavy Light Balls
Two soothing sensory balls for your eyes and fingers; a light show & stress ball in one! 
Neat color-changing eggs slowly cycle thru a rainbow of pretty colors while emitting a 
soft calming glow. The Wavy Balls are a very texturey fidget with 2 lights that shine when 
you wiggle, toss, or roll ‘em. Both have long-lasting, non-replaceable lights. 5-up.
#SS7837–Color Changing Egg.....$ 6.99  #SS7657–Wavy Mini Light Ball .................. $ 4.99

Small Tins of Thinking Putty
Thinking putty is like chewing gum for your fingers! One of our most popular stress-
relieving focus tools for home, travel, class... anywhere. For kids-adults, ages 3-101.
#SS7372–Small Tin Thinking Putty....$ 2.99     #SS7373–Thinking Putty 12-pk ........ $35.88 

New!  Thinking Putty Travel Clip Case  
Clip on your favorite tin of thinking putty and take it everywhere you go! These dandy 
little rubbery putty cases make it super easy to clip and tote your favorite color thinking 
putty onto backpacks, purses, keychains, belt loops, sports bag... just about anything.  
These specialty travel cases fit our small tins of thinking putty (sold separately above).
#SS7967–Thinking Putty Case. ..........$ 2.99  #SS7968–Putty Case 10-pk ........... $29.99
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New!  Infinity Rings™  
Wondrous figure-8-shaped fidget with loads of chunky chingy, interlinking 1” metal rings.
Twist, twirl, spin, and roll this extraordinary fidget non-stop all day long! Put it in the freezer 
for a minute for a very cool sensory sensation. In pretty metallics. You’ll love ‘em! Teens-up.  
#SS7992–Infinity Rings™ ............................................................................................. $ 9.99

Mini-O Finger Figits™ 
Skin pickers, nail biters, and nervous fidgeters LOVE these calming, chunky smooth 
1-1/2” fidget donuts. Amazing for sliding up, down, and around your fingers. 6-adults.
#SS7691–Mini-O Figits™ 2-pk...........$ 2.99     #SS7692–Mini-O™ 15-pk................$19.99  

New!  Twirly Orbs™   
Dynamo fidget with 4 concentric rings restless fingers can twirl, turn, roll, and spin – 
one, two, or all 3 at a time! You can even take it apart and convert it to make two twirling 
spinners (that have 2 rings each). Fun and very visually stimulating. 3-adults. 
#GG4567–Twirly Orb™ ........................$ 2.69 #GG4568–Twirly Orbs™ 10-pk ........ $25.99

Fab U Fidget (Magic Rulers)
Intriguing plastic fidget you flip, twist, fold, and stack into infinite colorful shapes! 20 
hinged 2” triangular shapes that provide hours of mind bending, gentle fiddlin’ fun. 8-up.
#SS7550–Fab U Fidget ............................................................................................... $ 2.99 

New!  Velvety Soft Stretchies 
Heavenly velvety fidgets for tactile seeking fingers! Wear ‘em like a fidget bracelet, 
scrunch ‘em around pencils for one cushiony soft pencil grip, or hook ‘em on to your 
backpack or purse with our Sensory Fidget Tool Clips. Gorgeous assorted solid colors.
#GG4560–Velvety Stretchies 3-pk ...$ 4.99 #GG4561–Velvety Stretchies 12-pk .. $16.99

Super Duper Curlicue Sensory Ropes
Amazing 9 foot, 1/2” diam. dense foam sensory rope that holds it shape when you 
sculpt or wind it! Create endless twistable, bendable, one-of-a-kind creations. 3-adults.
#SS7711–Sensory Rope ....................$ 7.99 #SS7728–Sensory Rope 10-pk ...... $79.99    

New!  Pocket Sprocket™ Fidgets
5-piece set of brightly colored, 3/4” rubbery sprocket-wheel fidgets you can stack, link, 
and rotate like gears in oodles of fun ways. They double as an eraser, too! 4-up.
#SS7991–Pocket Sprocket™ Fidgets 5-pk .................................................................. $ 1.79 

New!  Poke A Dot Bubble Popping or Wiggle Squiggles Books 
Delightful interactive multisensory books that are terrific for busy fingers! Poke A Dot 
Bubble Book provides tactile and auditory sensory input as kids discover and count  
cute farm animals – “poking and popping” the plastic counting bubbles on each page. 
Wiggle Squiggles features colored tracks and finger dots for tapping, tracing, zigging & 
zagging; activities that promote pre-writing, fine motor bilateral skills, midline crossing, 
and using both sides of the brain together. Two neat kid-magnet books kids adore!  
#FM9618–Poke A Dot Book ..............$12.99 #RR7417–Wiggles Book ................. $14.99 
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Scented Furry Sensory Hearts or Squares 
Tactile sensory fidgets that smell and feel amazing! Choice of a 4" furry heart in red 
plush with cinnamon/cloves, or 3-1/2" squares made of soft furry fabrics with lavender  
or focusing mint scents. Tuck them in your desk/backpack/purse/under your pillow.
#SS7551–Furry Sensory Heart.....$ 5.99    #SS7569–Mint Furry Square .............$ 5.99 
#SS7568–Lavender Square..........$ 5.99    (*for gentle fidgeting, spot clean)

Boinks Marbles, Marble Carabiners, or Super Boinks Marbles
Cool 3-1/2" Boinks or 5" Super Boinks with a marble inside you slide back ’n forth! 
A nice silent fidget for home, school, travel… anywhere! Marble carabiners have an 
attached strap and carabiner clip for attaching it to backpacks, belt loops, keychains.
#SS7559–Boinks Marbles..............$ 1.99    #SS7560–12 Boinks Marbles ................ $22.99 
#SS7561–Boinks Carabiner....…....$ 2.99    #SS7562–12 Carabiners ....................... $34.99 
#SS7671–Super Boinks Marble.....$ 2.99    #SS7672–10 Super Boinks ................... $28.99
 

Cando Sensory Gel Balls
Finger strengthening sensory balls in 3 resistances. These durable 2" gel balls are great 
for fidgeting and finger exercises. A bit firmer than our Thera Band Gel Balls.
SS7570–Yellow X-Light Gel Ball....$ 5.99    #SS7572–Green Medium Gel Ball .......... $ 6.49
SS7571–Red Light Gel Ball…...….$ 6.29    

Sensory Stones or Heart Shaped Sensory Stones
Rub this silky smooth gem between your thumb and fingers, & tension melts away. 6+.
#SS7533–Sensory Stone................$ 2.19    #SS7534-6 Sensory Stones ................. $11.99
#SS7823–Heart Sensory Stone......$ 2.19     #SS7824–6 Heart Stones .................... $11.99

New!  Wipe Clean Fidget Squares™ 
Colorful TRUE wipe clean fidgets made of a unique material that can be sanitized with 
wipes or spray. Ideal for classrooms, medical settings, first responders, and therapy 
clinics. A nice ‘n safe calming-focus tool for reducing stress. 6-pks are available online.
#SS7979–Flowers & Fairies Square .......... $ 5.89 #SS7981–Polka Dot Square ....... $ 5.89 
#SS7980–Colorful Critter Square ............... $5.89 #SS7982–First Responders ........ $ 5.89 

Ishy Squishy Balls™

Fingers can’t resist these squishable, squeezable, pickable 1-1/4" fidget balls that have 
oodles of circular stretchy craters you can poke & squeeze your fingers inside.
#SS7815–Ishy Squishy Balls™ 2-pk ........................................................... $ 2.49 

Spinning Gyro Fidgets
Gyro has 4 dazzling, visually stimulating rings that can be spun and twirled – 
1, 2, or 3 rings at a time in the same or different speeds/directions! 3-up.
#SS7536–Spinning Gyro Fidget .................................................................$ 3.99

New!  Finger Top Spinner Balls
Colorful 1-1/2” ball-shaped fidget with 6 spinning discs! Grasp 2 opposing discs on this 
unique fiddle and spin the entire ball, or use your fingertip to twirl single discs. 
#GG4551–Finger Top Ball .......... $ 2.99 #GG4552–Spinner Ball 12-pk.. $34.99
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Roly Poly Smiley Faces Sensory Balls 
Sensationally tactile fidget ball made of oodles of mini smiley balls in a clear rubbery skin. 
Marvelous for massaging fingers and encouraging 2-handed sensory play. Designed for 
gentle use only. Recommended for older children-adults, 8-up.
#SS7589–Roly Poly Smiley Fidget Ball ....................................................................... $ 5.19   

Medium Puller Picker Balls™

Skin pickers love digging their fingers into these 2" yarn balls that have lots of long 
shiny tinsel strands woven into it; hair pullers love pulling them out. A texturey combo of 
tickley and scratchy. Comes in assorted bright colors!  Not for young children or pets. 
#SS7843–Medium Pullers Pickers Fidget Ball™ 3-pk .................................................. $ 4.79   

Mold ‘n Squeeze Face Balls
Hypnotizing squishy squeeze ball that holds its shape when you squeeze it. 
Filled with dense powder and topped with tons of wispy rubbery hair strands.
#SS7810–Mold ‘n Squeeze Face Ball (for gentle fidgeting) ......................... $ 3.49 

Soft ’n Fuzzy Fidget Animals or Fuzzi Fidget Triangles
Fuzzy soft, flocked fidget animals that make great sensory buddies for your desk, TV 
time, car rides, or free play! You won’t wanna put these cuddly guys down cause they 
feel sooo good to pet and squeeze. Choice of an adorable 4" bright blue fuzzy hippo, 
orange monkey, sweet dark teal baby elephant, or fuzzy pink piggy. Don’t miss our new 
2-1/2" chunky pocket-sized, fuzzi triangle-shaped fidgets! All contain latex.
#SS7539–Huckleberry Hippo .............$ 4.99 #SS7563–Bo Bo Baby Elephant ...... $ 4.99
#SS7540–Merryberry Monkey ............$ 4.99 #SS7564–Polly Wolly Piggy ............. $ 4.99
#SS7799–Fuzzi Fidget Triangle ..........$ 1.99

Twirling Double Loops or Mini Twirling Double Loops
Take your fingers for a ride on this double ferris-wheel-like fidget! Two shimmery figure-8 
barrels that twirl & somersault inside 2 flipping rings! Rotate this fidget with your palms 
or fingertips. Try our mini 2" size for one-handed acrobatics! 
#SS7542–Twirling Double Loops....$ 3.99    #SS7685–Mini Loops...$ 3.79

Pick Apart Corks™   
Corks are a perfect, pocket-sized sensory fidget for those with skin picking challenges. 
Set of 4 brand new 1-1/4" bottle corks you can dig your fingernails into and pick apart!  
Choice of 4- or 24-packs. Designed for older children, teens, and adults. 
#SS7541–4 Pick Apart Corks™ ...........$ 2.49 SS8004–24 Pick Apart Corks™ ....... $13.99  

New!  Pick Apart Cork Stickers™ or Pick Apart Cork Squares™

Neat 3/4” pick-apart cork stickers with an adhesive back that you can stick under your 
desk, on notebooks, or even on your skin to pick off! Or sets of 6” flat cork squares you 
can dig, scratch, pick, or stack/glue together for an awesome jumbo-sized, pick-apart 
sensory tool. Great for BFRBs, both of these exclusive sensory tools are designed for 
older children, teens, and adults, ages 7-up. 
#SS7995–20 Pick Apart Stickers™ ....$ 2.49 #SS7997–4 Pick Apart Squares™ .....  $ 3.49
#SS7996–100 Pick Stickers™ ...........$10.99 #SS7998–12 Pick Apart Squares™ .... $ 9.99          
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Thera-Band Sensory Balls
The most durable squeeze balls you’ll ever find! These washable 2" palm-sized squeeze 
balls come in 4 resistances, can be chilled or heated prior to use, and are latex-free. 
#TH0026–X Soft/Yellow Ball ..............$17.99 #TH0028–Medium/Green Ball ........ $17.99
#TH0027–Soft/Red Ball .....................$17.99 #TH0029–Firm/Blue Ball ................. $17.99 

Boinks (a terrific handwriting warm-up tool)
Squish ‘em, fling ‘em, see how far they can fly! Stick a finger in each end and pull for 
great proprioceptive input. Classic fidget of sturdy plastic mesh. Fun for ages 5-105.
#SS7345–Boinks 2-pack ....................$ 1.49 #SS7346–Boinks 24-pack .............. $16.99

Earth or Smiley Face Squeeze Balls 
Earth Balls are smaller than all our others; perfect for pockets! Assorted colors.
#GG2243–Earth Ball ................... $ 1.49 #GG2244–Smiley Ball ........$ 1.99 

Heart-Shaped Squeeze Balls or Squishy Relax Apples
Puffy 3" hearts in dazzling red that require a bit more finger pressure to squeeze than 
our other squishy balls. Or stress-busting, bright red squeezy apples!
#GG4446–Heart Ball .......................$ 1.99 #GG2233–Relax Apple Ball ...$ 1.99 

Puffy Fluffy Critter Fiddle Balls
Super tactile 3" fiddle animals with puffy soft, spiky rubbery fur for you to squeeze. 4-up.
#SS7667–Puffy Fluffy Critter Fiddles .......................................................................... $ 2.79  

New!  Springy Coils Fidgets
Cool little springy, bouncy, squeezy, orb-shaped metal coils that strengthen fingers as 
you squish, squeeze, pogo, and provide deep pressure input to your fingers! 5-up.
#GG4603–Springy Coils .....................$ 1.99 #GG4604–Springy Coils 12-pk ....... $22.99

New!  Ooey Gooey Glitter Bead Balls
Super satisfying squishy fidget w/ rubbery skin, glitter, thick gel, and water beads. Feel 
gooey, but don’t leave any sticky residue when you stop playing! For gentle use, 5-up.
#GG4580–Ooey Gooey Glitter Bead Ball .................................................................... $ 2.99 

Mini Spiral Glitter Wands or 11" Glitter Tubes
Mini Spiral Wands are mesmerizing 6" tubes with glittery stars and colored gel that coil 
and dance. Our calming Glitter Tubes have glistening stars and beads in a colorful gel.
#SS7832–6" Mini Spiral Wand ...........$ 3.49 #SS7834–11" Glitter Tube ............... $ 5.29 

Sports Squeeze Balls or Big Ole Squeezy Basketballs
2-1/2" sports balls in assorted authentic sports designs or a texturey 4-1/2" basketball. 
#SS7135–Sports Squeeze Ball............$ 1.99    #SS7385–Big Ole Basketball............$ 4.99

Fun Fidgets Bumpy Gel Balls
Very thick and rubbery bumpy ball filled with glittering gel and a big ‘ole gel bubble that 
springs out when it’s squeezed. For gentle fidgeting play. 5-up.
#SS7590–Fun Fidgets Bumpy Ball .............................................................................. $ 4.99  
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Soft & Spiky Sensory Shapes
Heavenly sensory shapes that are delightfully spiky and amazingly soft on both 
sides. Tactile lovers will spend hours brushing, rubbing, bending, twisting, 
and scratching these sensational latex-free sensory fidgets! Assorted colors.
#SS7625–Spiky Sensory Duck...........$ 5.49   #SS7627–Spiky Sensory Bow............$  5.49
#SS7626–Spiky Rainbow Fish............$ 5.49   #SS7628–12-pc. Sampler...................$63.99 

Peezy Gel Bead Balls
A gorgeous mini kaleidoscope in a ball! Dazzling palm-sized fidget that has a 
rubbery skin, and a rainbow of colorful gel beads to squish and squash. 5-up.
#SS7814–Peezy Gel Bead Ball ................................................................................... $ 3.99

Fidgeting Fleece Bags™

Fidgeting fingers love rubbing, shaking, squishing, jiggling, kneading, and squeezing 
these snuggly soft 5" fuzzy fleece beanbags! Fabulous assorted colors.
#GM3441–Fidgeting Fleece Bag™ ......$ 2.49    #GM3442–Fleece Bag™ 6-pk ......... $12.99

Squishy Gel Bead Fidget Squares
Irresistible squishy squashy 4"x4" clear fidget square with 100’s of tiny colored gel 
beads inside! A sensory splendor for older kids-adults, 8+. Can be chilled, too.
#SS7585–Squishy Gel Bead Square ........................................................................... $ 2.99

Color Changing Light Balls
Magical fidget ball lights up and changes color with the touch of a button! Neat texturey 
skin, 7 light colors, and 3 light modes – including flashing. Includes batteries. 5-adults.
#SS7442–Color Changing Light Ball .......................................................................... $12.99 

Gidget Widget Fidget Cubes
6-sided fidget with 6 fun functions: spin, roll, glide, toggle, flip, and click for 
fidgeting all your stress away! Nice for alerting or calming brain breaks. 3-adults.
#SS7647–Gidget Widget Fidget .................................................................................. $ 4.99  

Spiky Pickle Fidgets or Palm-Sized Massage Balls
Spiky 3" pickle-shaped fidget has lots of rubbery spikes for sensational sensory input! 
Or an AWESOME 3" palm-sized fidget ball swarming with stimulating tactile points. 
#SS7370–Spiky Pickle .......................$ 2.99 #SS7377–Palm-Sized Balls ............. $ 4.99    

New!  Friendly Bendee Critters  
Very tactile, twistable, posable critters that bend into infinite shapes. A nice stress relieving, 
finger strengthening desk or travel toy. Assorted colors and critters. 4-up.
#GG4558–Friendly Bendee Critter .....$ 2.99 #GG4559–Bendee Critter 10-pk ..... $28.99

Poppin Pea Pods
Neat little keychain-style 3" brightly colored pea pod with 3 little peas that pop up when 
you squeeze it! A favorite finger strengthening, stress-relief fidget for teens and adults.
#SS7821–Poppin Pea Pod .................$ 2.49 #SS7822–Pea Pods 12-pk ............. $24.99  
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Spiky Thera Bead Balls
Irresistible crunchy sensory balls that are like our Glitter Bead Balls but have 100’s of 
delightful soft rubbery spikes! Superb for hair pullers, nail biters, and skin pickers. 6-up.
#SS7509–Thera Bead Ball (for gentle use) .................................................................. $ 4.99  

Reversible Sea Urchin Balls
Fidgety fingers love tugging and wandering thru the soft rubbery spikes of 
this delightfully tactile fidget. Flip it inside out to make a spiky sensory cage! 
#SS7864–Reversible Sea Urchin Ball .......................................................................... $ 3.99

Gel Bead Ice Cream Cones or Squishy Gel Bead Sharks
Cute 3-1/2" rubbery ice cream cone filled with sensory gel beads! OR Irresistibly 4-1/2" 
squishy squashy fidget shark with 100’s of tiny colored gel beads inside! For gentle 
fidgeting. Ice Cream Cones are for 5-up; Sharks are for 8-up. Colors vary. 
#SS7719–Gel Ice Cream Cone ...........$ 2.49 #SS7605–Gel Bead Shark ............... $ 2.99 

Tactile Textured Tangles – Relax Tangle or Tangle Therapy
Colorful, silent fidgets for strengthening fingers, coiling, twisting, and twirling the hours 
away! Bathed in a rubbery material, Relax Tangle is sprinkled with sensory bumps that 
provide premo tactile input. Larger Tangle Therapy is twice as thick for double the fun! 
#GG4523–Relax Tangle ......................$ 5.99 #GG4524–Tangle Therapy .............. $10.99 

New!  Furry Marble Loopers™

Heavenly velvety soft furry loops that have an enclosed lead-free stainless steel marble 
you slide round and round! These silent sensory tools are terrific for twirling, twisting, and 
keeping brains actively engaged. Folds or rolls up to tote. A Therapy Shoppe® exclusive! 
#GG4571–Furry Marble Looper™ ................................................................................ $ 6.99

Baby Porcupine Balls or Mini Porcupine Balls
Sweet little 3/4" squishy, squeezy, baby quill balls in 20-packs or 12-pc. sets  of palm-
sized porcupine balls that tickle your fingers. Bright assorted colors. 
#SS7213–20 Baby Porcupines ...........$ 3.29 #SS7005–12 Mini Porcupines.......... $ 2.99 

Silky Ribbon Loops 
Dozens of colorful silky ribbon strips on a stretchy band that snaps together 
to form a loop. Attach ‘em to backpacks, school chairs, keychains, more.
#SS7793–Silky Ribbon Loops ..................................................................................... $ 3.29  

Crunchy Speckled Snowballs
Rubbery fidget filled with powdery “snow” that crunches and scrunches when squeezed.
#SS7812–Crunchy Speckled Snowball ....................................................................... $ 2.99 

Sticky Light Write Doodle Balls
Squishy, squeezy, delightfully tacky-feeling fiddle ball that you can “draw” on with the 
mini black light that comes with it! For gentle fidgeting. Extraordinary!
#SS7797–Sticky Light Write Doodle Ball .................................................................... $ 6.99
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Squiggle Sensory Bands
Dazzling stretchy rings bursting with 100s of silky soft sensory spikes that 
mesmerize tactile-seeking fingers! Wear ‘em, fling ‘em... fidget with ‘em!
#SS7288–5-1/2" Squiggle Sensory Band ................................................................... $ 4.99 

Brain Noodles
Awesome 18" creatables look and feel like gigantic, fluffy soft pipe cleaners! Kids can 
link, bend, and shape ‘em in infinite ways. Fabulously tactile; great for bilateral play.
#BC7174–Brain Noodle ......................$ 1.29 #BC7175–Brain Noodles 12-pk ...... $14.99

Play Foam
You’ll love these no mess, remoldable sculpting beads that can be used over and over! 
Squish, squeeze, and knead away... Play Foam never crumbles, dries out, or sticks to 
anything. No big mess or clean-up, just MEGA tactile fun! Assorted colors.
#GG4528–Single Serving ...................$ 1.49 #GG4530–Play Foam 8-pk .............. $ 9.99

New!  Mindful Fidget Bracelets (wearable OT spinning bracelets)  
Comfy, subtle and stylish bracelet-style spinner that looks similar to a watch upon first 
glance. Our testers loved these soothing, premium-quality fidgets. For tweens-adults. 
#GG4607–Mindful Fidget Bracelet ............................................................................. $14.99

Ultimate Spaghetti Fidgets or Mondo Ziggy Pasta
Ultimate Spaghetti is gobs of flowing, feathery soft strands of thin noodles that stretch 
over 12". Ziggy Pasta has oodles and oodles of fidgeting zig-zaggy noodles that “ooze” 
ever-so-softly through your fingers. Two delightfully soothing, tickley tactile sensations!
#SS7195–Ultimate Spaghetti Fidget ..$ 4.49 #SS7228–Mondo Ziggy Pasta ......... $ 5.99

Fickle Foam
Very cool 4" plastic-coated, square foam pad with enclosed liquid crystals that “light 
up” and change colors when you rub or squeeze it! A subtle, silent fidget tool.
#SS7027–Fickle Foam ................................................................................................. $ 3.99  

New!  Tutti Fruitti Neatos  
Ravishing doh-like squeezers with silky soft rubbery skin; feels like you’re kneading 
fluffy whipped potatoes! 3 colorful, palm-sized squeezy fruit figits for older kids–adults.
#GG4562–Tutti Fruitti Neatos 3-pk  (*for gentle fidgeting) .......................................... $ 5.99 

Stretchy String or Tactile Animal Stretchy String
Silky soft, wiggly 12" strands stretch out to 9 feet! Perfect as fidget bracelets and for 
writing warm-ups – or tie 2 together. You’ll find infinite uses for these record-breaking 
stretchy fidgets! Or crazy fun 11" spiky animal fidgets that stretch up to 5 feet!
#SS7170–Stretchy String 2-pk ...........$ 4.99 #SS7722–Animal Stretchy String..... $ 1.99

New!  Textured Stretchy String 3-pack
Delightful tactile stretchy string 3-pack that includes bumpy, ridged, and smooth! 
#GG4588–Tactile Stretchy String 3-pk ........................................................................ $ 5.99   
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Stretchy Mice and Cheese Fidget Set
Two darling little stretchy mice that love playing hide ‘n seek in their stretchy hunk of 
cheese! This fun little fidget set is great for finger dexterity/strength and motor planning. 
#SS7267–Stretchy Mice and Cheese .......................................................................... $ 4.99 

Tickley Tactile Balls or Jumbo Tickley Tactile Balls
A palmful of tickley tactile fun! Awesome 2-1/2" or 4" fidget ball with 100’s of 
wispy rubbery strands that fiddlin’ fingers adore–plus a small stretchy loop so 
you can wear it like a ring or hook it on your backpack. 
#SS7338–Tickley Ball ................... $ 2.99 #SS7552–Jumbo Tickley Ball ............... $ 4.29
 

Sequin Snap Bracelets, Cuffs or New!  Emoji Sequin Fidget Patches
Popular quiet fidget focus tools for classrooms, home, or traveling. Irresistible 3" Emoji 
Sequin Patches you can adhere under desks or onto notebooks with double-side tape! 
Run your fingers across ‘em & flip the sequins. Or a shimmery 8" Sequin Snap Bracelet 
or 2" wide Sequin Cuff with soft fleece on the inside and a velcro closure. For 4-up.
#SS7729–Sequin Snap Bracelet...$ 1.99   #SS7985–Sequin Fidget Patches 2-pk....$ 2.99 
#SS7702–Wide Sequin Cuffs........$ 2.49    (*Double-sided tape is not included)

New!  Squishy Squeezy Animal Pencil Toppers  
Irresistible slow rise animal pencil topper fidgets in assorted fun animal designs. Cute 
and  colorful;  a huge hit with kids and teens, 5-up. We’ll surprise you! 
#SS8001–Squishy Animal Topper .......$1.49 #SS8002–Squishy Topper 12-pk .... $14.99        

ISO Flex Fidget Balls
Fist-sized fidget ball that has a very thick, balloon-type rubbery skin. These super tactile 
balls are filled with mega-resistive micro beads that provide an awesome finger workout.  
#SS7816–ISO Flex Fidget Ball  (*for older kids, teens, and adults) ............................ $ 4.99   

Tangles:  Textured Metallic, Hairy, or Artist Tangles
Colorful, silent tactile fidgets that sensory seekers love twisting, twirling, and coiling 
around their fingers. Shimmery Metallic Tangles have assorted hypnotizing textures. 
Hairy Tangles have rubbery “hair” that’s superb for hair pullers, skin pickers, and tactile 
lovers. Artist Tangles feature beautiful artist-inspired designs in 3-packs. 3-adults.
#SS7497–Metallic Tangles .................$ 5.49 #SS7498–Metallic Tangles 6-pk ..... $29.99
#SS7796–Hairy Tangles ......................$ 7.99 #SS7833–Artist Tangles 3-pk ......... $23.99

Pullers Pickers Tug It Fidget™

2" rubbery fidgets with gobs of jiggly soft sensory spikes you can gently stretch and tug 
right out – just toss ‘em in the trash after pulling all the spikes out. These unique fidgets 
provide that “tugging” / “pop” sensation many hair pullers and skin pickers seek. 5-up.
#SS7689–Tug It Fidgets™ 6-pk ...........$ 3.99 #SS7690–Tug It™ 24-pk .................. $14.99  

New!  Spiky Inside Out Bracelets™   
Colorful rubbery fidget bracelets that provide soothing tickley tactile input; silky smooth 
on one side; soft rubbery spikes on the other! Great for gentle tugging and fidgeting! 5+. 
GG4563–Spiky Bracelet™ 3-pk ...........$ 4.99 #GG4564–Bracelet 12-pk ............... $17.99
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Compression Marble Maze Cuffs™ and Sleeves™

Soft ‘n stretchy, deep pressure cuffs or sleeves with a marble maze sewn 
right into them! Manipulate the enclosed steel ball thru the maze while 
wearing these subtle calming sensory tools that build finger skills and ROM. 5-adults. 
#SS7765–XSm Blue Maze Cuff ........ $ 7.99 #SS7771–XSm Black Maze Cuff ........ $ 7.99     
#SS7766–Small Blue Maze Cuff ....... $ 9.99 #SS7772–Small Black Maze Cuff ....... $ 9.99
#SS7767–Med Blue Maze Cuff ....... $11.99 #SS7773–Med Black Maze Cuff ........ $11.99
#SS7768–XSm Blue Maze Sleeve .... $ 9.99 #SS7774–XSm Black Maze Sleeve .... $ 9.99
#SS7769–Small Blue Maze Sleeve.. $11.99 #SS7775–Small Black Maze Sleeve .. $11.99
#SS7770–Med Blue Maze Sleeve ... $13.99 #SS7776–Med Black Maze Sleeve .... $13.99
 

Magnetic Fidget Balls and Mammoth Magnetic Class Pack
5 colorful 1" magnetic balls to click together, rotate in your palms, or for magnetic wand 
games. The Mammoth Pack includes 25 balls, 5 magnetic wands, 100 magnetic chips. 
#SS7340–5 Balls...$ 4.99   #FM9343–8" Wand...$ 2.19   #FM9344–Mammoth Set...$35.99  

Spin Cube Fidget Spinners
Cool fidget spinner helps build finger skills as you twirl, roll, and spin away! 6-adults.
#SS7648–Spin Cube Fidget Spinner ........................................................................... $ 3.99  

Mold ‘n Squeeze Face Ball
Hypnotizing new squishy squeeze ball that holds its shape when you squeeze 
and mold it. Filled with dense starchy powder and topped with tons of wispy 
rubbery hair strands. Designed for gentle fidgeting. 
#SS7810–Mold ‘n Squeeze Face Ball ......................................................................... $ 3.49 

Magnetic Fidget Stones or Wikki Stix Rainbow Packs
Fun multisensory fidgets! Silky smooth black magnetic stones that kids-adults can’t get 
enough of! Or a 24 pack of 8" Wikki Stix in 6 hot neon colors for kids 3-up. 
#SS7873–Magnetic Stones 5-pk......$  2.99   #WS1001  –Wikki Rainbow Pack .......... $ 3.99   
#SS7893–Magnetic Stones 25-pk....$13.99    (*magnetic stones are for ages 8-adults)

Infinite Fiddle Fidget Cubes
Colorful 2-handed fidget with 8 cubes that you can fold, flip, and  turn in tons of surprising 
ways. If you love Rubik’s Cubes or Whatza Fidgets... you’ll love these! 4-adults. 
#SS7656–Infinite Fiddle Fidget Cube .......................................................................... $ 3.99    

New!  Sprinkles Confetti Ball   
Splendidly squishy 2” palm-sized ball with oodles of teeny “confetti” beads that jump 
around. A wonderfully small, silent, and discreet fiddle. For gentle fidgeting. 4-up. 
#SS7994–Confetti Fidget Ball ............$ 2.19 #SS8008–Confetti Balls 12-pk ....... $24.99  

Stretchy Sloths in a Stump
Two little sloth buddies who love hiding in their stretchy tree stump that’s filled 
with holes and tunnels (like our stretchy mice ‘n cheese)! Superb for motor 
planning, bilateral coordination, and building finger skills. For gentle fidgeting.
#SS7724–Sloths in a Stump ........................................................................................ $ 4.99   
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Squishy Slow Rise Treats
Slow Rise Treats are made of squishy foam that slowly rises back to its original shape 
after being squished, squashed, and squeezed. Assorted yummy shapes.
#SS7798–Squishy Slow Rise Treats ............................................................................ $ 2.49

Spinning Swingo Fiddles
Your own little finger spinning class! 2-handed fiddle with 3 conjoined rings you 
can twirl & spin forwards, backwards, sideways, vertically, upside down... even bike-
riding style. Twirl 1, 2, or all 3 rings together; there’s tons of fun ways to spin! 5-up.
#SS7683–Spinning Swingo Fiddle .............................................................................. $ 5.79

Giant Kinetic Springs
Intriguing interactive jumbo 4-D fidget sensation! Fidgeters can twirl, fold, 
spin, and roll this awesome fidget spring up, down, and between their arms!
#SS7791–Giant Kinetic Springs .................................................................................. $ 6.99

Glitter Bead Balls
A fistful of glistening beads encased in a velvety skin! This extraordinary ball comes in 
assorted sparkling colors. Designed for gentle stretching.  
#SS7291–Glitter Bead Balls ........................................................................................ $ 4.99 

Fuzzi Flocked Tactile Sensory Balls Set
Fabulous eco-friendly sensory balls made of squishy, all-natural rubber with a velvety 
soft, flocked coating. 2-1/2" balls with irresistible sensory bumpies or finger craters! Set 
of 3 beautiful assorted balls that are colored with natural veggie dyes. Contains latex. 
#SS7543–Fuzzi Flocked Balls 3-pk ............................................................................. $ 9.99  

Twirl & Soothe Fidgets for Hair Pullers
Helpful fidget for hair pullers and twirlers that is a skinny ponytail with a stretchy loop 
at the top. Made of synthetic hair that looks and feels just like real hair. Genius! 5-up.
#SS7579–Twirl & Soothe Fidget .................................................................................. $ 8.99  

New!  Squiggly Wiggly Anemone Balls    
Gloriously jiggly bubble fidget with zillions of squiggly tentacles for gentle stretching and 
snapping. This WAY cool fidget feels deliciously sticky, but leaves no residue. 5+. 
#SS7987–Squiggly Wiggly Anemone Ball ................................................................... $ 2.99

Colored Wire Fidget Rings
Neat fidget for teens & adults. Roll these up & down your fingers, or gently stretch ‘em 
and they return to their original shape. Ideal for nail biters, hair pullers, skin pickers. 5+.
#SS7665–Colored Wire Fidget Ring ...$ 2.49 #SS7666–Wire Rings 12-pk ............ $24.99

Perfect Size Spiky Sensory Rings
4" Sensory Rings covered in soft sensory spikes are the perfect size for twirling, twisting, 
tossing, balancing, or as a fidget bracelet. Versatile and durable. Ages 3-up.
#SS7660–Perfect Size Ring ...............$ 2.99 #SS7661–Perfect Rings 12-pk ....... $34.99
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Bendeez
Imaginations soar as the hours fly by bending this 15" rubbery band into infinite shapes 
and designs! A great silent fidget for “kids” of all ages. Awesome color combos.
#GG4485–Bendeez ..............................................................................$ 2.49 

Bendy Porcupine or Bendy Sloth Fidget Friends
4" bendy figure with a porcupine ball body that provides tactile input and a nice touch of 
weight as you bend and wrap ‘em around your fingers or writing tools. Or a cute little 3" 
sloth that loves to give hugs with his bendable arms and legs. Asst. colors/styles. 4-up. 
#FM9524–Bendy Porcupine Friend ....$ 1.49 #SS7874–Bendy Sloth ..................... $ 1.49  

Fidgeting Finger Springs™

Rubbery finger springs for twiddling, stretching and coiling around your fingers! These 
hard-to-set-down fidgets are very calming and focusing. Assorted bright colors. 10-pks.
#GG4503–Fidgeting Finger Springs™ 10-pk ............................................................... $ 4.99 

Neato Doh Fidget Balls:  Original, Kitty, and New!  Crystal or Shaggy 
Sensationally soft, doh-like fidgets with a silky, rubbery skin; feels like kneading fluffy 
whipped potatoes! Four amazing neato choices; designed for gentle fidgeting. For 3+. 
#SS7678–Neato Doh Fidget Ball .....$ 2.99 #SS7924–Crystal Neato Doh ............. $ 2.99
#SS7872–Kitty Neato Doh Ball ........$ 2.99 #SS7986–Super Shaggy Neato Doh .. $ 2.99

Prickly Bubble Bead Balls
Irresistible 2-1/2" squeezy ball peppered with prickly soft rubbery nubs. Has cottage-
cheese-like beads that “bubble out” when you squeeze it. For gentle fidgeting. 5-up.
#SS7720–Prickly Bubble Bead Ball ............................................................................ $ 2.99  

Silly Sammy Yarn Fiddle Balls or Mop Top Squishy Stress Balls
Sammy is a fidget pal covered in heaps of cushy soft yarn strands. Mop Top is  
a smiley ball with a head full of fluffy yarn hair you can clean screens with! 3+.
#SS7682–Silly Sammy ............... $ 3.49 #SS7676–Mop Top .............$ 3.99

Under Your Desk Ribbon Fidget Strips
Under your desk fidgets with fleecy fabric on one side, texturey ribbons along the edge 
and velcro to adhere them. 8" size with 5 fidget ribbons, or 4" with 3 ribbons.
#SS7712–4" Ribbon Strip .......... $ 5.99 #SS7713–8" Ribbon Strip ..$ 6.99

Fringy Fidgets (tactile fidgets for under your desk or chair)
Irresistibly tactile, silent fidget tools that adhere under desks or chairs with velcro. These 
subtle out-of-sight fidgets feature 2 fabulous rows of wispy, twisty soft fringe!
#SS7727–Fringy Fidget  (*includes velcro) .............................................$ 4.99  

Lego Sensory Fidget Strips (silent under your desk fidgets)
Simple, out-of-sight sensory lego fidget strips for classrooms, study areas, the office, 
anywhere. Bumpy lego-like textured fidgets with peel-off adhesive on the back. 
#SS7697–Lego Sensory Strips.................................................................................... $ 1.29
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Jeliku the Amazing Fidget Toy
Extraordinary fidget you can bend, fold and “sculpt” into infinite 3-D designs,  
shapes, animals, and FUNctional things like phone holders and easels... the sky’s  
the limit! Folds to the size of a credit card and expands to almost 18". Cool! 4-adults.
#SS7502–Jeliku Fidget Toy ......................................................................................... $ 4.99

Mini Pin Art
Have fun fidgeting, creating 3-D doodles, making nose imprints, and mindlessly poking/ 
running your fingers thru the prickly metal pin screen of this wonderfully tactile fidget! 
#SS7795–Mini Pin Art  (measures 1-1/2” x 2-1/4") .................................................... $ 4.99  

New!  Water Gel Beads or Teeny Beads & Letters Circles (3-pks)
Wonderfully calming focus fiddles for tactile lovers! These self-contained vinyl fidget  
circles are filled w/ gobs of mesmerizing squishy squeezy gel beads or 100s of colorful 
teeny weeny crunchy beads/all 26 alphabet letters! 3-packs for gentle fidgeting. 4-up. 
#SS7942–Water Gel Beads 3-pk .......$19.99 #SS7941–Beads/Letters 3-pk ........ $19.99

Go Go Bananas
Realistic-looking 7" banana fidget with thick velvety skin and scrunchy filling that holds 
its shape when you mold it. Superb squishy, squashy, mashy, squeezy, fidgeting fun! 
#SS7853–Go Go Banana Fidget ................................................................................. $ 3.99

Chunky Brick Squeezers
Finger exerciser and silent building fidget toy! Chunky 3" Lego-look squeezers that offer 
a fun dose of tactile input and a nice finger workout. 4 bricks per set. 
#SS7679–Chunky Brick Squeezers 4-pk .................................................................... $ 4.99

New!  Benji Fidget Rings
Addictive metal fidget rings feature lots of 2-layered spinning fidget rollers you can spin, 
roll, and fiddle with! These discreet fidgets are ideal for older kids, teens, and adults. 
#GG4584–Benji Fidget Ring ...............$ 7.99 #GG4585–Jumbo Benji Ring ........... $ 9.99

GeoTwister Fidgets 
Twist, turn, sculpt, and gently stretch this fun 24-segment 3D fidget into endless shapes. 
#SS7725–GeoTwister .................................................................................................. $ 4.99     

Fuzzy Tie-Dye Fidgets or Fuzzi Wuzzi Puff Balls™

Charming little soft and fluffy 1" pom pom fidgets in brilliant tie-dye colors. Puff Balls are 
very soothing 2-1/2" sensory balls that feel like petting a fluffy soft puppy! 
#SS7341–Tie-Dye Fidgets 10-pk......$ 2.79    #SS7788–Fuzzi Wuzzi Balls™ 2-pk.....$ 1.99

Flying Fingers or Finger Poppers
6" fingers that go flying when you squeeze the base! Or neat 2" rubbery poppers you flip 
inside out, push down, and then watch ‘em spring up! Sold in 2- or 12-packs. 
#FM4924–Finger Poppers 2-pk............$ 1.69    #FM9112–Flying Fingers 2-pk..........$ 1.49
#FM4925–Finger Poppers 12-pk..........$ 8.99    #FM9630–Flying Fingers 12-pk........$ 7.99
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Sensational Sensory Circles (5-packs)
You’ll find endless uses for this neat tactile exploration set that features five 5" clear vinyl 
discs; each with a unique touchy-feely filling or covering. Includes water beads, moon 
sand, sequins, mini beads & letters, and velvety soft tentacles. Terrific sensory fidgets 
for travel, home, classrooms, or use velcro to make them under-your-desk fidgets. 3+. 
#SS7871–Sensational Sensory Circles 5-pk .............................................................. $29.99

Magnetic Fidget Disks Set
You’ll spend hours twisting, stacking, and twirling these chunky magnetic fidget disks! 
This finger-skill building fidget set includes 4 colored disks and a plastic stand. 5-up.
#FM9362–Magnetic Fidget Disks Set ......................................................................... $ 3.99 

New!  Poke & Pop Waffle Fidgets™ (3-packs) 
Cool self-contained sensory waffles with 28 little rubbery bubbles you press down to 
make a soft “popping sound” similar to bubble wrap. Flip it over to begin again. 
Durable, endlessly reusable, and just as satisfying as bubble wrap! 5 to 101.
#GG4549–Poke & Pop Waffle™ Fidgets 3-pk  ............................................. $23.97

Tactile Bristle Fidgets
Gloriously tactile, prickly fidget shapes you can strum, dig your fingernails inside, push 
together and tug apart, rake over your palms, or just plain fiddle with! 3-up.
#SS7792–Tactile Bristle Fidgets 3-pk ......................................................................... $ 2.49

Showa Noa and Jumbo Showa Noa Fidgets
Sensational fidget that’s like a mini treadmill for your fingers: discreet, super durable, 
and a great workout for restless fingers! A fun focus tool for teens and adults!
#SS7531–Showa Noa Fidget........$ 8.99    #SS7586–Jumbo Noa.......$11.99

New!  Scritter Critter Fidgets   
Squishy, tacky irresistible little spiky balls that stick together and spring to life when you 
pull ‘em apart. Mash some together and watch them magically move apart! In bright 
rainbow colors or in black that look like chubby little spiders. 24-packs. 4-up. 
#GG4590–Black Scritters 24-pk ........$ 3.29 #GG4591–Rainbow Scritters 24-pk .. $3.29

Sparkling Rainbow Fidget Putty
Shimmery, glittery putty is jiggly, wiggly, thick, and rubbery–but not gooey or sticky. 3+.
#SS7663–Rainbow Fidget Putty ................................................................................. $ 3.49 

Fluffy Plush Hedgehogs
Cute 4” hedgehog with the softest fur you’ve ever felt! Nice silent classroom fidget.
#SS7813–Fluffy Plush Hedgehog ............................................................................... $ 2.99

Therapy Gear Fiddles
Neat pocket-sized, gear-shaped fidget that keeps fingers in constant motion. This silent 
dexterity-building fidget offers endlessly fun possibilities for all user levels!
#SS7687–Therapy Gear Fiddle....$ 2.99    #SS7688–Therapy Gear 12-pk....$34.99 
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Mini Double-Sided Sequin Star or Heart Keychains
Fun 3-1/2" shimmery shapes with “flip” sequins on BOTH sides for twice the fiddlin’ fun. 
Assorted stars or hearts in dazzling colors – we’ll surprise you! 
#SS7718–Double-Sided Sequin Star or Heart ............................................................ $ 2.99 

Surfing Animals Aquariums
Cute 4" aquariums with bright blue water and 2 animals who love surfing the waves! 5+.
#SS7443–Surfing Penguins...............$ 5.99    #SS7604–Surfing Fish ........................ $ 5.99  
#SS7706–Surfing Polar Bears...........$ 5.99    #SS7707–Surfing Dolphins ................. $ 5.99 

Fabulous 4 Fidget Spinner
This one- or two-handed spinner is fun candy for your fingers! Hold it in the 
middle and spin away, or fidget with the 3 spinnable marbles on the edges. 
#SS7863–Fabulous Four Fidget Spinner............................................$ 1.99 

Furry Tentacles Fidgets and ArachniBalls
Super tactile fidget with oodles of velvety soft and thick furry tentacles. Or 
a neat squishy ball with a cool raised spider web pattern on the surface!
#SS7800–Furry Tentacles Fidget ...  $ 2.79 #SS7875–ArachniBall ......$ 2.19

Costume Puppy Fidgets
Cute little squishy, rubbery, bead puppy fidgets that come with costumes you can put 
on/take off! Silent tactile fidget toys that double as a fine motor skill building tool. FUN!
#SS7878–Costume Puppy Set.....$ 4.79    #SS7905–Costume Puppy 10-pk ........... $44.99  

Roly Poly Oodles Fidget Balls and Spiky Oodles Balls
Exceptionally touchy feely sensory fidget with oodles of colorful marble-sized balls in a 
translucent rubbery skin. Fiddlin’ fingers will be happy! Also available in a SPIKY version!
#SS7673–Roly Poly Oodles Ball..........$ 3.99    #SS7674–Roly Poly Balls 6-pk.........$22.99
#SS7794–Spiky Oodles Ball................$ 4.29    #SS7906–Spiky Oodles 6-pk............$24.99 

Spiky Fidget Rings
A nice touch of tactile input everywhere you go! These spiky rings are a discreet little 
fidget for smaller fingers. A neat little manipulative for tong play, too. Assorted colors.
#SS7329–Spiky Rings 6-pk...............$ 2.99    #SS7330–Spiky Rings 24-pk..............$10.99

Chingy Finger Springs™  

Shiny 1" diameter metal Finger Springs™ that make beautiful “chingy” music when you 
manipulate them. Chingy Springs™ are the perfect size to nestle on your finger as you 
fidget away! A lot like a mini Slinky Toy; entertaining fiddle for home and travel.
#SS7826–Chingy Finger Spring™ ......$ 1.49 #SS7861–Chingy Springs™ 12-pk .. $16.99

Stick and Pop Fidgets™

Line up the suction cups and push ‘em together to make them stick; pull them apart  
to make them pop! A fun finger strengthening fidget in assorted shapes and colors. 3+.
#SS7880–Stick and Pop Fidgets™ 5-pk ...................................................................... $ 3.99
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Twiddle Fiddle Fidgets or Twiddle Fiddle Extremes
Two feet of pure fidgeting bliss! Twist ‘em, crunch ‘em, scrunch ‘em, shape ‘em in 
endless ways... pull ‘em apart & put ‘em back together – or turn them into fidgets. 3-up.
#GG4532–Twiddle Fiddle Fidget..........$ 9.79   #SS7790–Twiddle Extreme .............$ 9.99 

Focusing Fidget Kits™

Popular fidget kits feature an amazing array of quiet fidget tools hand-selected by our 
OTs; fidgets and sensory putty designed to keep fingers happily engaged and minds 
more focused. Ideal for home, school, or work. See pg. 89 for complete details. 3-up. 
#SS7242–Focusing Fidget Kit™ #2 ....$19.99 #SS7396–Focusing Fidget Kit™ #2..$19.99

Shimmering Sequins Fidget Fish
Very colorful 10" tactile fiddle fish with a ravishing sequin body, and a very soft head and 
tail. Comes in brilliant assorted colors – we’ll surprise you! For ages 3-up.
#SS7700–Shimmering Sequins Fidget Fish ................................................................ $ 4.99

New!  Emoji Sequin Patch Fidgets  
Addictive 3” emoji sequin patches for discreet fidgeting; nice for under desks*! 2-packs.
#SS7985–Emoji Sequin Fidget Patch 2-pk  (*sticky tape is required/not included)  ... $ 2.99 

Crazy Coiler Keychain Fidgets
Restless fingers love these stretchy, loop-shaped coils on a keychain that 
attach to backpacks or belt loops. Premium, no-scent coilers in tri-tone colors. 
#SS7354–Crazy Coiler Fidget..................$ 1.99    #SS7890–Coiler 12-pk.................$22.99

Floating Fidget Spheres
2" spheres with colorful balls that silently float and swirl. These calming fidget balls are 
candy for your eyes! Fun to toss, twirl, roll in your palms, or just gaze at. Ages 3-up.
#SS7662–Floating Fidget Sphere ................................................................................ $ 4.99    

Fluxy Fidget for Hair Pullers™  

Rubbery 2-1/2" sensory fidget tool with 12 finger holes you can poke your fingers inside 
and 3 texturey fabric tails you can pull out, plug in, twirl, toss, or swing around. 
#SS7545–Fluxy Fidget for Hair Pullers™  (a BFRB favorite!) ........................................ $ 4.99 

Puller Picker Finger Guards™

Helpful sensory tool for nail biters, skin pickers, or hair pullers. Slip on a gel finger cover 
and your full fingernail is covered all the way to the tip with a texturey, rubbery guard.
#SS7838–X-Small 5-pk ......................$ 5.49 #SS7841–Large 5-pk ....................... $ 5.49
#SS7839–Small 5-pk ..........................$ 5.49 #SS7842–Sampler 4-pk ................... $ 4.59
#SS7840–Medium 5-pk ......................$ 5.49

Pickers Biters Gloves (touch-screen friendly)
Comfy undyed cotton gloves that are nice for skin pickers, nail biters, or hair pullers.  
Provides a visual and tactile reminder not to pick skin, pull hair, or bite nails.
#SS7850–Pickers Biters Gloves .................................................................................. $ 4.99

Fidget Tools 
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Klicks Fidget and Longer Klicks Fidgets
Addicting fidget you click ‘n twist, shape ‘n crunch, bend ‘n click... Pull apart 
the interlocking pieces and snap ‘em back together again! 24 or 36 pc. sizes.
#GG4522–Klicks Fidget.........$ 1.49    #FM9515–Longer Klicks.........$ 2.49

Squeeeeeze Panic Pete (compare to Bug-Out Bob)
Squeeze silly Pete’s pliable little belly and his eyes, nose, and ears pop out! 
#GG4526–Squeeeeeze Panic Pete .............................................................. $ 5.99

Globby Guy De-Stressors
This squishy, squashy rubbery 5" guy can be stretched, posed, pinched, squeezed, 
and flattened in lots of silly fun, stress-busting ways. Awesome for releasing frustration!
#SS7785–Globby Guys De-Stressor (for teens-adults) ............................................... $ 5.99

Neoprene Stress Gel Fidget Balls
One-of-a-kind gel ball with a silky soft, smooth neoprene skin! Firmer than most of our 
others; great for finger strengthening and de-stressing. Perfect 2-1/2" palm-size. 
#SS7510–Neoprene Stress Ball .................................................................................. $ 4.99

Super Tooobs
12 bendable, snappable, plastic accordion tooobs that spark a ton of creative fun! Link and 
bend ‘em in infinite ways or make cool marble mazes. Great for bilateral and motor planning.
#BC7179–Single Super Tooob ...........$ 1.49 #BC7124–Super Tooobs 12-pk ...... $14.99

Triple Tongue Dragons
Squeeze this cute 4" dragon – and 3 curly tongues shoot out and his wings lightly flap!
#FM9589–Triple Tongue Dragon ................................................................................. $ 4.99

Super Stretchy Xa Fidgets
Ravishing rubbery “ball” with lots of mega-stretchy finger holes! You’ll find 101 
ways to play: fill it with sand, coins, or pom poms... lace ribbons thru it, more!  
#SS7461–Super Stretchy Xa Fidget ............................................................................ $ 7.49

Inside-Out Balls and Mondo Inside-Out Balls
Neat balls change from a soft, round ball into a spiky ball w/ a quick “FLIP” of your fingers!  
#SS7147–Inside-Out Ball ...................$ 2.89 #SS7153–Mondo Inside-Out ........... $ 4.99

Double Thick Sensory Gel Fidgets
Our squishiest, thickest sensory gel fidgets filled with a sea of gorgeous wavy blue gel. 
#SS7779–Small Double Thick Gel Fidget (5-1/2" x 7") .............................................. $12.99       

Pocket Size Finger Grip Exercisers and Grippy 1 lb. Finger Balls
Sturdy 2-1/2" exerciser with a slim barrel and sensory bumps. Or fist-sized 1 lb. weighted 
sensory ball with a smooth rubbery skin that makes a nice “crunchy-scrunchy” sound 
when manipulated. Both are terrific for building finger strength and grips.
#FM9480–Finger Grip Exerciser .........$ 4.99 #SS7786–Grippy 1 lb. Ball ............... $ 4.99

Finger Strengthening Fidgets & Toys Finger Strengthening Fidgets & Toys
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Squeezy Grip Resistance Balls (5 different resistances)
A great fidget & exercising tool! Colorful 2-1/2" squeezy balls with built-in finger grips.  
5 resistances that build hand and finger strength. 5-pk includes an exercise guide. 
#SS7433–X-Light Yellow ....................$ 5.79 #SS7436–Heavy Blue ........$ 5.79 
#SS7434–Light Red ............................$ 5.79 #SS7437–X-Heavy Black ...$ 5.79 
#SS7435–Medium Green ...................$ 5.79 #SS7438–Set of all 5 ........$27.99 

Whatza Fidgets:  Animals, Building, and Monsters
13" wooden fidgets you twist, turn, and shape into cool configurations! Make a custom 
skyscraper or mini mall with Whatza Building; shape a colorful Whatza Animal into  
crazy fun poses; or create one-of-a-kind silly Whatza Monsters! Ages 4-adults.
#FM9512–Whatza Building ................$ 4.99 #FM9557–Whatza Monster.............. $ 4.99
#FM9513–Whatza Animal ...................$ 4.99      

Orbo Balls or Magic Snap & Push Puzzle Balls
Fidgeters love this baseball-sized, finger strengthening color matching fidget ball that is 
fun and challenging. Players push colored balls around inside Orbo to empty 
spots with matching colored rings – it provides a great finger workout! Magic 
Snap & Push Balls are similar to the Orbos, but require less finger strength.
#SS7501–Orbo Fidget Ball......$ 9.99    #SS7664–Magic Snap Ball ............ $ 7.99 

Mousey Bubble Fidget Game 
SUPER COOL fine motor game that makes a fantastic fidget! 28 little bubble 
mice you push down and they make a popping sound like bubble wrap; 
flip it over and start again! Endlessly reusable, washable, and very durable!
SS7578–Mousey Bubble Fidget .................................................................................. $ 7.99    

Moxy Big Mouth Fidget Balls
Squeeze Moxy to make silly faces or gobble up marbles, coins, and other fun little 
things. Superb for strengthening fingers and building tripod grasps. Latex-free. 3-up.
#SS7537–Moxy........................$ 5.99    #SS7538–Moxy 3-pk ................................... $17.89  

Hide-n-Peek Monkeys
Irresistible little 3" monkey who plays peek-a-boo when you squeeze his tummy. 
#FM9588–Hide-n-Peek Monkey ................................................................................. $ 3.99    

Finger Fidget Counters (ideal for pen clickers)
Mini ring-style digital counter with an adjustable finger strap, quiet counter button, and 
reset button. Fun way to keep restless fingers busy and decrease anxiety. Includes long-
lasting, non-replaceable battery. Nice for nail biters, OCD, and strengthening fingers. 5+.
#FM9531–Finger Fidget Counter ................................................................................ $ 4.99

Poppin Pea Pods Keychains or New!  Tactile Tassel Keychain Fidgets
Keychain fidget with 3 brightly colored pea pods that pop up when you squeeze it! Or a 
fringy keychain that’s sleek/shiny on one side and leathery soft on the other. Teens-up. 
#SS7821–Poppin Pea Pod.........$ 2.49    #SS7822–Poppin Pea Pod 12-pk ............. $24.99   
#GG4547–Tactile Tassel.............$ 2.49    #GG4548–Tassels 12-pk ........................... $24.99 

Finger Strengthening Fidgets & Toys
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Thinking Putty and New!  Travel Tote Clip Cases 
Like chewing gum for your fingers! Turn on your brain & melt away stress with this cool 
fidget putty! In vibrant asst. colors and handy little pocket-sized tins. Our new rubbery 
cases have a sturdy carabiner clip for attaching and toting small tins of thinking putty.
#SS7372–Thinking Putty ...$ 2.99 #SS7373–12-pk ..$35.88 #SS7967–Travel Case ..$ 2.99

Crystal Clear Thinking Putty (that looks like liquid glass)
Amazingly sculpt able, unscented putty that is crystal clear and unlike any other putty! 
Its gloriously unique texture has a tiny touch of gooey, but not sticky or greasy. Neat!
#SS7420–Crystal Clear Thinking Putty (1/5 lb. tin) .................................................... $14.99

Super Illusions Thinking Putty
Breathtakingly beautiful, unscented putty with swirls of glistening purple, aquas, and 
greens that sparkle as you knead, twist, and pull it like taffy. 1/5 lb. of putty in a tin. 
#SS7474–Super Illusions Thinking Putty.................................................................... $14.99

Scented Thinking Putty and New!  Pizza Scented Thinking Putty
Pocket-sized tins of true thinking putty in 6 absolutely irresistible, delicious scents!
#SS7866–Caramel Corn .....................$ 6.99 #SS7870–Chocolate ........................ $ 6.99
#SS7867–Berry Vanilla. ......................$ 6.99 #SS7869–Bubble Gum .................... $ 6.99
#SS7868–Orange Cream ....................$ 6.99 #SS7966–Pizza ................................ $ 6.99   

Sensory Putty Megapack™ 
Premo putty lovers kit features 18 different kinds of fabulous sensory putty! 4-up.
#SS7783–Sensory Putty Megapack™ ......................................................................... $79.99

New!  Taffi Putty 
Wonderfully lightweight, airy fidget putty that feels like a combination of a fluffy cloud and 
stretchy taffy! Destined to become a sensory putty focus favorite for school or the office.
#GG4594–Taffi Putty ..........................$ 2.49 #GG4595–Taffi Putty 6-pk .............. $13.99 

New!  Stretchy Thinking Sand   
Restless fingers stay happily engaged sculpting this unique “thinking sand” into infinite 
shapes! A helpful silent focus fidget tool for home, the classroom, or office. 
#GG4601–Stretchy Thinking Sand  (*contains 2 different sand colors) ...................... $ 2.99 

Silly Putty and Prehistoric Putty
Silly Putty has been delighting young and old for generations! Knead it, stretch it, roll it 
into a ball, and press it on comics and it picks up the print! Prehistoric Putty is jello-like 
putty in dazzling see-thru colors with a dinosaur “hidden” inside. Non-sticky.
#SS7328–Silly Putty ...........................$ 1.99 #SS7419–Prehistoric Putty .............. $ 2.99 

Pretty Pink Putty Kit and Metallic Slime Putty
Sweet putty kit features 4 containers of tactile sensory putty, all in various shades of 
pink! Includes one of each:  Noise Putty, Play Foam, Dino Putty, and Bouncing Putty. Or 
Metallic Slime that feels cool to the touch and comes in shiny gorgeous luminous colors. 
#SS7479–Pretty Pink Putty Kit ...........$ 7.99 #SS7723–Metallic Slime Putty ......... $ 4.99 

Finger Strengthening Fidgets & Toys
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Precious Metals Thinking Putty and Thinking Putty Megapack™

Gorgeous shimmery colors! Megapack™ has 6 precious metals & a free scented putty!   
#SS7733–Ruby Red............................$ 9.99     #SS7807–Shiny Coppery Penny.......$ 9.99
#SS7734–Emerald Green ...................$ 9.99 #SS7808–Deep Sapphire Blue.........$ 9.99
#SS7805–Shimmery Silver Platinum...$ 9.99     #SS7809–Glow-in-Dark Unicorn......$ 9.99  
#SS7806–Glistening Gold...................$ 9.99     #SS7860–Megapack™......................$59.99

FiddleLinks Fidgeters
Created by hand therapists, this soothing long-time favorite has interlocking, 
rotating links that are excellent for exercising fingers and building dexterity.
#GG4508–FiddleLinks Fidget .............$ 6.99 #GG4546–FiddleLinks 10-pk .......... $64.99

Sensory Finger Squeezers
Bendable, flexible, squeezable, 2-1/2" rubbery loops dotted with tiny sensory 
bumps that provide a sneaky touch of tactile input! 3 colors and resistances. 
#SS7368–Single Squeezer .................$ 4.99 #SS7369–Set of all 3 ...................... $13.99

Squeezie Animals (check out our adorable new tactile alligator!)
Delightfully detailed, top-quality squeezy fidgets for finger strengthening. Darling!  
#SS7389–Sammy Sun Fish ................$ 3.69 #SS8010–Gabby Gator .................... $ 3.69   

New!  Snazzy Snappers™  
Build finger strength as you relieve stress and anxiety! Give this sensational rubbery 
fidget square a good squeeze, then release for a nice “pop!” A great choice for hair 
pullers, skin pickers, and nail biters. In assorted solids and patterns. You’ll LOVE ‘em!
#GG4555–Snazzy Snapper™ ....................................................................................... $ 4.99     
 

Finger Strengthening Snap Cubes  
Versatile 100-pc. set of 3/4" cubes in 10 vibrant colors that link together on 6 sides. Fun 
for counting, patterning, sequencing, more. Link some together for a twisty fidget! 3-up.
#FM9519–Finger Strengthening Snap Cubes ............................................................ $12.99 

UFO Finger Exerciser Fidgets
Neat UFO-shaped fidget finger exerciser with 8 finger holes. Made of a very tactile and 
thick stretchy, latex-free material. An engaging therapy tool for kids-adults.
#SS7680–UFO Finger Exerciser ................................................................................. $11.99 
 

Bouncing Putty and Noise Putty 
Bouncing Putty is irresistibly squishy foam putty that’s extra soft and rubbery. Noise 
Putty makes crazy funny sounds when you squish it down with your fingers! FUN!
#FM9312–Bouncing Putty ..................$ 1.99 #SS7315–Noise Putty ...................... $ 1.99

Scented Velvety Fidget Putty or Magical Moving Sand
Fistful of marvelously unique, velvety putty that’s very different from our other putties. 
Magical moving sand is wonderfully powdery and can be molded or shaped. Ages 4-up.
#SS7642–Scented Velvety Putty ........$ 2.99 #SS7544–Magical Moving Sand...... $ 2.99  
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Squeeze ‘n Move Finger Toys Sampler™  
Have fun building finger strength, fine motor skills, and finger grasps with this neat 8-pc. 
set of interactive squeezy toys! Great fidget tools or for finger warm-up exercises. 4+.
#FM9593–Squeeze ‘n Move Finger Toys Sampler™ ................................................... $29.99 

Giant Nut & Bolt Fidgets 
Keep fingers busy with these gigantic 2-1/2" plastic nut and bolt fidgets! Fun  
for midline, dexterity, and bilateral skills. Assorted styles and colors. 3-up.
#SS7411–Giant Nut & Bolt ..$ 1.49 #SS7412–12-pk ... $15.99 #SS7413–24-pk ..$27.99

Animal Spinners (a sparkle wheel-like toy)
Colorful twirling globes that open to reveal a little animal as they spin around. 3-up. 
#FM9415–Animal Spinner  (*promotes open web spaces and 3-finger grasps) ......... $ 4.29   

Jiggily Poppin Animals and Curly Tongue Frogs
Cool little 3" fidgets with eyes that pop WAY OUT when you squish or squeeze  
them. Or a darling 1-1/2” frog whose curly tongue rolls out like a party blower 
when you squeeze him. Both are lots of fun for strengthening little fingers. 5-up.
#FM9396–Jiggily Poppin Animal ........$ 3.99 #SS7884–Curly Frog ........................ $ 3.99

Big Ole Squeezy Brains
Squish, squeeze, and knead this 5-1/2" fabulously tactile brain ball! Fidgeting hands will 
adore this irresistible 2-handed jumbo silent fidget you can fiddle with for hours.
#SS7862–Big Ole Squeezy Brain ................................................................................ $ 5.99 

Goofy Squeezers or Squeezy Globes
Crazy fun 3" squeezy fidgets shaped like jumbo-sized, puffy M&M’s! They have cute 
silly faces and a silky-sleek surface unlike any other fidgets. Our 3" Squeezy Globes are 
firmer fidget balls that have labeled countries, continents, and oceans. Cool!
#SS7384–Goofy Squeezer................$ 3.49    #SS7378–Squeezy Globe Ball..............$ 2.49  

Elly Acrobatics Fidgets
Super sturdy fidget that’s ideal for smaller fingers. Minds stay more focused and bodies 
more relaxed as you flip, weave, and swing the intertwined rings – and roll the center 
gizmo that provides a soothing repetitive motion. Assorted colors. 5-adults.
#SS7535–Elly Acrobatics Fidget ................................................................................. $ 6.99  

New!  Springy Coils Fidgets      
Cool little springy, bouncy, squeezy, orb-shaped metal coils that strengthen fingers as 
you squish, squeeze, pogo, and provide deep pressure input to your fingers! 5-up.
#GG4603–Springy Coils .....................$ 1.99 #GG4604–Springy Coils 12-pk ....... $22.99

Kangaroo Bubble Fidget Game
Neat fine motor game that makes a great fidget! Has 36 little bubble kangaroos 
you push down to make a soft popping sound like bubble wrap; flip it over  
and start again. Durable, endlessly reusable, and washable, too! Ages 5-adults.
#SS7738–Kangaroo Bubble Fidget ............................................................................. $ 8.99

Finger Strengthening Fidgets & Toys
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Gel Waves or Sensory Gel Maze Tactile Pads 
Dazzling blue & yellow weighted gel lap pad with 2 side-by-side sparkling waves that’s 
about 4 lbs. or a gorgeous green maze that’s about 2.2 lbs! Both have small disks you 
manipulate thru the squishy waves or maze! Great tactile and for strengthening fingers!
#SS7279–Gel Waves Tactile Pad ..............$27.99 #SS7278–Sensory Gel Maze ... $29.99

Whatza Animals, Buildings or Whatza Monster Fidgets
13-1/2" wooden fidgets you twist, turn, and shape into tons of cool configurations! 
Make a custom skyscraper or mini mall with the Whatza Building–or shape a colorful 
Whatza Animal into lots of crazy fun poses. Makes an awesome desk fidget. 4-adults. 
#FM9512–Building.....$ 4.99    #FM9513–Animal.....$ 4.99   #FM9557–Monster.....$ 4.99

Suction Construction 
Kids LOVE these finger strengthening/deep pressure building toys that make a nice 
“pop!” A wonderful bilateral construction toy; stick them to a mirror or window to turn it 
into a vertical play activity. 50-pieces in 6 shapes and 6 bright colors. 3-up. 
#FM9602–Suction Construction Set .......................................................................... $39.99

Mega Peg ‘n Drill OT Activities Set
We can’t say enough about this AMAZING OT-created, wonderfully versatile play set 
you can use as a pegboard, geoboard, and as a base for 3D construction play! 300+ kid-
friendly pieces (pegs, bands, design cards, tools, more) for endless building fun! 3-up.
#FM9578–Mega Peg ‘n Drill OT Set  (*tool batteries are not included) ...................... $38.99  

Springy Ling (handheld wire maze toy)
Fun toy for motor planning, bilateral, and eye-hand coordination skills! “Steer” vibrantly 
colored wooden beads around the curvy, looping wire maze! Kids can use their fingers 
to assist; intermediate players can use both hands; experts can play with just one hand. 
#FM9465–Springy Ling Wire Maze  (*for toddlers-adults) .......................................... $14.99 

Thumbs Up Game
Really neat game offers lots of fun ways to build fine and visual motor skills, sorting, 
patterning, bilateral coordination, more! Stack colored rings on your thumbs or fingers 
following numbered and patterned color cards that vary in difficulty. Ages 6-adults
#FM9481–Thumbs Up Game  (*great for solo play or groups of up to 6) .................. $14.99

Mighty Monkeys Pegboard PlaySet 
A fun twist on a favorite pegboard set with jumbo pegs shaped like monkeys! Kids have 
a blast seeing how high they can stack/configure them! Count ‘em, sort ‘em, or use them 
like “pop beads!” 25 easy-grip monkey pegs in 5 bright colors, and a rubbery peg board. 
#BC7190–Mighty Monkeys Pegboard PlaySet .......................................................... $19.99

New!  Sliders Vertical Bead PlaySet
OTs LOVE this neat fine motor-finger skills mini bead set that includes:  650 brightly 
colored beads, 2 bead stacking racks, and a design pattern sheet. Superb for working 
on pincer grasps, finger dexterity, copy design, eye-hand skills, and much more! 6-up.  
#FM9615–Sliders Vertical Bead PlaySet ..................................................................... $ 6.99

Bilateral Goodies
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Textured Pop Bead Kit (medium-sized pop beads)
100 colorful, texturey, medium-sized pop beads! Extra durable, hard plastic 7/8" beads 
are the perfect “transition beads” for kids still refining their fine finger skills. Includes: 
dotted, silky smooth, and curvy pumpkin-ridge beads. 
#FM9311–Textured Pop Bead Kit .............................................................................. $21.99

Mini Pop Bead Shapes, 30-packs, or Mini Pop Bead Bulk Bags
Fun little pop beads for building bilateral, fine motor, eye-hand, pincer grasps, and finger 
strengthening skills. Choice of:  a 30-Pack with assorted 1/2" mini pop bead colors and 
shapes; a Mini Pop Bead Shapes set with 150+ 1/2" pop beads in beautifully bright 
colors and assorted shapes (hearts, stars, flowers, more); or a Mini Pop Beads Bulk Bag 
with: 165+ round and jewel-shaped 1/2" pop beads in 6 magnificent colors! 4-adults.
#FM9430–Mini Pop Beads (30 beads) ........................................................................ $ 2.39
#FM9453–Mini Pop Bead Shapes (150+ beads) ......................................................... $ 6.99 
#FM9454–Mini Pop Beads Bulk Bag (165+ beads) .................................................... $ 6.99

Zipper Zoom Speed Balls
Two players hold plastic handles and send the ball zooming back and forth! 
Great for bilateral coordination, motor planning, and upper body strength. 7+.
#BC7202–8" Zipper Zoom Speed Ball ....................................................................... $10.99 

Tactile Textured Tangles – Relax Tangles or Tangle Therapy
Colorful fidgets for coiling & twisting the hours away! Rubbery Tactile Tangles are 
sprinkled with sensory bumpies; Tangle Therapy is twice as thick for double the fun!
#GG4523–Relax Tangle....................$ 5.99   #GG4524–Tangle Therapy...................$ 10.99 

Eureka Motor Planning Skills Game
Kids love mixing the right formulas with this engaging game! Pick a challenge card, 3 
test tubes, and 6 balls; then pour the balls from tube to tube without touching/dropping 
them to match the picture card. Includes 54 challenge cards, 24 balls, 12 test tubes. 8+.
#FM9495–Eureka Game (fun for tong, solo, competitive, and pretend play)  ............ $19.99 

Tongs and Tools Sampler Kit (for building pre-scissor skills) 
Includes:  Teeny Weenie Tongs, Skinny Mini Squeezers, Mighty Tongs, Skizzor Tongs, 
Zoo Stick, Wooden Tongs, Wire Wizard, Squeezy Dropper, & 80 Glitter Pom Poms. 3-up.
#FM9272–Tongs and Tools Sampler Kit ..................................................................... $17.99 

Tongs and Tools #1 Add-on Kit
Includes 5 neat fine finger tools you don’t want to miss:  Premo Teeny Weenie Tongs, 
Circle Tip Tongs, Jumbo Tweezers, Mini Gator Tongs, and a Mini Finger Punch. 3-up.
#FM9332–Tongs and Tools #1 Add-on Kit .................................................................. $ 7.99

Tongs and Tools #3 Add-on Kit
Our newest add-kit includes unique tongs you can’t find anywhere else! This exclusive 
kit includes:  a Shovel Bubble Tongs™, 3-Prong Claw Tongs™, Apple Tongs, Round Metal 
Tongs, and a Tiny Treasure Tongs. 3-up.
#FM9598–Tongs and Tools #3 Add-on Kit ................................................................. $10.99  

Bilateral Goodies
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Therapy Putty Charms and Combo Kits
Irresistible little 1" shiny bright charms for hiding and finding in therapy putty! These 
sturdy plastic charms come in 2 adorable, very colorful assortments. Charms sold 
separately or in combo kits that include 2 oz. tubs of therapy putty and 15 charms.
#FM9443–15 Zoo Animal Charms........$ 1.79    #FM9445–15 Sea Charms ............... $ 1.79 
#FM9444–80 Zoo Animal Charms........$ 7.29    #FM9446–80 Sea Charms ............... $ 7.29 
#FM9455–Putty & Charms Kit #1 (2 oz. soft yellow putty & 15 charms) ..................... $ 6.49 
#FM9456–Putty & Charms Kit #2 (2 oz. med-soft red putty & 15 charms) ................. $ 6.49  

Glittery Gel Shapes
Magical 5" glittery gel shapes in assorted geometric designs that are filled with 
colorful (or clear) gel and tiny sparkling stars. A wonderful 2-handed calming, 
silent sensory tool for fidgeting and finger strengthening. 4-adults.  
#SS7491–Single Glittery Shape ........$11.99 #SS7492–5-pk Assortment ............ $57.99  

Giant Nuts and Bolts
Gigantic 2-1/2" nut and bolt of sturdy plastic. Excellent for bilateral coordination, 
eye-hand skills, midline, and motor planning. Assorted shapes and colors. 3-up.
#SS7411–Single Set...$ 1.49   #SS7412–12-pk...$15.99   #SS7413–24 pk...$27.99

New!  Putty Body Parts Kit
Set of colorful sturdy plastic body parts for creating fun therapy putty or dough creatures! 
Contains eyes, ears, feet, mustaches, hats, hands, and other fun assorted parts. 3-up. 
#FM9624–Putty Body Parts Kit 25-pk  (*putty is sold separately) .............................. $ 4.99  

Plus Plus Snap & Link Sets 
Endlessly reusable 3/4” puzzle links that snap together in every direction to  
make 2- or 3D creations! Fun for sorting, counting, design copy, more. 3-up.
#FM9437–Plus Plus Mini 150-pk ..$ 9.99 #FM9438–Plus Plus 300-pk .... $19.99

New!  Colorful Foam Shapes Sorting Lacing Kit
Fabulous multisensory activity play set with 400 - 1/2” to 1” chunky soft foam sorters in 
12 different fun shapes, 10 vibrant colors, and 95 feet of clear lacing cord! 3-up. 
#FM9625–Colorful Foam Shapes Sorter Kit............................................................... $12.99  

New!  Fun on the Farm Tactile Tongs Play Set  
Super colorful sorting/counting/tongs set with 36 very detailed rubbery farm animals in 6 
shapes and colors: chicken, cows, ducks, horses, pigs, sheep – and 1 jumbo tong. Fun 
for sorting, counting, matching, patterning, or imaginative free play. 3-up. 
#FM9628–Fun on the Farm Tongs Play Set ............................................................... $11.99  

Finger Strengthening Snap Cubes
Super versatile 100-pc. set of 3/4” cubes in 10 vibrant colors that link together on all 
6 sides! Great for counting, sorting, stacking, patterning, sequencing, 1:1 correspon-
dence, more. Link 3 or 4 together for a fun little twisty, finger crater fidget! 3-up.
#FM9519–Snap Cubes 100-pk .................................................................................. $12.99    

Bilateral Goodies
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*Unique tongs and finger tools for building pre-scissor skills!

Zoo Sticks, Fish Sticks, Farm Sticks, and Dino Sticks
Neat one-piece animal or sea-creature tongs with the longest legs you’ve ever seen! They 
pick up the teensiest, tiniest, eensiest things! Super for pre-scissor skills, strengthening 
thumb/index/middle fingers, and building finger grasps. 
#FM9075–Zoo Stick. .....................$  2.59 #FM9105–4 Fish Sticks ........$  9.79
#FM9076–4 Zoo Sticks ................$  9.79 #FM9187–48 Fish Sticks ..... $99.99
#FM9186–48 Zoo Sticks ................$99.99 #FM9368–Dino Stick .........$  2.59 
#FM9211–Farm Stick ....................$  2.59 #FM9369–4 Dino Sticks ....$  9.79
#FM9212–4 Farm Sticks ............ $  9.79 #FM9370–48 Dino Sticks ..$99.99
#FM9213–48 Farm Sticks..............$99.99 #FM9419–25-pc. Sampler $55.99
#FM9104–Fish Stick ....................$  2.59

Bubble Tongs™

Brightly colored, premium 6" scoopers for pre-scissor and pre-writing fun! 
#FM4936–Bubble Tongs™ .......... $ 3.49 #FM4937–6-pk ..................$19.99     

Skinny Mini Squeezers™

Neat 4" plastic tweezers with ribbing that tactilely and visually cues finger placement. 
Non-sharp, pointy-tips with tons of tiny “teeth” that pick up and sort the teensiest things. 
#FM9124–Skinny Mini Squeezer™ (great for working on pre-scissor skills!)  ............... $  .99

Teeny Weenie Tongs™ and Mighty Teeny Tongs™

Fun for sorting beads, marbles, mini shapes, more. Mighty Tongs have rubber tips and 
extra-wide, ribbed finger grips; require 2-3 times the pinch strength. Ideal for little hands.
#FM9003–Teeny Tongs™........$  .99    #FM9179–Mighty Tongs™ ................................ $ 2.49 

Premo Teeny Weenie Tongs™

Great pre-scissor/grasp training tool! Ribbed grip & finger guard keeps fingers in place. 
#FM9323–Premo Teeny Weenie Tongs™ ..................................................................... $ 1.49 

Squeezy Finger Droppers and Wooden Tongs
Fun plastic squeezy finger tool for water play, building grasps and learning to regulate 
finger pressure. Or wooden tongs that reinforce correct positioning for scissor skills. 
#FM9255–Squeezy Droppers 2-pk ....$   .99 #FM9183–Wooden Tongs ................ $ 1.99 
#FM9256–Droppers 12-pk .................$ 5.29 #FM9279–Wooden Tongs 12-pk..... $19.99

Skizzor Tongs™

Scissor-like tongs for picking up pom poms and other fun things. Have pointy 
smooth tips and a gizmo that helps prevent using too much finger pressure. 
#FM9306–Skizzors™........$ 1.99    #FM9307–Skizzors™ 6-pk........$10.99 

Round Metal Tongs or New!  3-Prong Gripper Tongs™

Neat 6" metal tongs that make a pretty “ching” sound; the sifter holes are fun for sand 
play. Or 4-1/2” plastic tongs with molded grips that cue optimal finger placement.
#FM9568–Metal Tongs..........$ 3.99    #FM9613–3-Prong Gripper™.. $  2.49
#FM9569–Metal 6-pk...........$22.99     #FM9614–Grippers 12-pk.......$28.99

Fine Motor Tongs & Tools
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Squeezy Bubble Tweezers
Build pre-scissor skills with these sturdy 4-1/2" loop-design tweezers with a bubble 
scoop picker-upper (similar to a mini melon baller)! Asst. bright colors.
#FM9448–Bubble Tweezer......$ 2.49   #FM9449–6-pk......$13.79 

3-Prong Claw Tongs™ (great for separating 2 sides of hands)
Amazing 2-1/2" plastic tripod tongs w/ 3 finger prongs to hold your thumb, index, and 
middle fingers in place. Use them with 2, 3, or 4 fingers to build pincer/tripod grasps. 
#FM9562–3-Prong Tongs™ .................$ 1.99 #FM9563–3-Prong Tongs™ 12-pk ... $22.99 

Wide Tip Tongs™ 
Vibrantly colored medium-sized 4-1/2" pre-scissor-skill tongs with wide tips & handles. 
#FM9490–Wide Tip Tongs™ ................$ 1.39 #FM9491–Wide Tip 12-pk .............. $13.99 

Therapy Tongs Trio
3-pc. set of therapy tongs with ribbed tips in 3 colors & sizes. Snap together for storing. 
#FM9544–Tongs Trio (includes 6", 8", and 10" tongs) ................................................ $ 5.99  

Mini Alligator Tongs
Kids have a blast “chomping up” all kinds of things with these fun little 3-1/2" tongs. 
Nice ‘n sturdy with built-in finger grips. Assorted colors.
#FM9403–Alligator Tongs ........... $ 1.29 #FM9409–12-pk ................$11.99 

2-in-1 Tiny Treasure Tongs™

One-of-a-kind plastic tongs with tweezers on one end and a scooper on the 
other. These cool little tongs can pick up tiny beads and other teeny things!
#FM9566–Tiny Treasure Tongs™ . $ 1.99 #FM9567–12-pk ................$22.99

Funnel Pincers™ or Wire Wizard Picker Uppers™

These easy-squeeze, smooth cone-shaped grabbers are a terrific tong-like tool that 
facilitate an open web space and double as a funnel for sand/water play. 3-up. Or a 
unique plastic grabber with four tiny wire “legs” for picking up tiny treasures. Nice for 
building finger skills and isolating thumbs. Adult supervision is needed. 5-up.
#FM9558–Funnel Pincers™ 2-pk $ 4.29 #FM9607–Funnel 12-pk ....$24.99
#FM9004–Wire Wizard™ ............. $ 2.59 #FM9608–Wizard 12-pk ....$29.99

Jumbo Tweezers or Circle Tip Squeezers™

6" Jumbo tweezers with finger grips that naturally facilitate a proper grasp or neat  
5" skinny squeezer tongs with flat, circular tips and ribbed finger grips. 
#FM9329–Jumbo Tweezers........ $ 1.49 #FM9330–Jumbo 12-pk ....$14.99 
#FM9458–Circle Tip Squeezer™ .. $  .99 #FM9609–Circle 12-pk ......$11.29   

Shovel Bubble Tongs™ or Apple Tongs
Cute 5" scissor-like tongs with spoon-like scoopers and a smiley apple face. Shovel 
Tongs have clear shovel-like scoopers and scissor-style handles. 
#FM9564–Shovel Tongs™ ........... $ 2.49 #FM9565–Shovel 12-pk ....$27.99     
#FM9596–Apple Tongs ............... $ 2.89 #FM9597–Apple 6-pk ........$16.99
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Blunt Tip Children’s Scissors 
Nice 4-1/2” children’s scissors that have non-slip finger loops, rounded safety tips, 
and lightweight steel blades. These are similar in style and size to larger size Benbow 
Scissors, except the finger loops have a hard plastic textured coating (vs. vinyl coating). 
#SC2035–Right Blunt Tip Scissors ....$ 3.49 #SC2036–Left Blunt Tip Scissors .... $ 3.49 

Mini OT Scissors
OT-designed 4-1/2" blunt-tip scissors with smooth-cutting blades, latex-free rubbery 
grips, and true R or L blades. These are amazing learning scissors for preschoolers 
and kindergartners. Ideal to use with our fun new Animal Scissor Magnets (see below). 
#SC2050–True Right Mini Scissors......$  4.89    #SC2052–True Left Scissors..........$  4.89
#SC2051–True Right Mini 10-pk..........$45.99    #SC2053–True Left Mini 10-pk.......$45.99 

Animal Scissor Magnets 
Colorful magnetic animals that “stick” on scissor blades that look like the animals are 
“eating” lines on the paper! This 10-pc set includes 8 adorable animals, a race car, and 
a spaceship. Learning to cut has never been so fun! Requires true right- or left-scissors. 
#SC2054–Right Magnets 10-pk..........$15.99    #SC2055–Left Magnets 10-pk........$15.99

Fiskars For Kids
Fiskars are super comfy and unbelievably easy-to-use/control. They feature safe, rounded 
blades with over-sized handles that enable kids to use multiple fingers and either hand. 
#SC2001–Fiskars................................$ 3.49    #SC2040–Fiskars 10-pk ................... $32.99

True “Lefty” SoftGrip Scissors
Blunt-tip scissors with cushioned, rubber-coated handles and pointy tips. The ultimate 
no-slip, easy-to-grip, standard scissors for left-handed kids. 
#SC2037–True Lefty .................................................................................................... $ 4.89

8" Left-Handed All Purpose Scissors
High-quality 8" scissors designed for left-handed teens and adults. They feature comfy 
ergonomic handles and premium pointed reversed blades for easy, precise cutting. 
#SC2047–8" Left-Handed Scissors ............................................................................ $ 7.99  

4-Finger Scissors (for teens and adults) 
Unique scissors with comfy rubbery grips, semi-pointed tips, and 2 compartments that 
cradle all 4 fingers – maximizing control. In true R. Nice for arthritis or weak fingers. 
#SC2048–Right 4-Finger Scissors .............................................................................. $ 7.99   

Blue Loop Scissors
Easy-to-use, premium classic blue loop scissors for beginners and others  
who have special cutting challenges. Feature rounded tips and spring-action blades. 
#SC2003–Blue Loop Scissors ..................................................................................... $ 8.99  

New!  Generic Colored Loop Scissors 
Self-opening, easy-grip loop scissors with wide handles and rounded blades. Requires 
a bit more finger pressure to use than our blue loops. In random bright assorted colors.   
#SC2056–Colored Loop Scissors ......$ 6.99 #SC2057–Colored Loops 6-pk ....... $39.99
  

Specialty Scissors
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Mini Loop Scissors
Lightweight, mini 4-3/4" loop scissors with a ribbed grip & extra wide contoured handles; 
ultra easy for early learners to use/control! Includes a safety blade guard. 
#SC2021–Mini Loop Scissors.........$ 6.89    #SC2058–12-pk.........$77.49  
 

Self-Opening Loop Scissors
Lightweight and easy-to-manipulate, self-opening scissors with contoured handles, 
rounded tips, and a safety blade guard. Gently squeeze thumb/fingers or fingers/palm; 
scissors automatically reopen when the pressure is released. 
#SC2015–Right/blue.........$ 9.89    #SC2019–Left/green.........$ 9.89 
 

Beginner’s Scissors Sampler Kit  
Six favorite OT learning scissors: Self-Opening Safety Scissors, Blunt Tip Children’s 
Scissors, Kidi Beginner Safety Scissors, Mini Loops, Fiskars, and Mini OT Scissors. 
#SC2045–Beginner’s Scissors Kit ....... $29.99  (*substitutions are occasionally necessary)

Long-Loop Self-Opening Scissors
Deluxe loops with all the same features as the Self-Opening Scissors above, plus a long 
finger grip for added control and stability. Includes a safety blade guard. 
#SC2016–Right/blue.............$11.89    #SC2024–Left/green............$11.89 
 

Self-Opening Scissors
Conventional-looking scissors with a spring in the handle that allows the scissors to open 
automatically. Ideal for weak hands. Safety guard is included. 
#SC2022–True Right/blue.....$10.89    #SC2023–True Left/green....$10.89 
 

Training Scissors
Clever scissors w/ 2 sets of loops that allow an adult to help the child control the scissors 
and “feel” the motion of cutting. Child’s fingers go in the back loops.
#SC2018–Right/blue...............$10.89    #SC2025–Left/green.............$10.89 

Self-Opening Safety Scissors for Children
Unique safety scissors with contoured finger loops, blunt tips, safety blades, and a “lever” 
on the handle that can convert them into self-opening scissors. 
#SC2027–Self-Opening Safety........$ 2.99    #SC2043–12-pk.......$25.99
 

Kidi Beginner Safety Scissors 
Unique 5" beginner safety scissors with comfy, chunky finger loops, blunt tips, and 
smooth cutting plastic blades. They only cut paper – not hair or clothes! Ages 3-up.
#SC2038–Kidi Scissor ”Girl” colors ...$ 2.99   #SC2044–Kidi 12-pk ...................... $25.99
#SC2039–”Unisex” colors...................$ 2.99  

Left-Handed Benbow Learning Scissors
Extraordinary 3-1/2” scissors with rounded tips and small vinyl-coated finger loops that 
makes learning to cut easier while facilitating use of isolated finger movements. 3-up.
#SC2012–True Left Benbows ...................................................................................... $ 4.89 

Specialty Scissors
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Glitter Pom Poms
80 sparkling, fluffy soft 1/2" pom poms in a rainbow of bright colors. These glittery “puffs” 
are perfect for sorting and placing activities with any of our fun hand tools.
#FM9205–Glitter Pom Poms ....................................................................................... $ 4.29 

Mini Sorting Shapes and Fruit Sorting Shapes
Super selections of 100 colorful shapes (disguised as mini erasers) that are marvelous 
for sorting, counting, matching activities, and for practicing tong skills. 100 packs.
#FM9006–Sorting Shapes...........$ 4.99    #TP1173–Fruit Sorting Shapes ................. $ 4.99

Baby Porcupine Balls
Fiddlin’ fingers adore this 20-pc set of 3/4" squishy, squeezy quill balls! Blazing colors.
#SS7213–Baby Porcupine Balls 20-pk ....................................................................... $ 3.29 

100 Magnetic Chips and Magnetic Wands
100 magnetic chips for sorting, counting, building pincer grasps, and eye-hand skills. 
Hide ‘em in putty, use ‘em like coins for a bank, or for magnetic wand play.
#FM9346–100 Magnetic Chips.................$ 3.89    #FM9343–Single Wand................$ 2.19

Fuzzy Tie-Dye Fidgets
Soft and fluffy little 1" pom pom fidgets in brilliant tie-dye colors. Great for tong play! 
#SS7341–Fuzzy Tie Dye Fidgets 10-pk ...................................................................... $ 2.79

Bananagrams (Alphabet Tile Manipulatives and Game)
Neat scrabble-type letter game w/ 144 sturdy letter tiles that make great manipulatives! 
Match up letters, practice spelling words, play hide ‘n find games in putty/sand, more.  
#FM9604–Bananagrams (uppercase tiles in a cool zippered banana case!) ............. $14.99

Mini Squeezy Bubs
Colorful little roly-poly critters that blow bubbles! Just dip their mouth-wands into bubble 
solution and squeeze ‘em with your fingertips. Includes bubbles. 3-up.
#OM8267–Mini Squeezy Bub ...................................................................................... $ 3.99

New!  Connecting Cogwheels Sensory Sorters™ 
Versatile fine motor skill-building set features 100 rubbery 3/4” gears in 8 vibrant colors 
and a Teeny Weenie Tongs. Sort, count, stack, pattern, and link ‘em. Colorful Cogwheels 
make terrific manipulatives for home schoolers, classrooms, therapy, or focus breaks. 4-up.
#FM9629–Connecting Cogwheels Sensory Sorters™ ................................................ $12.99

Squishy Human Body (multisensory anatomy play set)
Kids ADORE this incredibly cool sensorimotor play set! Realistic 12” human body with 
21 removable plastic bones, squishy organs & muscles, tweezers, forceps, more. 5-up. 
#FM9580–Squishy Body (includes a body chart & anatomy booklet)........................ $24.99

Sensory Putty Megapack™ 
Premo putty lovers kit features 18 different kinds of fabulous sensory putty! 4-up.
#SS7783–Sensory Putty Megapack™ ......................................................................... $79.99  

Fine Motor Finger Fun
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Sensory Gel Mazes
Glittery green, multisensory maze that’s superb for finger isolation and strengthening. 
It’s pure sensory bliss manipulating the disk thru the squeezy gel paths!  Ages 4-adult.
#SS7278–14"x14" Sensory Gel Maze ........................................................................ $29.99   

Skill-Building Sensory Gel Lap Pads
Delightful teaching gel pad pairs fine motor fun with sensory input! Work on counting, 
sequencing, sensorimotor skills and more as you manipulate 30 glistening marbles into 
8 different columns. Has a worksheet pocket on the back, too. You’ll love this!
#SS7416–Skill-Building Gel Pad ................................................................................ $39.99

Bahama Blue Squishy Sensory Gel Pads
Gorgeous 7"x16" squishy gel pad filled with calming “Bahama Blue” colored gel and 
tons of tiny glittery stars. Has 2 flat marbles and 3 black rings kids use as targets. Neat! 
#SS7415–Bahama Blue Gel Pad ................................................................................ $24.99  

Pig, Bear, Dino, Penguin, and Narwhal Poppers
Squeeze these lovable animals’ tummies and watch the balls go soaring! Each set 
includes an adorable rubbery animal and 6 foam balls. Safe, soft, flying fun! 
#FM9333–Pig Popper .....$ 9.99 #FM9410–Penguin ...$ 9.99 #FM9376–Dino ........$ 9.99  
#FM9375–Bear Popper ..$ 9.99 #FM9559–Narwhal ...$ 9.99   

Mousey or Kangaroo Bubble Fidget Games
If you’re a big bubble wrap fan, you’ll ADORE these fun fine motor skills games! Self-
contained 1- or 2-player game with tiny little bubble mice and many ways to play (we 
love it best for fidgeting!). Press the bubbles down and they make a popping sound; flip 
‘em over and start again! Or try our larger square-shaped kangaroo version. 5-up.
#SS7578–Mousey Bubble Fidget........$ 7.99    #SS7738–Kangaroo Fidget ............... $ 8.99  

Fun Sounds or Lights & Sounds Answer Buzzers
Turn any activity or lesson into a game! Neat set of 4 colorful round “game show buzzers” 
with 4 fun sounds: honk honk, boxing bell, doorbell and BOING!  A fun way to get kids 
engaged!  Our new ones have both sounds AND lights: siren, buzzer, laser, and charge! 
Each buzzer requires 2 “AAA” batteries (which are not included).
#FM9377–Fun Sounds.................$19.99    #FM9561–Lights & Sounds .................... $24.99

Sensational Sensory Circles and New!  Sensory Circles 3-pks
5" clear vinyl discs; each with a unique touchy-feely filling or covering. Includes water 
beads, moon sand, sequins, mini beads & letters, and velvety soft tentacles. Terrific for 
travel, home, classrooms, or use velcro to make them under-your-desk fidgets. Choice 
of a 5-pack assortment or 3-packs (same design in 3 assorted colors). Ages 3-adults.
#SS7871–Sensational Sensory Circles 5-pk Assortment .......................................... $29.99
#SS7941–Teeny Beads/Letters 3-pk....$19.99    #SS7942–Water Gel Beads 3-pk....$19.99

FiddleLinks Fidgeters
Favorite fine motor tool with rotating links for exercising fingers and building dexterity!
#GG4508–FiddleLinks Fidgeter ..........$ 6.99 #GG4546–FiddleLinks 10-pk .......... $64.99

Fine Motor Finger Fun
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Colored Bubble Wrap Popping Fidget Sheets™   
Favorite sensory fidget tool for popping, squeezing, and finger warm-ups! An irresistible 
fidget tool for hair pullers, skin pickers, and sensory seekers. 5-foot rolls in 3 bright 
colors. Cut it into small individual squares for classroom or therapy use. Awesome!
#SS7581–Purple ........... $ 3.49 #SS7582–Red  ........ $ 3.49 #SS7583–Blue ..........$ 3.49

Itty Bitty Stringing Shapes Kit™

200+ vibrantly colored mini plastic shapes, a stringing lace, and a Skinny Mini Tongs. 
Hide the shapes in putty or lace ‘em on pipe cleaners... the possibilities are sky high! 
#FM9292–Itty Bitty Stringing Kit™ ............................................................................... $ 7.99  

Fabric Marble Mazes
Totable silent sensory mazes in your choice of 2 challenge levels. They come in dazzling 
royal blue with high-contrast stitching that’s easy to see. Users guide the fully enclosed 
steel ball thru paths that have lots of curving turns, twists, and zig zags designed to 
keep minds stimulated and focused (and restless fingers happily engaged)! Maze #1 
features visually simpler paths; Maze #2 is more challenging with extra twists and turns.
#SS7829–Marble Maze #1........$13.99    #SS7830–Marble Maze #2 ........................ $13.99

Suction Construction
You’ll love this revolutionary finger strengthening, suction building set that makes a 
wonderful bilateral toy for hours of construction fun. Use a mirror or window to make a 
vertical play activity. Unique 50-pc. set featuring 6 shapes in 6 bright colors. 3-up.
#FM9602–Suction Construction Set .......................................................................... $39.99  

Mega Peg ‘n Drill OT Activities Set  
We can’t say enough about this AMAZING OT-created, wonderfully versatile play set 
you can use as a pegboard, geoboard, and base for 3D construction play! Includes 300+ 
kid-friendly pieces (pegs, bands, design cards, tools, more) for endless building fun. 3+.
#FM9578–Mega Peg ‘n Drill OT Set  (*tool batteries are not included) ...................... $38.99 

Aromatherapy Scented Putty 
Delightfully scented sensory fidget putty in a tin that promotes focus while relieving 
anxiety/stress. A perfect self-regulation tool for class, travel, transitions, or the office. 
#AR5065–Lemon.....$ 4.99   #AR5066–Mint.....$ 4.99    #AR5068–Lavender ............. $ 4.99
#SS7827–Fruity.......$ 4.99    #SS7828–Coconut ........................................................ $ 4.99

Bendy Pops Fine Motor Building Set
Bend, pop, snap, build, create! Kids have a blast designing and building with this neat 
fine motor play set that includes 18 accordion tubes and 12 bendy connectors. 3-up.
#FM9571–Bendy Pops Building Set .......................................................................... $19.99

Feel & Find Tactile Tiles Play Set  
Kids build fine motor and tactile discrimination skills while mastering shapes and colors. 
This versatile “feel and find” multisensory play set includes 20 sturdy (washable) plastic 
tiles in 5 colors/shapes and 4 textures, a drawstring bag, and 10 shape cards. 3-up.
#VP7198–Feel & Find Tactile Tiles Play Set ............................................................... $19.99

Fine Motor Finger Fun
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New!  Poke A Dot Bubble Popping or Wiggle Squiggles Books 
Fabulous interactive books! Poke A Dot provides tactile and auditory input as you count 
cute farm animals and have fun “poking/popping” plastic bubbles! Wiggle Squiggles has 
colored dots and tracks for tapping, tracing, zigging & zagging; activities that promote 
pre-writing, finger/bilateral skills, midline crossing, and using both sides of the brain.
#FM9618–Poke A Dot Animals... $12.99   #RR7417–Wiggles Squiggles Book ........  $14.99

Mini Muffins Fine Motor Activity Set
Cool play set includes a very sturdy plastic muffin tin, squeezy bubble tweezer, 60 mini 
muffins in 6 bright colors, 2 foam dice, and 12 sorting discs. A superb set for sorting, 
counting, matching, eye-hand and fine motor skills, tong play, and play kitchens! 3-up.
#FM9451–Mini Muffins Set ......................................................................................... $24.99 

Hedge Hog Fine Motor Play Set
Friendly little hedge hog lost his quills and needs help putting them back in. Cute skill-
building set is terrific for working on fine motor, counting, eye-hand coordination, and 
color/number recognition. 12 big ‘n chunky quills in 4 colors. Fun for preschoolers, 4-up.
#FM9541–Spiky Hedge Hog Play Set ........................................................................ $14.99  

Deluxe Fine Motor Skills Sorting Box
Versatile activity set provides a nice array of both horizontal and vertical activities that 
teach children to sort shapes, colors, and sizes while boosting fine motor, grasping, 
counting, and problem-solving skills. Includes a deluxe 4"x8" sturdy wooden sorting 
box, 5 wooden coins, and 8 colorful manipulatives that store in the box. Ages 3-up.
#FM9547–Deluxe Fine Motor Sorting Box ................................................................. $27.99 

New!  Fuzzy Furry Chipmunk Game  
Adorable tactile game that builds fine motor, finger dexterity, counting, finger strength, 
color recognition, and sensory processing skills. Roll the dice to see how many and 
which color acorns to stuff into the furry chipmunk’s mouth. Includes 2 foam dice, 30 
colorful wooden acorns, and Fuzzy (whose huge cheeks double as a storage case). 
Makes a great 1:1 playset for OT activities, too. Fun for the whole family! 1-4 players, 3-up. 
#FM9617–Fuzzy Furry Chipmunk Game .................................................................... $24.99

Elephant Trunks Fine Motor Skills Game 
Awesome game for building eye-hand skills and motor planning! Players use really 
neat elephant trunk picker-uppers to pick up marble-sized balls according to colored 
challenge cards. This fun game includes 4 elephants, 48 marbles, 48 activity cards. For 
2-4 players, but OTs love it for fine motor therapy activities and solo play. 5-up.
#FM9530–Elephant Trunks Game .............................................................................. $24.99 

New!  Ringy Ding Finger Skills Game  
Here’s a fun way to build finger and visual motor skills! Kids flip a finger card over and 
“race” to place fluffy stretchy bands on their fingers, matching the placement and colors 
shown. The first one to mimic the design dings the bell and “wins” that card! Neat! 4-up.
#FM9616–Ringy Ding Game  (*for solo play or 2 to 6 players) .................................. $14.99  

Fine Motor Finger Fun
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Sneaky Squirrel Tongs Game
The squirrels are hungry and need your help! In this magical game of fine motor skills, 
kids spin the spinner and use “squirrel squeezers” to pick up colored acorns and fill up 
matching color holes on their log. Fun for building grasps and eye-hand skills. 3-up.
#FM9374–Sneaky Squirrel Game  (*for 2-4 players) .................................................. $20.99

Connect 4 Fine Motor Cubes (6-sided pegboards)
Neat 2-1/2" pegboard-style cube with 96 pegs that store inside it. A perfect tote size, 
take-along toy for fine motor skill-building fun or 3-D games of Connect Four. 3-adults.
#FM9574–Connect 4 Fine Motor Cube ....................................................................... $ 7.99  

Stacking Pegs Activity Set   
Popular set w/ 20 pegs and a wavy 8" board that offers endless peg play activities. Sort 
‘em, stack ‘em, put marbles on the pegs, add rubber bands for a geoboard, more. 3-up.
#FM9092–Stacking Pegs ........................................................................................... $14.99  

I Can Tie My Shoes Lacing Kit
Fun shoe tying kit with 6 bright chipboard lacing shoes and 6 laces with extra long tips. 
#BC7172–I Can Tie My Shoes ................................................................................... $12.99

Colorful Connecting Fidget Links
The sky’s the limit with this 200-pc set of colorful 1/2" connecting chain links. Kids adore 
making jewelry, fidget chains, animals, and their own designs with these. 4-up.
#FM9545–Colorful Fidget Links .........$ 2.49 #FM9546–10 sets ........................... $23.99

New!  Playfoam “Coloring” Tray Play Sets
Kids adore this fun sensory toy where you use a neat scooper-spreader tool to “color” a 
3-D picture with playfoam! A fun and relaxing way to build fine motor & eye-hand skills.  
#GG4577–Playfoam Coloring Tray Play Set ................................................................ $ 7.99 

Crayon Rocks or Jumbo Crayon Stylus
16 all-natural, stone-shaped soybean crayons colored with natural mineral powders.  
Or a 3-1/2" chubby crayon stylus for smartphones, iPad and other touch screens. 3-up. 
#HW7648–Crayon Rocks ...................$ 7.99 #HW7807–Crayon Stylus ................. $ 5.99 

Do-A-Dot Rainbow Paint Markers 
Chubby “no mess” dabbing markers in 4 colors; no water, brushes, or clean-up required! 
#HW7799-Do-A-Dot Markers 4-pk ............................................................................ $11.99 

Mission to Space or Ghost Mine (Vertical Maze Games)
Mission to Space is an intriguing 2-sided, 9”x13” vertical wooden maze that’s superb 
for building bilateral and eye-hand skills. Players use a 2-handed pulley system to “fly” 
spaceships thru UFOs & meteors; pulling right or left to steer. In Ghost Mine, players use 
wands to move gems thru winding tunnels; nice for working on pre-writing skills. 
#FM9507–Mission to Space Maze (for one player at a time, 6-up)............................ $28.99   
#FM9506–Ghost Mine Magnetic Maze (with 2 magnetic wands, 7-up) ..................... $24.99 

Fine Motor Finger Fun
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I Spy Dig It Visual Motor Game
You’ll find 101 uses for this fantastic game/playset that includes 128 “I Spy” objects (32 
objects in 4 colors), a “digging” bowl, 12 double-sided picture cards, and a timer. Great 
for tong play, sorting, matching, tactile/color discrim., eye-hand skills, more! 5-up.
VP7202–I Spy Dig It Game (for 2-4 players or solo play) ........................................... $22.99

New!  Magnetic Apple Free Play Drawer 
Bright red “drawing” apple with tiny metal balls that “pop up” as you draw with 
the little green leaf stylus; use your fingertips to “erase!” This 5” magnatab-style 
sensory toy makes a delightful “clicking” sound as you draw. Very neat! 3-up. 
#FM9627–Magnetic Apple Free Play Drawer ............................................................. $10.99

Maxy Handheld Memory Game (just like Simon Game)
Mini 3” version of the classic lights/sounds memory game that is excellent for motor 
planning, auditory/visual memory, and other crucial executive functioning skills. This 
travel version features 2 challenge levels; perfect for travel and waiting rooms. 6-up. 
#FM9538–Maxy Game (uses 3 included “AG-13” button batteries) ........................... $ 9.99  

Mandala Labyrinth Tracing Disks or Labyrinth Finger Tracing Cards
Sturdy 8” tracing disks are a mesmerizing fine motor/calming-focus tool! Select a path 
and start tracing with the included stylus or your finger... there’s no beginning or end.  
OR a set of five, 5”x7” double-sided labyrinth cards with a small stylus; a total of 10 
calming mandalas. Two soothing focus tools that keep minds engaged & fingers busy.
#HW7825–Light Aqua Tracing Disc ...$19.99     #HW7875–Labyrinth Tracing Cards...$ 8.99
#HW7826–Light Lavender Disc .........$19.99     #HW7828–Large Extra Stylus.............$  .99 
#HW7827–Light Green Disc..............$19.99     #HW7880–Small Extra Stylus.............$  .69 

Avalanche Fruit Stand Game
Spin the wheel, then use jumbo tweezers to pick up fun little pieces of colorful plastic 
fruit. Awesome for sorting, patterning, placing activities that build eye-hand and pincer 
grasp skills. Includes 40 pieces of asst. fruit, 2 jumbo tweezers, and a spinner. 3-up.
#FM9331–Avalanche Fruit Stand ............................................................................... $19.99   

Sorting Pie Play Set
This scrumptious tong play set is great for sorting, matching, and pre-scissor skills! 
Includes a 3-pc. sorting pie, 60 pcs. of colorful rubbery fruit, 2 tweezers, a pie crust 
cover, and 3 double-sided activity cards. A super sturdy toy that will last for years! 3-up.
#FM9379–Sorting Pie Play Set ................................................................................... $29.99

Creepy Crawly Bug Catchers Activity Set
Cool play set is great for sorting, counting, patterning, matching, & tong play. Includes 
36 detailed rubbery bugs in 6 colors, 2 mini gator tongs, 2 dice (colors & numbers). 3-up.
#FM9470–Bug Catchers Play Set .............................................................................. $15.99  

Sticky Light Write Doodle Balls
Magical squishy squeezy fidget you can “draw” on with the included black light! 5-up.
#SS7797–Sticky Light Write Doodle Ball .................................................................... $ 6.99  

Fine Motor Finger Fun
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Honey Bee Tree 
Darling game that builds eye-hand and pincer grasp skills. Kids carefully pull stick 
leaves out of the honey tree, trying not to wake the bumble bees that’ll come tumbling 
out if you pull the wrong leaf! This fun game includes:  a honey pot tree, flower base, 32 
leaves, and 30 bees that are nice for all kinds of sorting activities, too!  2-4 players, 4-up.
#FM9155–Honey Bee Tree ......................................................................................... $20.99

Biggie Beads Fab Fine Motor Play Set
You’ll love this versatile play set! Includes 1200 colorful 7/8" sized cylindrical beads in 8 
colors, 6" clear bead pegboards, 32 patterns that snap into place under the board, and 
2 of our neat 2-in-1 Tiny Treasure Tongs (tweezers on one end/scooper on the other)! 3+.
#FM9575–Full Biggie Beads Play Set ........................................................................ $22.99 
  

Super Tooobs
12 bendable, snappable plastic accordion tooobs you can link and bend in infinite ways! 
#BC7179–Single Super Tooob ...........$ 1.49 #BC7124–Super Tooobs 12-pk ...... $14.99

Silly Slime Suckers
Silly creatures that slurp up slime when you squeeze ‘em! Squeeze again and it oozes 
back out. Creature and 1 oz. tub of jiggly, jello-like slime that’s out-of-this-world! 5-up.
#SS7521–Silly Slime Suckers ...................................................................................... $ 2.99   

Wooly Lamb Fidgets
Fun little rubbery fidgets that strengthen fingers and build finger grasps! Includes 75 
mini push pins that make his wooly white coat. A great desk fidget for tweens-adults. 
#FM9537–Wooly Lamb Fidget .................................................................................... $ 8.99

Gears Fine Motor Skills Play Set
Sort, snap, stack, pattern, lace, and keep fidgeting fingers busy creating tons of cool 
3-D masterpieces with this fun set! Set of 65, 1" plastic gears in 4 bright colors. 5-up. 
#FM9494–Gears Fine Motor Set ................................................................................. $ 4.99  

Jumbo Alphabet Lacing Letters
Jumbo 4" alphabet letters that are fun for lacing, tracing, making imprints in dough, and 
more. Set includes 26 washable, sturdy plastic uppercase letters and 6 laces.  
#FM4949–Jumbo Alphabet Lacing Letters ................................................................ $14.99

Tactile Sensory Shapes Set
Delightful multisensory play set with 6 very bumpy, vibrantly colored, oversized 3-D 
geometric shapes that provide amazing tactile input. Superb for sensory exploration, 
stacking, and fidgeting. Each shape measures 3" to 3-1/2". Big thumbs up! 3-up.
#SS7488–Single Sensory Shape......$ 3.99    #SS7489–Shapes 6-pk ....................... $22.99 

Stringing Laces
Handy 2-pack of colorful 36” stringing laces that have extra long plastic lacing tips. 
#FM9422–Stringing Laces 2-pk .................................................................................. $ 1.49

Fine Motor Finger Fun
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Mini Fingertip Punch
Mini 1-1/2" paper punches with a covered reservoir; great for building 3-point grasps. 
#FM9316–Mini Fingertip Punch...$ 2.79   #FM9317–15 Fingertip Punches .............. $38.99

Mini Clothes Pins
Mini 1" wooden clothes pins for strengthening fingers and building pincer grasps.
#FM9160–50 Mini Clothes Pins ................................................................................... $ 3.49 

Shimmery Sequins Drawing Boards
Mesmerizing multisensory drawing board that can be used vertically or flat. Run your 
finger(s) across the glittering sequins to draw shapes, designs, and letters. This endlessly 
reusable gorgeous 11" drawing board provides a touch of tactile paradise! Ages 6-102.
#FM9517–Shimmery Sequins Drawing Board ........................................................... $17.99  

Silly Tongue Fish or Pop Mouth Frog
Colorful 3" fish or frogs that poke their tongues out/make a clicking sound when you 
squeeze ‘em! Awesome little fidgets for strengthening fingers & grading finger pressure. 
#FM9486–Silly Tongue Fish.....$ 2.49    #FM9581–Pop Mouth Frog .......................... $ 2.49

Finger Strengthening Turtles or Silly Tongue Monsters
Cute little 3" rubbery turtle whose head pops out when you squeeze his colorful shell! 
Or, 3" monster whose tongue pops out when you squeeze his belly.
#FM9508–Finger Turtle............$ 2.49   #FM9471–Silly Monster. ................................ $ 2.49

New!  Pop Up Squirrel in a Stump   
Adorable hiding critter that slowly (or quickly) pops up and down in his stump depending 
how much finger pressure you use. One of our testers’ favorite new finger toys!
#FM9623–Pop-Up Squirrel  (*fun finger strength toy for grading finger pressure) ...... $ 3.99  

Thread ‘n Loop Balls
Neat set with 10 tactile snap-together cords and a clear 5" ball with colored holes. 
Match and string the cords in and out of the holes, use ‘em like pop beads, stuff pom 
poms inside the ball, and much more. Excellent for bilateral and finger strength! 3-up.
#FM9579–Thread ‘n Loop Ball ................................................................................... $14.99  

Wind-up Toys
One fun pincer grasp work out! Colorful wind-ups that perform neat “tricks!” 
#FM9239–Flip ‘N Spin LadyBug ....................$ 2.29 (crawls, flips, and spins around)
#FM9241–Cymbal Playin’ Monkey ............... $ 3.69 (plays cymbals as he walks)
#FM9585–Wind-Up Racecar. .........................$ 2.29 (eyes move and tongue pokes out)
#FM9603–Wind-Up Butterfly ..........................$ 2.29 (rolls around and spins)
#FM9487–Boogie Bot Dancing Robot ...........$ 3.29 (rocks, swings, and sways) 

New!  Twirling Fringy Spin Tops 
Adorable wooden spin tops feature “dancing” ladies with pretty fringe skirts that float 
out as they twirl around and an easy-grip fingertip handle on the top. 2”x2-1/2”. 4-up.
#FM9626–Twirling Fringy Spin Tops ............................................................................. $2.69

Fine Motor Finger Fun
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Multisensory Magnatab Sets
Fun tool for learning how to form letters. Kids use a magnetic stylus to trace over dotted 
letters... tiny metal balls pop up to create the lines; arrows cue how to draw the strokes 
correctly. Endlessly reusable – no paper required. Also in a Free Play Drawing Board!
#FM9397–Magnatab Uppercase Letters.....$25.99   #FM9398–Free Play Set .......... $21.99 

Elephant Trunks Fine Motor Skills Game
Use super cool elephant trunk tongs to match and scoop balls copying challenge cards! 
#FM9530–Elephant Trunks Game  (*fun for solo play or 2-4 players, 5+ ) ................. $24.99 
 

Eureka Motor Planning / Perceptual Skills Game
Bilateral skill-building game where kids pour balls between test tubes to match formulas 
on picture cards. Includes 24 challenge cards, 24 balls, 12 plastic test tubes. FUN!
#FM9495–Eureka Game  (*2-4 players, 8+; fun for solo play, too) ............................  $19.99

Kanoodle Visual Perceptual Game
Use your noodle to match and solve colorful, brain-teasing, bead-matching, 2- or 3-D 
puzzles! Neat travel-sized game with 12 bead puzzle pieces, puzzle book, case. 7-up.
#VP3458–Kanoodle  (*for solo players) ...................................................................... $14.99 

Matching Magnetic Rings Set (make the rings float)
Fun set builds design copy, matching, and fine motor skills. Select one of the 40 pattern 
cards and stack the magnetic rings on the pole in the same color/order as shown. 3-up. 
#VP7174–Matching Magnetic Rings .......................................................................... $14.99   

Tactile Gel Discs (tactile-sensory matching play set) 
Versatile tactile matching set offers a wealth of tactile discrimination, obstacle course, 
and other sensory activity possibilities! Includes:  5 colorful 10” rubbery discs in assorted 
neat textures with 5 matching 3” discs. Includes a handy feel ‘n find tote bag. Washable.
#SS7778–Tactile Gel Discs Set .................................................................................. $59.99   

Fox in the Box Visual Perceptual Game
Unique 65-pc. play set teaches important positional, directionality, and spatial concepts! 
Includes: 4 jumbo objects, 20 picture cards, 40 two-sided activity cards, and a spinner.
#FM9553–Fox in the Box Game (for preschoolers-adults) ........................................ $29.99

Cubeez Silly Faces Game and Pixy Cubes Visual Motor Play Set
Turn, rotate, and stack 6 colorful Cubeez facial feature blocks to replicate one of the 50 
silly face cards! Fun for 1:1 play or 1-4 players, 3-up. Pixy Cubes is a neat design copy 
set with 93 design cards and 16 colorful cubes. Ideal for solo play or 2-player fun, 6-up. 
#VP7204–Cubeez ............................. $14.99 #VP7203–Pixy Cubes ..................... $15.99

Premium Classroom Therapy Pegs Activity Set
Exceptional set that targets fine and visual motor skills. Includes: 600 mini pegs in 
6 vibrant colors, 4 transparent pegboards, and 16 two-sided, plastic-coated activity 
cards. Create unique designs or replicate the pattern cards that fit under the boards. 
#FM9554–Premium Classroom Therapy Pegs Set ................................................... $ 39.99

Visual Perceptual Specialties
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Sensory Sox (also now available in a new XXL size) 
Awesome stretchy lycra “socks” you get inside that are amazing for 
providing calming/organizing/focusing deep pressure sensory input.  
#SS7304–Sm 3-5 yrs ....$37.99 #SS7306–Lg 9-12 yrs .... $49.99
#SS7305–Med 6-8 yrs ....$42.99 #SS7307–XLg 12-Adult ...$52.99 #SS7925–XXL ..$56.99 

Zipper Zoom Speed Balls
Fun for bilateral coordination, motor planning, and upper body strengthening.
Two players hold the plastic handles and send the ball zooming back & forth 
by opening and closing their arms until the ball reaches them. Ages 7-adults.
#BC7202–8" Zipper Zoom Speed Ball ....................................................................... $10.99  

Twisty Fidget Disks
Heavy-duty 5" rings with oodles of rubbery spikes that tickle your palms & massage 
your fingers. Fun for twisting, twirling, tossing, obstacle courses, fidgeting, more. 
#SS7453–Single Twisty Disk..............$ 5.99    #SS7454–Twisty Disks 4-pk .............. $20.99

Velcro Catch Sets
This winning set helps ensure every child succeeds at a simple game of 
catch. This fun set includes a fuzzy grip ball and 2 adjustable mitts. 
#BC1123–Velcro Catch Set ......................................................................................... $ 8.99  

Fleece Beanbags
Wonderfully tactile, snuggly soft fuzzy 5” fleece beanbags in assorted bright colors. 
Sensory seekers love rubbing, throwing, catching, and squeezing these cozy beanbags!
#GM3441–Fleece Beanbag............$ 2.49    #GM3442–Fleece Beanbags 6-pk ........ $12.99   

Pyramid Shaped or Nylon Beanbags
The sensorimotor skill possibilities are endless with these neat beanbags! Multicolored 
pyramid-shaped beanbags or solid nylon beanbags filled with non-toxic plastic pellets. 
#SS7456–Pyramid Beanbag............  $ 2.49   #SS7457–Pyramid Beanbags 6-pk ..... $13.99    

#GM3467–Nylon Beanbags 6-pk..... $10.99   #GM3473–Nylon Beanbags 12-pk ..... $20.99

New!  Wipe Clean Counting Beanbags  
Sanitizable beanbags in 10 dazzling colors; each with the number, corresponding dots, 
and numeral spelled out. In Spanish on one side, English on the other. A wonderful 
hands-on counting, number recognition, and motor skill-building learning activity set!
#GM3474–Wipe Clean Counting Beanbags 10-pk .................................................... $19.99

101 Use Cones
Set of 6-3/4” sturdy plastic cones for “bowling” fun, ring toss, obstacle  
courses, stacking, much more! Includes our “25 Favorite Cone Activities” list. 
#GR7001–101 Use Cone Set (15 cones in 5 colors) .................................................. $29.99  

Premium Activity Hoops
Six extra sturdy 15” seamless hoops in bright colors! Superb for bilateral coordination, 
motor planning, vestibular, more. Includes 5 clips for connecting the hoops if desired.
#GM3456–Activity Hoops 6-pk...............$24.99    #GM3472–Hoops 24-pk..............$94.99

Gross Motor & Sensorimotor Play
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Balance Discs
Versatile disc for balance training, vestibular stimulation, and developing core muscle 
strength. Thick 14" cushion with 100’s of delightfully tactile “spikes” on one 
side, and a molded-rings pattern on the other that’s nice for stabilizing feet.
#SS7295–Balance Disc ...........................................................................$24.99   

New!  Donut Balls
Donut balls make a really nice ‘n stable wiggle seat and are a versatile tool  
for working on balance, core/body strength, and gentle bouncing activities. 
#GM3468–22"x12" Orange.......$19.99    #GM3469–26"x14" Green......$22.99

Juggling Scarves
You’ll find 101 fun uses for these brightly colored, silky activity scarves that float, swirl 
and “parachute” when you throw them in the air! A fun way to build upper extremity, 
eye-hand, and midline-crossing skills. 3 pretty solid colored scarves per set. 
#FM9388–Single.........$ 1.99    #FM9286–3-pk..........$ 4.99    #FM9287–12 pk........$17.99   

Super Duper Jelly Stretchers 
Super stretchy, triple thick, ribbed jelly exercisers in 3 resistances! See 
pricing and details about these x-tough deep pressure wonders on pg. 74!

Lights & Sounds Answer Buzzers
Answer buzzers with lights AND sounds: a siren, buzzer, laser, and CHARGE. They make 
gross motor/obstacle course activities and exercises fun and motivating! The Originals 
have sounds only (see pg. 63). Each requires 2 “AAA” batteries (which are not included). 
#FM9561–4 Lights & Sounds Buzzers.....$24.99    #FM9377–4 Original Buzzers.....$19.99

Glittering Vortex Lamps
Soothing 10" lamp with beautiful silvery glitter that swirls and spins around as the lamp 
cycles through a rainbow of mesmerizing colors. A great calming tool for sensory rooms!
#SS7716–Glittering Vortex Lamp  (*requires 3 “AA” batteries, not included) ............. $14.99

Stepping Stones Balance Activity Cards 
Neat “See and Do” activity cards for classroom warm-up exercises, obstacle courses, 
therapy games, or home practice. Set of 8 double-sided balance photo cards and 21 
plastic-coated (printed) stepping stones. Colorful jumbo size 8-1/2”x11” photo cards. 
#GM3412–Stepping Stones Cards............................................................................. $24.99      

New!  Fidgeting Foot Steppers
Favorite tool for calming vestibular input & building balance, core strength, 
bilateral, more. Nice for short sensory breaks at school or the office, too!
#SS7957–Fidgeting Foot Stepper .............................................................................. $21.99  

New!  Motion Helper Vestibular Bracelets 
Innovative pressure point bracelets that can be helpful for vestibular-based challenges 
like motion/car sickness, nausea resulting from dizziness/balance issues, POTS, more. 
#SS7999–Vestibular Bracelets 2-pk ... $ 4.99 #SS8000–Bracelets 10-pk ................ ..$23.99

Vestibular, Proprioceptive, & Sensory Rooms
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50 Sensorimotor Activities Book
50 sensorimotor activities that help improve body strength, focus, coordination, gross 
motor skills, and calm or energize. Compact 9”x7” easel-type book with colorful 
graphics, concise directions, and the therapeutic benefits of each activity. Awesome!
#RR7372–50 Sensorimotor Activities ......................................................................... $20.99 

Yoga Pretzels Activity Cards
Practice bending, twisting, breathing, and relaxing with this colorful set of 50 illustrated 
yoga cards that teaches yoga basics in a fun way. 50 oversized, color-coded activity 
cards in 9 categories that build minds/bodies/spirits, coordination, flexibility, and sensory 
processing skills (while providing great vestibular and proprioceptive input). Each 5"x7" 
card has a pose on the front and illustrated, step-by-step directions on the back.  
#RR7334–Yoga Pretzels Activity Cards ...................................................................... $14.99  

Yoga Spinner Game
Introduce kiddos to the amazing benefits of yoga with this game that combines fitness 
and fun as players build balance, strength, flexibility, bilateral coordination, and sensory 
motor skills! This neat game includes 54 colorful, oversized yoga pose cards and a 
spinner that doubles as a carry case. For beginners to experts, 5-adults.
#GM3463–Yoga Spinner Game .................................................................................. $14.99  

Yoga Dice
Six jumbo yoga dice, tokens, and a game mat in a drawstring bag! We LOVE this set 
as a self-regulation tool for classroom movement and brain breaks, OT activities, more.
#GM3470–Yoga Dice Set (up to 4 can play as a formal game) .................................. $11.99

New!  Yoga Together 
You’ll love this spiral-top, easel-format yoga guide with step-by-step scripted lessons, 
the mind-body benefits of each activity, and beautiful graphics of children from around 
the world. 40+ kid-friendly activities designed to build strong bodies and calm minds; 
includes yoga games, partner activities, and relaxation tools. Jumbo 12”x8-1/2” size. 
RR7418–Yoga Together Activities Book ..................................................................... $15.99 

Bungee Jumpers  
The softest, safest indoor/outdoor pogo bouncer ever! Has an extra wide low base with 
4 layers of high rebound foam, an elastic tether, soft handle. Fun “trampoline action!”  
#SS7143–Bungee Jumper (for ages 5-99, up to 150 lbs) .......................................... $23.99 
 

New!  Happy Hopper™ Horsey
Kids love “hopping” on this adorable pony and using it as a calming/alerting 
sensory seat. Fun for working on balance, strength, coordination. Happy 
has soft grippable ears kids can hold as they bounce and gallop away! FUN!
#GM3475–Happy Hopper™ (comes with its own air pump) ....................................... $29.99

Safety Grip Scooter Boards
Durable 12"x12" scooter boards with non-marring casters and 2 safety 
handles. Great for vestibular, strength/stability, motor planning, bilateral. 
#SS7054–Safety Grip Scooter Board ..................................... ....................................$19.99

Vestibular, Proprioceptive, & Sensory Rooms
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Thera-Band
Versatile Thera-Band is a natural rubber resistive material that’s great for proprioceptive 
activities and strengthening exercises. In 3 grades: Red is medium, Green is heavy, and 
Blue is X-heavy. Comes in handy 6-yd rolls to tuck in your therapy bag. Contains latex. 
#TH0021–Red 6-yd ................................ $22.99 #TH0023–Blue 6-yd .......................... $26.99  
#TH0022–Green 6-yd ........................$24.99   

Cando Latex-Free Stretchy Exercise Bands
Superb quality, 4" wide, LATEX-FREE exercise bands that come in the same colors and 
resistances as our Thera-Band (above). Your choice of 6-yard or 25-yard rolls.
#TH0034–Red 6-yd ...........................$12.99 #TH0037–Red 25-yd ...................... $46.99   
#TH0035–Green 6-yd ........................$13.99 #TH0038–Green 25-yd ................... $51.99              
#TH0036–Blue 6-yd ...........................$14.99  #TH0039–Blue 25-yd.......................$55.99     

Super Duper Jelly Stretchers 
Super stretchy, triple thick ribbed tactile jelly exercisers! The Singles have 
a texturey bulb grip on each end; the Doubles have 2 stretchy strings and 
2 handles. These extra tough sensory tools are amazing for calming deep 
pressure and building upper body strength. 3-packs are available online.
#SS7752–Red Stretcher Light ............ $ 6.99 #SS7756–Light Double Stretcher .... $13.99
#SS7753–Green Stretcher Medium .... $ 7.29 #SS7757–Med. Double Stretcher .... $14.29  
#SS7754–Blue Stretcher Heavy ......... $ 7.49 #SS7758–Heavy Double Stretcher .. $14.49

Thera-Band Sensory Balls
The most durable squeeze balls you’ll ever find! These 2" palm-sized squeeze balls 
come in 4 resistances, can be chilled or heated, are washable, and LATEX-FREE. 
#TH0026–X Soft Yellow .....................$17.99 #TH0028–Medium Green ................ $17.99 
#TH0027–Soft Red ............................$17.99 #TH0029–Firm Blue ........................ $17.99 

Cando Sensory Gel Balls (Latex-Free)
Finger strengthening sensory balls in 3 resistances! These durable 2" gel balls are a bit 
firmer and a tad less stretchy than our Thera Band Sensory Balls (sold above). 
SS7570–Yellow X-Light ......................$ 5.99 #SS7572–Green Medium ................. $ 6.49
SS7571–Red Light ..............................$ 6.29 

Super Sensory Balls Sampler Kit™

Set of 6 premium sensory fidget balls hand-picked by our OTs! Includes:  a Neoprene 
Gel Fidget Ball, Super Stretchy Xa, Palm Size Massage Ball, Fuzzi Flocked Ball, Squeezy 
Resistance Ball, and a Jumbo Tickley Tactile Ball. You’ll love these fiddle ball favorites!
#SS7556–Super Sensory Balls Sampler Kit™ ............................................................. $29.99   

Thera-Tubing
This heavy-duty, round rubber tubing is great for resistive and strengthening exercises. 
Yellow is the thinnest grade tubing; Red is a medium grade; Green is a slightly thicker heavy 
grade; Blue is the thickest, heaviest grade. Thera-Tubing is sold by the yard. Contains latex.
#OM8043–1-yd Yellow .......................$ 2.99 #OM8013–1-yd Green ..................... $ 3.49
#OM8019–1-yd Red ...........................$ 3.29 #OM8044–1-yd Blue ........................ $ 3.69

Thera-Band, Thera-Tubing, & More
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Inflatable Therapy Balls
Incredibly durable and versatile therapy balls are wonderful tools for sensorimotor 
groups, inhibition activities, ball massages, strengthening, balance, & equilibrium work.
#GM3330–16" diam. Green...............$23.99    #GM3332–24” diam. Red..................$34.99 
#GM3331–20" diam. Blue.................$28.99     #GM3309–34” diam. Green...............$54.99 

Tactile Therapy Balls
This deluxe 30" therapy ball is swarming with little sensory bumps that provide amazing 
tactile input. Kids can’t wait for their turn on this bumpy ball! Great for therapy groups!
#GM3368–Tactile Therapy Ball ................................................................................... $34.99 

Peanut Balls and New!  Donut Balls
Peanut-shaped balls that only roll 2 ways and are easier to control. Their unique 
“saddle seat” provides extra stability and holds 1 or 2 people. Donut Balls are versatile 
sensorimotor balls for balance, core strengthening, prone, and gentle bouncing activities. 
#SS7300–16" Yellow Peanut......$43.99    #GM3468–22"Dx12"H Orange Donut......$19.99   
#SS7301–20" Orange Peanut.....$53.99    #GM3469–26"D x 14"H Green Donut......$22.99

Soft Weighted Balls
SOFT AND SQUEEZY... You’ll love the feel and versatility of these soft weighted balls! 
Excellent for proprioceptive input, these 5" balls are the ideal size for children. 
#GM3377–1.1 lb. Yellow ....................$11.99 #GM3427–4.4 lb. Blue .................... $17.99   
#GM3378–2.2 lb. Green ....................$12.99 #GM3428–5.5 lb. Black .................. $20.99    
#GM3379–3.3 lb. Red .......................$13.99

Tactile Sensory Balls
Dazzling 4" balls covered with 100’s of delightfully stimulating nubs! Easy to throw and 
catch, these very tactile sensory balls are great for fidgeting and massaging!
#GM3431–Tactile Sensory Ball.......$ 4.99    #GM3432–Tactile Sensory Ball 4-pk.....$16.99

Squeezy Grip Resistance Balls (5 different resistances)
A great fidget and exercise tool! Colorful 2-1/2" squeezy balls that have built-in finger 
grips. Five resistance choices to build hand, finger, and forearm strength. 
#SS7433–X-Light Yellow........$ 5.79    #SS7436–Heavy Blue............$ 5.79 
#SS7434–Light Red...............$ 5.79    #SS7437–X-Heavy Black.......$ 5.79 
#SS7435–Medium Green.......$ 5.79    #SS7438–Set of all 5.............$27.99    

UFO Finger Exercisers
Neat UFO-shaped fidget finger exerciser with 8 finger holes. Made of a super tactile, 
very thick stretchy, latex-free material. An intriguing sensory therapy tool for kids-adults.
#SS7680–UFO Finger Exerciser ................................................................................. $11.99  

Hand Pump, Plug Puller, and Replacement Plugs
Compact pump, tool for scooping out ball plugs/seat cushion stoppers, or extra plugs.
#SS3348–Compact 7" Ball Pump.............$ 7.99    #SS7145–Ball Plug Puller.............$ 5.99
#GM3454–Replacement Plugs for Balls and Cushions.....................................................$   .99
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

Chunky Blocks Chewy Necklaces
Extra chunky 1/2" thick block-shaped chewy pendants with a raised tactile 
puzzle design on the top. Comes in Royal Blue or Mountain Stream (an outdoorsy 
color combo that’s popular for guys). Designed for moderate+ chewing. 
#OM8525–Blue Block Necklace ........$19.99 #OM8526–Mountain Stream ........... $19.99

Bumpy Dog Tag Chewy Necklaces and New!  Dog Tag Bracelets
Cool “dog tag” style chewies on a safety necklace. Has tactile sensory bumps on one 
side and a raised star on the other. 2 tags on each necklace. The new combo bracelets 
feature a chewy dog tag on a stretchy chewy bracelet! For mild chewers, 4-up. 
#OM8536–Blue Dog Tag Necklace............$14.99  #OM8672–Dog Tag Bracelet ..... .$10.99
#OM8537–Red Dog Tag Necklace ............................................................................. $14.99

Happy Tubes Fidget Necklaces
These smile-shaped 5-1/2" soft silicone (thera-tubing like) tubes come on a 
black silky breakaway cord. Happy Tubes are satisfying to chew on and fun 
to bend, twist, stretch, and fidget with. For light to moderate chewing. 3-up.
#OM8623–Blue Happy Tube.......$12.99  #OM8628–Coral Red Happy Tube ............ $12.99

Chunky Hexagon Chewy Necklaces 
Super chunky chewies in a pretty translucent light green or orangish color. 
Ideal for older children, teens, and adults who have more extreme oral sensory 
seeking needs. Latex-, BPA-, PVC-, and phthalate-free. 3-adults.
#OM8543–Green Hexagon ................$13.89 #OM8544–Orange Hexagon ........... $13.89

Oval Chewy Necklaces or Ribbed Oval Chewy Necklaces
Ideal for teens-adults! Oval-shaped, textured chewy with a checkered pattern on one 
side and raised bumps on the other. Our Ribbed Oval Necklace has thick grooves on 
both sides. Both are on a breakaway necklace. PVC- and latex-free. 3-up. 
#OM8260–Denim Oval .............. $12.89 #OM8263–Denim 8-pk ......$99.99 
#OM8399–Lime Green Ribbed .. $12.89 #OM8400–Grey Ribbed.....$12.89 

Brick Chewy Necklaces and Brick Chewy Pencil Toppers
Delightfully tactile 2-1/2" brick chewy necklace with tiny sensory bumps on one side and 
raised squares on the other. 3 bright colors on a black safety necklace. Toppers 
come in random bright colors. Kids adore these fun Lego-like chewies! 5-up. 
#OM8564–Blue.....$ 9.99    #OM8565–Orange....$ 9.99    #OM8566–Yellow ...... 9.99 
#OM8603–Brick Pencil Topper......$  2.99    #OM8608–Brick Topper 12-pk .....$34.99 

Chewy Tethers or Chewy Tethers with XT Chewable Tubes 
No more lost chewies! Soft and durable 7" blue fabric tether that securely holds your 
favorite chewies. Attach ‘em to a shirt or wear ‘em like a bracelet. Or ready-to-use Tethers 
with a thick 1/2" diameter XT Chewable Tube; great for aggressive chewers.*Chewable 
Tubes come in bright random primary colors. 
#OM8519–Single Chewy Tether..... $ 6.99    #OM8551–1/2” XT Tube on a Tether .... $12.99
#OM8520-Chewy Tether 12-pk .................................................................................. $79.99
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

Nuk Massage Brushes
Soft but durable brush that can be used to stimulate the gums, teeth, and palates of children-
adults who are orally defensive and/or have other oral motor differences.
#OM8041–Nuk Brush ........................... 3.99 #OM8042–Nuk 24-pk ..................... $84.99 

Zipper Pull Chewable Tubes
Durable chewable tubes for zippers feature the same extra tough tubes as our Chewable 
Tubes Necklaces! Each has a sturdy metal ring that attaches to jacket or sweatshirt 
zipper pulls. PVC-, latex-, and phthalate-free. Kids-adults, ages 3-up.
#OM8413–Green Zipper Pull Tube 3/8" width............................................................. $ 7.99 
#OM8414–Blue Zipper Pull Tube/thicker 1/2" width ................................................... $ 8.99

Children’s Chewy Jewelry Sampler Kit™

Fabulous kit includes: a Stretchy Chewy Bracelet, a Chewy Charms Necklace, Tiger 
Chewy Cuff Bracelet, and a Chewy Frog Necklace. Fun & socially acceptable chewy 
jewelry for kids who chew on their sleeves, hair, or erasers. Styles and colors vary. 3-up. 
#OM8271–Chewy Jewelry Sampler™ ......................................................................... $38.99  

Chewy Charms with a Safety Chewy Necklaces
Fun chewies for “sensory kids” who chew on their clothing, hair, sleeves. 3-up. 
#OM8221–Fish........$ 9.99    #OM8223–Cat............$ 9.99   *Charm colors vary 
#OM8222–Train.......$ 9.99    #OM8224–Soccer.......$ 9.99   #OM8239–Baseball.......$ 9.99    

Goldfish or Robot Chewy Necklaces
Very chunky and texturey orange goldfish or robot chewy charms in bright  
colors; both on silky soft safety necklaces. For light-medium chewers, 3-up.
#OM8284–Goldfish Necklace.......$ 9.99    #OM8550–Robot Necklace........$ 9.99

Olly Octopus Brush 
Bumpy, texturey 3” sensory brush that doubles as a beginner toothbrush. 
#SS7445–Olly Brush..........$ 8.99  (ideal for hypersensitivities to food textures)

Updated Chewy Tool Sampler Kits and Chewy Megapacks™

Not sure which chewies to choose? Let us help with our exclusive Chewy Tool Kits. 
#OM8647 – Updated Standard Chewy Tools Kit..............................................$21.99 
(Chewy Tube, B-Buddy, and a Smooth Chewy Tube Super Chew)  
#OM8648 – Updated Textured/Tactile Chewy Tools Kit ........................................ $22.99
(Unscented Textured Chew Stixx, Knobby Super Chew, and Bumpy B-Buddy) 

#OM8649 – Updated XT (Extra Tough) Chewy Tools Kit........................................ $24.99
(Chewy Tube, Scented Textured Chew Stixx, and a Tough Bar) 
#OM8609 – Chewy Megapack™ for Kids ................................................................. $74.99
(2 Handheld Chews, 4 Chewy Necklaces, Chewy Bracelet, 3 Chewy Pencil Toppers)
#OM8610 – Chewy Megapack™ for Teens and Adults ........................................... $82.99
(11 All-time chewy favorites for teens-adults at a great savings)

Oral Motor Fun & Tools
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Stretchy Chewy Bracelets and Necklaces, or Combo Sets
Top-quality stretchy coil-style chewy bracelets and necklaces that are free of latex, PVC, 
BPA, phthalates, and lead. This calming chewelry comes in an amazing assortment of 
beautiful colors. Bracelets are for ages 3-up; the chewy necklaces are for ages 12-up. 
Stretchy Chewy Bracelets:
#OM8286–Clear ...$ 6.99 #OM8289–Clear Red ..$ 6.99 #OM8405–Pretty Pink .... $ 6.99
#OM8287–Black ...$ 6.99 #OM8290–Turquoise...$ 6.99 #OM8291–Lime Green... $ 6.99
#OM8288–Royal Blue .............................................$ 6.99 #OM8292–12-pk Asst .. $77.99                               
Stretchy Chewy Necklaces:
#OM8587–Blue ............. $ 4.99 #OM8589–Black ............$ 4.99
#OM8588–Clear ........... $ 4.99 #OM8590–Red ...............$ 4.99    
Stretchy Necklace and Bracelet 2-piece Sets
#OM8595–Blue Set ...... $ 9.99 #OM8597–Black Set .....$ 9.99
#OM8596–Clear Set ..... $ 9.99 #OM8598–Red Set ........$ 9.99

Tire Tread Chewy Bracelet for Guys
Thick & rubbery bangle chewy bracelet w/ a raised tread design for extra sensory input. 
Outdoorsy bluish-gray/brown combo. Nice masculine chewy for teens and adult males. 
#OM8517–Tire Tread Chewy Bracelet (for mild-moderate chewing) ......................... $15.99  

Chewy Bangles for Kids and Thicker Chewy Bangles for Teens
Chewy bangle bracelets that fit most 3-10 year olds. Or stylish thicker-design 3" bangles 
for teens-adults. Hypoallergenic, in assorted colors. For mild-moderate chewing. 
#OM8538–Kids Sea Blue...................$ 5.99    #OM8530–Thicker Bangle .................. $ 7.99
#OM8539–Kids Aquamarine Green...$ 5.99     

Spinning Chewy Necklaces  
Glossy chewy necklace that offers fidgeting/spinning AND oral sensory input! Features 
a chunky 2-3/4" circular chewy ring with a solid 2" glossy disc inside the ring. 3-up.
#OM8622–Spinning Chewy Necklace  (in blazing red on a silky safety cord) ........... $19.99

Ridged Chewy Cuff Bracelets (for teens and adults)
Very sleek and subtle 1-1/4" wide cuff-style chewy bracelets that are phthalate- and 
latex-free with cool wavy ridges – great for fidgeting! For mild-moderate chewing.
#OM8567–Berry....$10.99    #OM8568–Orange...$10.99    #OM8569–Yellow ...........$10.99

Chewy Frog or Chewable Cookie Necklaces
Adorable chunky frog chewy with enticing sensory bumps, or texturey  
chewy that looks like an Oreo cookie! On silky soft safety necklaces. 3-up.
#OM8278–Green Chewy Frog.....$12.89    #OM8516–Chewy Cookie.......$14.99

Chewy Trapezium Necklaces
Trapezium-shaped chewy features 3 unique surfaces: square, curved, and 
a raised pyramid in the center. Very chic-looking chewy on black cord.   
Comes in a stylish imperial blue color. 
#OM8571–Chewy Trapezium Necklace ..................................................................... $12.89    
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Chewy Tool Necklaces
String your favorite chews on these comfy fabric necklaces that have a sturdy break-
away clasp. Use with Super Chews, Tri-Chews, P’s & Q’s, more. Chews sold separately.   
#SS7262–Chewy Necklace...$ 2.69    #SS7263–15-pk...$36.99  (*for ages 4-up)

Chewable Tubes Necklaces (XT chewy necklaces)
Exclusively from us, these X-tough chewable tube necklaces feature a thick 4-1/4" hollow 
tube on a safety breakaway necklace. In your choice of 3/8" diam. green, or a 
thicker 1/2" diam. in blue, clear, or black. Designed for children-adults, ages 3-up 
who have strong oral-sensory needs. Extra durable! Latex- and phthalate-free.
#OM8282–Green - 3/8" diam.....$  9.99    #OM8513–Clear - 1/2" diam.....$10.99 
#OM8283–Blue - 1/2" diam........$10.99    #OM8514–Black - 1/2" diam....$10.99

XXT Chewable Tubes Necklaces and Cleaning Brushes
The most durable chewy necklace there is for aggressive chewers! XX strong 9/16" diam. 
tube on a black safety necklace. Cleaning brush is for hollow chewies and Topperz. 
#OM8560–XXT Clear Necklace .........$11.99 #OM8562–XXT Black Necklace ...... $11.99 
#OM8561–XXT Blue Necklace ..........$11.99 #OM8563–6-pk XXT Tubes ............. $71.29 
#OM8575–Chewy Tool Brush ..............$  .99 (PVC-, BPA- phthalate-, and latex-free)

Silky Smooth and Tie Dye Oval Chewy Necklaces 
Wonderful latex-free oval chewy necklaces that are totally smooth on both sides. Comes 
in your choice of a gorgeous deep purplish color or in 2 pretty swirly tie-dye colors. The 
perfect stylish chewy jewelry choice for tweens, teens, and adults!
#OM8285–Purple Necklace....$12.89   #OM8548–Green Tie-Dye.......$12.89
#OM8547–Blue Tie-Dye..........$12.89                                                     

Softzilla Jr. or Softzilla XT Tactile Chewable Tubes Necklaces
The first chewies that are both soft AND super strong! 3-1/2" brightly 
colored 1/2" wide hollow tubes w/ 2 different textures or an XT 4" version; 
on black safety cords.  
#OM8599–Softzilla Jr Necklace.....$ 9.99    #OM8624–Softzilla XT.....$12.99

Tactile Tiger or Senso Chewy Cuff Bracelets
Two stylish, durable, cuff-style chewy bracelets for children and teens! Wonderfully 
socially acceptable chewy tools for those who chew on their clothing, hair, or pencils. 
The Tiger features a raised tiger design; Senso Cuffs have a superb variety of 
raised tactile shapes for fidgety fingers. Latex-free, in assorted colors.
#OM8249–Tiger Chewy Cuff....$10.99    #OM8250–Tiger Cuff 8-pk......$86.49
#OM8508–Senso Cuff..............$10.99    #OM8510–Senso Cuff 8-pk....$86.49

Fabric Chewy Bands or Organic Chewy Necklaces
Brightly colored terrycloth chewy necklaces – or texturey organic fabric necklaces for 
those who chew on their sleeves, hair, or hoodie strings. Helps protect clothing from 
getting soggy or damaged. The organic necklaces come in a thick, all-natural undyed 
organic fabric. Both have safe velcro closures. Designed for mild to moderate chewers.
#OM8606–Chewy Bands 2-pk..........$ 6.99    #OM8607–Chewy Bands 6-pk..........$19.99
#OM8581–Kids Organic Necklace....$ 9.99    #OM8582–Teen Organic Necklace....$10.99
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Vibrazilla Vibrating Oral Tool
Versatile vibrating oral sensory tool for therapy or home use. Features an 
easy-grasp handle, 6 therapeutic speeds, and a 3-1/2" duo-textured tip that’s 
soft AND extra tough! An amazing sensory tool for oral input, desensitization, 
& other oral motor challenges. Includes an “AA” battery and 3 silicone ID tags. 
#OM8641–Vibrazilla ................$24.99   #OM8646–Accessory Kit (2 chewy tips) ... $15.99

Duo Handle Grip Chew Stixx
Superb 2-handed chewy for sensory seekers, oral defensiveness, or feeding challenges. 
Features stimulating sensory bumps, ridges, and a smooth chewy surface. 
#OM8388–Unscented Stixx.....$ 8.49    #OM8390–Icy Mint Stixx....$ 8.49    
#OM8389–Orange Stixx...........$ 8.49    (10-packs of each available online)

Tough Bar Chew Stixx (XT chewy tool)
X-tough chewy bar with a chunky, easy-grasp solid rectangular design. One 
end has textured bumps and the other is smooth. It’s like 2 XT chews in one!
#OM8219–Tough Bar.....$ 7.99    #OM8220–Tough Bar 10-pk ....... $78.99

Orb Spinner Chewy Fidgets 
Silky smooth, chunky sphere-shaped chewy with a texturey orb in the middle you can 
spin with your tongue or fingers. A unique chewy-fidget-stim tool for those 
who like to lick and/or spin objects. A fun way to help build tongue control.
#OM8621–Orb Spinner Chewy Fidget ............................................ $19.99

HexiChew Chewable Fidgets  
Fabulously tactile chewy-fidget tool with 6 chewable stems: 3 solid spheres  
and 3 chewy rings on the ends. Great for fidgeting and finger workouts
#OM8529–HexiChew ...................................................................... $19.99  

Superhero Chewy Fidgets  
Delightfully tactile, rubbery 4” superhero-themed sensory fidgets that are safe to chew 
on. These pocket-sized, bendy chewy fidgets feature a raised logo on one side and 
tactile sensory bumpies on the other. For light chewers, 3+. Collect them all! 
#OM8665–Batman..........$  6.99    #OM8667–Wonder Woman .......... $ 6.99
#OM8666–Superman......$  6.99    (*6-pks are available online)

Fluxy Chews (like 3-chews-in-one)
Versatile chewy fidget with 3 solid stems, each one has a unique texture!
#OM8626–Medium Fluxy......$ 7.99    #OM8627–Heavy Fluxy ........ $ 7.99

Chewy Megapack™ for Kids, Teens, or Mammoth Chewy Tools Kit™

One-of-a-kind chewy tool kits include a nice variety of handheld chewies, chewy pencil 
toppers, and chewelry in a wide array of sizes, textures, and colors. Hand-selected 
by our OTs, the Chewy Megapack™ for Kids contains 10 chewies; the Megapack™ for 
Teens-Adults has 11 popular chews, and the Mammoth Chewy Tools Kit™ features 30 of 
our best-selling chewy tools for kids-adults, 3+! See our website for more details.
#OM8609–Chewy Megapack™ for Kids.....$74.99   #OM8644–Mammoth Kit™....$264.99
#OM8610–Chewy Megapack™ for Teens...$82.99
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B-Buddy and Bumpy B-Buddy
B-Buddys feature a unique, ultra functional B-shaped handle making it the most 
versatile handheld chewy ever! Kids-adults can use one or two hands to hold 
the handle / stem, while they chew on the stem / loops. Or, a child can hold one 
loop while the adult holds the other loop for hand-over-hand help with oral motor 
control, coordination, awareness, and endurance during therapy. Fits all size hands! In 
smooth or bumpy with 2 textures; standard or medium resistance for stronger chewers.
#OM8637–Red Smooth ......................$ 7.99 #OM8639–Teal Bumpy .................... $ 7.99
#OM8638–Blue Smooth (Med) ...........$ 7.99 #OM8640–Purple Bumpy (Med) ...... $ 7.99

Chewy Tubes
Innovative oral-motor chewing/biting device that’s wonderful for those who have a 
strong need for oral proprioceptive input as demonstrated by teeth grinding, biting, or 
excessive mouthing of non-edible objects. These easy-grasp chewies are latex-free.
#OM8051–Yellow ... $ 7.99 #OM8054–Yellow 10-pk (thinner stem) ...$77.99  
#OM8052–Red ...... $ 7.99 #OM8055–Red 10-pk (thicker stem) .......$77.99 

Knobby Chewy Tubes
Knobby Chewy Tubes feature a wonderfully tactile stem-handle bathed in 
bumpy “nubbies” for oodles of extra oral sensory stimulation. Latex-free.
#OM8084–Knobby Chewy .................. $ 7.99 #OM8085–Knobby 10-pk ................. $77.99    

Blue Chewy Tubes (XT chewy)
Designed especially for adolescents and adults, these extra tough chewies have a larger 
diameter and thicker wall on the chewable stem (vs. our other Chewy Tubes). Provides 
greater resistance for those with stronger chewing and cheek muscles. Latex-free.
#OM8127–Blue Chewy Tube ..............$ 7.99 #OM8128–Blue Chewy 10-pk......... $77.99    

Chewy Tubes Super Chews
Fabulous chewies with closed loop handles that are easy for little fingers to grasp, with 
a solid stem designed for biting and chewing practice. Latex-free. 
#OM8135–Smooth Green.......$  6.29    #OM8137–10 Smooth ......... $61.99
#OM8136–Knobby Red..........$  6.29    #OM8138–10 Knobby .......... $61.99

Ps & Qs Set and Single Qs (in smooth or bumpy)
Fun set provides a safe way to encourage biting and chewing practice! Just the right 
size for little hands and mouths, these smooth, solid 3" chews are latex-, phthalate-, and 
PVC-free. Single Qs come in smooth or bumpy.
#OM8067–Ps & Qs Set ............$ 9.99 #OM8068–10 sets Ps & Qs ...  $94.99
#OM8161–Single Q .................$ 6.19 #OM8162–10 Qs ....................$57.99
#OM8244–Single Bumpy Q .....$ 6.29 #OM8245–10 Bumpy Qs ........$58.99

Fabric (Organic) Chewy Cuff Bracelets
Made of a double thick, absorbent organic fabric, these calming chewy cuffs are for 
those who bite / chew / suck on their sleeves, shirts, or hoodie strings. A calming self-
regulation tool that prevents clothes from getting wet and soggy. Designed for mild-
moderate chewers. In 2 sizes that fit most children or teens-adults, 4-up. Sold in pairs.
#OM8579–Children’s Cuffs.......$ 9.99 pair   #OM8580–Teen/Adult Cuffs........$10.99 pair
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years. 
Chew Stixx Chewy Pencil Toppers,  Star & Train Chewy Pencil 
Toppers, and Scented Chewy Pencil Toppers
The perfect alternative for sensory seekers who like to chew on their clothing, hair, or 
pencils. Nice for classroom, home, or office – these socially-acceptable toppers help 
facilitate focus, too. Fit standard pencils. Sets include 1 smooth and 1 knobby topper. 
Star & Train set has 1 star and 1 train. Colors vary. Ages 3-100.
#HW7629–Original Toppers ...$ 8.99 #OM8241–Orange Toppers ........ $ 8.99
#OM8240–Icy Mint Toppers ..$ 8.99 #OM8204–Star & Train Toppers . $ 8.99     

Scented Textured Chew Stixx and New!  Unscented XT
Awesome “X” shaped chewies in 2 amazing scents! Feature 3 delightfully stimulating, 
texturey surfaces and a 4th that’s silky smooth. These very durable chewies are great for 
both oral and tactile sensory stimulation, and make a nice scented fidget, too.
#OM8149–Extreme Orange ....$ 7.99 #OM8153–10 Orange ................. $78.99
#OM8150–Green Spearmint ...$ 7.99 #OM8154–10 Spearmint ............. $78.99 
#OM8151–Unscented ............$ 7.99 #OM8155–10 Unscented ............ $78.99
#OM8664–Unscented XT .......$ 8.99 #OM8671–10 Unscented XT ...... $84.99 

Scented Textured Jr. Chew Stix 
Pocket-sized chews in an amazing orange scent or in non-scented. Smart easy-grasp 
design with loads of stimulating bumpies for sensory seekers, children who have oral 
defensiveness, and chewing disorders. Non-toxic, latex-free, and dishwasher safe.  
#OM8165–Extreme Orange Jr .... $ 7.99 #OM8169–10 Orange Jr .........$78.99  
#OM8167–Red Unscented Jr ..... $ 7.99 #OM8171–10 Unscented Jr ...$78.99 

Lolli Chews (lollipop-shaped chewy fidgets)    
Fun lollipop-shaped chewy fidgets with an easy-grasp circular handle that is  
perfect for little fingers. The Smooth one has a slightly raised “spiral” pattern and  
the knobby has lots of textured sensory bumps. Latex-free. Colors vary. 2-up.
#OM8215–Lolli Chew .............$ 7.99 #OM8216–Lolli Chew 10-pk ....... $78.99
#OM8217–Knobby Lolli ..........$ 7.99 #OM8218–Knobby Lolli 10-pk ..... $78.99

Chew Stixx Reach Chewies
Extra tough “X” shaped chews with 4 different textured chewy stems. The unique shape 
of this durable chew allows the user to engage all 4 rows of teeth at once. 
#OM8613–Unscented Blue ................................................................. $ 8.99     
 

Tri-Chews and Tri-Chew XTs
Easy-grasp triangular chews with 5 textures that provide sensory input to tongue, lips, 
gums, and fingers. Stimulating ridges, swirls, and bumps replicate varying food textures. 
Helpful for kids who are hypersensitive to textures. 
#OM8114–Tri-Chew...........$ 9.49    #OM8116–Tri-Chew 10-pk.........$91.99 
#OM8115–Tri-Chew XT......$ 9.49    #OM8117–Tri-Chew XT 10-pk....$91.99 

Chewy Tool Cleaning Brushes (keeps chews safe and sanitary) 
#OM8575–6” Chewy Cleaning Brush  (*for hollow oral motor chewy tools) ................ $  .99
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

Topperz Chewy Pencil Topper Tubes™

The toughest chewy pencil topper on the market! 3-1/4" toppers that are latex-, lead- 
and phthalate-free. A great self-regulation tool for those who chew on their pencils, 
erasers, hair, sleeves, etc. In clear or assorted bright primary colors. Our exclusive! 
#OM8280–Colored Topperz ...............$ 3.99 #OM8511–Clear Topperz. ................ $ 3.99
#OM8281–Colored 6-pk ....................$22.99 #OM8512–Clear 6-pk ..................... $22.99

New!  Chewable Pencil Jackets™   
Smart new Chewy Pencil Jackets™ are a subtle XT chewy sensory tool that fit over the 
barrel of any shape standard-sized #2 pencils. Extra tough and nice ‘n discreet sensory 
chew tools that add a bit of weight and thickness to pencils. These neat 4-1/4” grow-
with-your-pencil chews can be used with your favorite pencil grips! Easy to install and 
transfer. Latex-, BPA- and phthalate-free; washable, and top-shelf dishwasher safe.
#OM8655–Colored Chewy Pencil Jacket™ .. $ 4.59 #OM8657–Clear Jacket ........... $ 4.59 
#OM8656–Colored Jackets 6-pk ............... $25.99 #OM8658–Clear Jackets 6-pk. $25.99

Chewberz Chewy Pencil Toppers
Prism-shaped chewy pencil toppers with a closed rounded top. A discreet chewy that 
adds a nice touch of weight to writing tools! 3-pk includes: smooth, dotted, and ridged. 
In navy; fits standard-size pencils and pens. For mild-moderate chewers. 5-adults. 
#OM8549–Chewberz Toppers 3-pk ...$ 7.99  #OM8650–Chewberz  12-pk........... $29.99

Tactile Brick Chewy Pencil Toppers
Delightfully tactile, 2-1/2" chewy brick pencil toppers! Each one has tiny sensory  
bumps on one side and raised squares on the other. Bright colors. 5-up.
#OM8603–Single...$ 2.99    #OM8604–3-pk......$ 8.79  #OM8608–12-pk....$34.99 

Tiki Chewy Pencil Toppers (for teens-adults) or New!  Sports Toppers
Chunky 2" chewy pencil toppers with raised facial features on the front and tiny 
sensory bumpies on the back. Or 2-pk of thick/durable baseball and football-
shaped chewy toppers. Both add a nice touch of weight to writing tools. 
#OM8557–Tiki ....$ 3.99 #OM8558–Tiki 3-pk ..$11.89 #OM8663-Sports 2-pk ...$ 8.99  

Soft Fingertip Toothbrush (with a storage-carry case)
Soft 3" brushes for gently stimulating or desensitizing teeth and gums; a great sensory 
tool for introducing toothbrushing to those with oral sensitivity. Features tiny sensory 
bumps on one side and velvety bristles on the other. Easily slides onto fingertips.
#OM8201–Single Set...$ 3.49    #OM8202–6-pk...$18.99    #OM8203–24-pk .......... $70.99

Mini 2-Speed Massagers 
Portable 6” massager that has 2 speeds and a comfy contoured handle.
#SS7529–Mini Massager (includes 2 “AA” batteries) .................................. $11.99 

Nuk Massage Brushes
Soft durable brush for stimulating the gums, teeth, or palates of those with oral challenges. 
#OM8041–Nuk Brush .........................$ 3.99 #OM8042–24 Nuk Brushes ............ $84.99

Oral Motor Fun & Tools
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Happy Face Silicone Feeding Mats
2-in-1 plate/place mat combo that suctions to the table; nearly impossible to tip over! 
Cute 1-piece smiley face design with 3 separate food sections. Of 100% silicone that 
is hypoallergenic, dishwasher/microwave-safe, and free of PVC, BPA, and phthalates. 
OM8521–Happy Face Feeding Mat (15"x10" in a turquoise-blue color) ................... $24.99  

Maroon Spoons
Specialty spoons with narrow, shallow bowls and smooth rounded edges. They facilitate lip 
closure while promoting oral desensitization/decreased tongue thrust. Excellent for 
those who have oral defensiveness or a hypersensitive gag reflex. Dishwasher-safe.
#CL1090–2-pk Small.............$  2.39    #CL1091–2-pk Large............$  2.49
#CL1060–10-pk Small...........$10.99    #CL1061–10-pk Large..........$11.99 

Textured Spoons
Unique spoons combine oral stimulation with feeding, providing a superb way to transition 
children with oral-sensory challenges to conventional spoon-feeding. Features a textured 
bottom, small shallow bowl, and extended handle that allows for hand-over-hand assistance. 
#CL1099–Single Spoon ......................$ 4.99 #CL1081–3-pk Spoons ................... $13.99  

Easie Eaters Curved Utensils
Easy-grip utensils with built-up, curved handles. Set includes 1 spoon and 1 fork; both 
are latex-free and dishwasher safe. Colors vary. For ages 3-up. 
#OM8144–R-Handed Eaters.....$ 9.89    #OM8145–L-Handed Eaters ....................... $ 9.89

Flexi Cut Cups
Unique design, soft plastic cups that can be gently squeezed to change the lip shape.
These special cups facilitate drinking without neck extension. Dishwasher safe. 5 packs. 
#CL1063–1 oz. Pink Flexi 5-pk....$ 9.99    #CL1064–2 oz. Blue Flexi 5-pk .........................$10.99 

Foam Tubing Assortment
Handy 6-pack of brightly colored, closed-cell tubing in 3 assorted diameters. Comes in 
12" lengths which are easily cut into any size. Great for building up utensils, especially 
when finger/hand strength or grasp is limited. Also a nice tool to help with tremoring.
#CL1057–Foam Tubing Assortment 6-pk .................................................................. $18.99 

Eye Popping Gators
Puff on these cute little critter’s tails and their HUGE eyes float and whirl up in the air! 
#OM8029–Eye Popping Gator .................................................................................... $ 3.99        

Jumbo Lip Whistles, Neon Whizzer Whistles, or Duck Beak Whistles
Sturdy plastic “Jumbo Lips” in dazzling colors; Neon Whizzers that make a “WHIZZZ” 
sound as they whirl around, or cute little Ducks that make a fun “duck call” sound!
#OM8023–4 Lips....$ 1.99     #OM8008–6 Whizzers....$ 2.49     #OM8106–2 Ducks....$ 1.49

Whistle Kits
A fun way to build the muscles and respiratory control needed for feeding and speech 
skills! Kit includes 5 popular whistles, the 30-pk has 6 of each. Whistles may vary. 3-up.
#OM8179–Whistle Kit 5-pk ................$ 2.99 #OM8180–Whistle Kit 30-pk ........... $16.99

Whistles & Feeding Specialties
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*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Dressing Vests 
Durable vests make dressing/fastener practice a natural part of the daily  
routine. In bright kid colors with elastic side panels that fit most children.
#DR0002–Button/Zip Vest .......................................................................................... $34.99  

Dressing Caterpillars (award-winning plush fastener animal)
Adorable plush toy has 6 colorful segments with 6 different fasteners and 6 tiny pockets 
to hide things in! Fun for practicing buttons, ties, snaps, zippers, velcro, buckles. 3-up.
#DR0013–Dressing Caterpillar ................................................................................... $23.99  

Bi-Colored Teaching Shoelaces
These unique shoelaces are a huge help for children learning how to tie their shoes. One 
half of these silky soft, flat-style 42" laces are red, the other half is white. 3-up.
#BC7198–Bi-Colored Shoelaces (pair) ........................................................................ $ 4.99

I Can Tie My Shoes (fun and easy shoe tying practice kit)
Fun and easy way to teach young learners how to lace and tie their shoes! This neat kit 
features 6 bright, chipboard lacing shoes & 6 multicolored laces with x-long safety tips. 
#BC7172–I Can Tie My Shoes Kit .............................................................................. $12.99

Open Palm Hand Weights or Sleeve Arm Weights 
Specialty weights that provide deep pressure input for those who need extra sensory 
feedback when writing, dressing, eating, and other activities. Fingers are completely 
mobile with the open palm weights. Made of durable, double-stitched lycra; filled with 
safe lead-free steel shot. See pg. 24 for details about all the sizes and different weights. 

Finger Skills Fastener Boards
Neat 11"x8-1/2" skill-building dexterity board with 7 colorful fasteners for practicing 
lacing, tying, snapping, zipping, and buckling skills. This chunky 1/2" thick foam board 
is perfect for car rides, waiting rooms, classrooms, and/or home play. 
#DR0021–Fastener Board .......................................................................................... $18.99 

Gentle Nail Clippers
Special nail clippers make nail trimming more tolerable and less painful for (most) 
individuals who are tactilely defensive. Special design with a padded finger grip that 
only requires gentle pressure to use, putting less pressure on finger and toenails.
#SD7430–Gentle Nail Clippers .................................................................................... $ 2.99

Deluxe Detangling Hair Brushes
Eliminate hair brushing trauma with this amazing brush! Neat wave design with an easy 
-grip handle and gentle, soft-touch bristles. Effective for wet or dry hair.  For kids-adults.
#SS7588–Deluxe Detangling Hair Brush ..................................................................... $ 7.99

Portable Visual Schedule Pocket Charts
Fold-up visual schedules with six 4-1/4"x2" clear pockets, plus a storage pocket for 
task cards (not included). Wonderful for supporting communication and routines. 
#RR7388–Visual Schedule .................$ 6.99 #RR7389–Visual Schedule 3-pk ..... $17.99

Dressing, Shoe Tying, & ADLs
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*WARNING:  Timers are not intended to be used as toys, and may crack/break if dropped. 

Sensory Gel Timers Sampler™  
You’ll love our visually mesmerizing gel timers that have beautifully colored dynamic 
moving gel; some have other moving parts. Quiet and calming, very captivating eye 
candy focus tools. 9-pc. set for home/work, or a 27-pc. Classroom Set (3 of each timer). 
#SS7784–9-pc. Gel Timer Sampler™....$44.99    #SS7852–27-pc. Classroom Set.. $127.99

Smiley Face Emoji Timers
Emoji Timers have 2 cute smiling emojis that twirl as gel drops trickle down. 5-up.
#SS7708–Smiley Emoji Gel Timer ............................................................................... $ 3.99   

Bubbling Turtle Gel Timers
Visually stimulating gel timer with a cool little turtle that slides down a spiraling sea  
of brilliant blue bubbles. Provides a neat optical illusion, prism-like visual effect. 5-up.
#SS7603–Bubbling Turtle Gel Timer ........................................................................... $ 6.99 

New!  Volcano Gel Timers or Rain Stick Sensory Timers 
Volcano-like mountain with 100’s of tiny red bubbles that “erupt” when you turn the 
gel tube over! Our 8” Rain Stick Timer has colorful beads that make a tinkling rain stick 
sound as the beads trickle/spiral downwards. Two visually soothing sensory tools! 5-up. 
#GG4569–Volcano Gel Timer .............$ 4.99 #SS7973–Rain Stick Timer .............. $ 5.99 

Water Wheel Gel Timers 
4-1/2" double Water Wheel Timer that provides soothing visual input as colorful 
gel slowly cascades down and 2 paddle-wheels spin around. A neat desk-top 
sensory fidget tool for home, classrooms, or the office. 5-up.
#SS7504–Water Wheel Gel Timer ............................................................................... $ 4.99

Glittering Vortex Lamps or Ooze Tube Timers 
Soothing 10" sensory lamp with beautiful silvery glitter that swirls & spins as the lamp 
cycles through a rainbow of colors. Our Ooze Tube has pretty, thick gooey gel that 
slowly flows from the top chamber to the bottom, making swirly designs as it cascades 
downwards. Two budget-friendly, stress-relieving sensory tools for ages 5-up.
#SS7716–Glittering Vortex Lamp  (requires 3 “AA” batteries, not included) .............. $14.99
#GG4570–Ooze Tube Timer ........................................................................................ $ 7.99  

Soothing Starry Night or Original Sand Windows
Circular Starry Window has sparkling blue sand/twinkling stars/moon on a 
free-standing base. Perfect for creating your own eclipses or celestial storms! 
Our rectangular Sand Window changes every time you flip it; make waves, 
waterfalls, or snow-capped mountains that morph into avalanches. 10-up.   
#SS7654–Starry Night Window .........$19.99 #SS7532–Original Sand Window .... $19.99

Surfing Aquariums (fish, penguins, polar bears, or dolphins)
Hypnotizing 4” acrylic aquariums with brilliant blue water and 2 adorable swimming pets 
who love bobbing and surfing the waves! 4 fun choices. For ages 5-adults.
#SS7443–Surfing Penguin .................$ 5.99 #SS7706–Surfing Polar Bears ......... $ 5.99
#SS7604–Surfing Fish ........................$ 5.99 #SS7707–Surfing Dolphins .............. $ 5.99

Timers & Visual Sensory Tools
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Visual Time Timers (with an auditory beep option)
60-minute timers make time awareness easy to understand and monitor by providing 
clear visual feedback of the time remaining/elapsed. A bright red disk diminishes as 
the allotted time lapses, plus they have an audible BEEP that can be turned on 
or off. Choice of a 3"x3" timer with a stand, or an 8"x8" freestanding classroom 
timer that can also be hung. Each requires one “AA” battery (not included). 
#CL1086–3" Time Timer...................$28.99    #CL1087–8" Time Timer.........$33.99 

Time Timer Plus
Superb 5-1/2"x7" model has all the features of our other Time Timers PLUS  
a rugged case, volume dial, protective lens, and a sturdy built-in handle. 
#CL1106–Time Timer PLUS  (*requires one “AA” battery, not included) ................... $37.99  

Mini Time Trackers
Keep kids on track with this handy little 5" programmable timer that uses colored lights 
and auditory cues to count down time. Features 2 simple dials, a volume control, and  
an optional warning signal. Can be set from 5 minutes to 2 hours. 
#CL1096–Mini Time Tracker  (*requires 3 “AAA” batteries, not included) .................. $25.99

Round Magnetic Timers
Easy-wind, 60-minute ticking timer with a red disk that shows minutes to go and a ringer 
that goes off when time is up. Use on fridge, whiteboards, lockers, filing cabinets, more. 
#CL1108–6" Magnetic Timer  (*no batteries required) ............................................... $22.99  

Floating Polka Dots Gel Timers
Flip this neat gel timer over and watch colored drops of gel trickle down. This hypnotic 
visual fidget is very calming; an easy way to take a relaxing sensory break. 5-up.
#SS7608–Floating Dots Gel Timer .............................................................................. $ 3.99

Liquid Motion Gel Timers
Colorful 4-1/2" sensory gel timers with moving parts that provide soothing visual 
input for home, school, or the office. Assorted designs and gel colors. 5-up.
#SS7587–Liquid Motion Gel Timer............................................................... $ 4.99   

Mini Hourglass Liquid Timers
Mini hourglass-shaped bubble gel timer that provides soothing visual input as 
colorful gel bubbles rain down from the top of the timer to the bottom! 5-up.
#SS7476–Mini Liquid Timer ......................................................................... $ 3.99

Dual Splendor or Tumbling Bubbles Gel Timers
Dual Splendor is a sleek 5" curved timer with 2 dazzling colors that glide back & forth 
down a series of slides. Tumbling Bubbles is a mesmerizing 6" gel timer with gel droplets 
in 2 pretty colors that zig zag, dancing down a mini stairway. 5-up.
#SS7835–Dual Splendor Timer...$ 5.99    #SS7836–Tumbling Bubbles Timer ........... $ 7.99

Color Changing Light Balls
Texturey ball lights up and changes color; 7 colors & 3 modes – including flashing! 5-up. 
#SS7442–Color Changing Light Ball  (*uses 3 included “AAA” batteries) ................. $12.99

Timers & Visual Sensory Tools 
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*WARNING:  CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts in Kits. Not for children under 3 years.
**PLEASE NOTE - Product substitutions may occasionally be necessary. Color/styles vary.

Mammoth Fidget Fiddle Set™

Gargantuan collection of the BEST FIDDLES, FIDGET TOOLS and STRESS TOYS we 
offer! This monstrous set has 88 calming, alerting, visual, and silent fidget favorites 
users can stretch, squeeze, knead, bend, twist, squash, toss, and gaze at. There’s 
something for every fidgeting need and like! The ultimate fidget set for break rooms, 
meetings, classrooms, clinics, reunions, entire departments, or waiting rooms... enough 
for everyone on your staff plus the guys down the hall! For ages 5-adults. AWESOME!!
#SS7686–Mammoth Fidget Fiddle Set™ .................................................................. $189.99  

Hair Pullers Skin Pickers Fidget Kit™

Exclusive kit for those who have a hair pulling and/or skin picking disorder. This 17-pc. 
kit includes:  2 Medium Pullers Pickers Balls™, Tickley Tactile Ball, Colored Corn Brush, 
a Spiky Sensory Shape, Crazy Coiler, Silly Putty, Boinks, Klicks, Textured Tangle, 4 Pick 
Apart Corks™, Velcro Fidget Strip™, Silly Tongue Fish, and a Massager Grip.
#SS7636–Hair Puller Skin Picker Kit™ ........................................................................ $29.99 

Fidget Megapack for Hair Pullers and Skin Pickers™

One-of-a-kind kit features 40 of the best fidget tools and toys EVER for hair pullers and 
skin pickers; many specialty fidgets you won’t find anywhere else! Unique sensory 
products hand-selected by OT/dermatillomania/trichotillomania experts to help ease 
the stress and anxiety that is often associated with BFRBs. 6-adults.
#SS7851–Fidget Megapack for Hair Pullers and Skin Pickers™ ................................ $95.99
 

Finger Nail Biters Fidget Kit™

Innovative 12-pc. fidget kit features a unique array of sensory fidgets and 2 chewies for 
nail biters! Hand-selected by our occupational therapists, this specialty kit includes:  a 
Pencil Topperz Chewy, Stretchy Chewy Bracelet, Soft Fingertip Brush, a Tactile Metallic 
Tangle, Colored Corn Brush, Velcro Fidget Strip, a Boinks, Scented Velvet Putty, Sensory 
Stone, Bendy Porcupine Guy, and 2 Fidgeting Finger Springs™. 
#SS7644–Finger Nail Biters Fidget Kit™ .................................................................... $29.99

Favorite Classroom Fidgets Kit™ for Teachers or Classroom Megapack™

Superb kit features a variety of the best fidgets to address classroom fidgeting needs:  
3 Fidgeting Foot Bands™, 3 Bendeez, 3 Pencil-Topper Fidgets, 3 tins of Thinking Putty, 
3 Tickley Tactile Balls, 10 Fidgeting Finger Springs™. The Favorite Classroom Fidgets 
Megapack™ features quadruple the quantity of each fidget tool. For students ages 4-up.
#SS7554–Classroom Fidgets Kit .......$47.99 #SS7903–Classroom Megapack™ $189.99

Office Desk Toys Fidget Kit™

Playful desk toys to keep you alert and focused at work! Ideal for team-building events, 
meetings, co-worker gifts, or your own private stash. This one-of-a-kind kit includes: a 
Bendeez Stylus, Double Loops Fidget, Sensory Stone, Panic Pete, Jeliku, Boogie Bot, 
Jumbo Tickley Tactile Ball, Boinks, and 2 Finger Springs™. Great for teens and adults! 
#SS7555–Office Desk Toys Fidget Kit™ ...................................................................... $29.99

Exclusive Therapy Shoppe® Kits

*Don’t miss our Stress Buster Fidget Kit™ and Self Calming Tools Megapack™ on pgs. 32-33!
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*WARNING:  CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts in Kits. Not for children under 3 years.
**PLEASE NOTE - Product substitutions may occasionally be necessary. Color/styles vary.

Sensory Seekers Fidget Kit™ 
Especially for sensory seekers and those who struggle with tactile defensiveness, this kit 
includes 7 fabulous tactile fidgets: a Brain Noodle, Tickley Tactile Ball, Fidgeting Fleece 
Bag, Spiky Pickle Fidget, a Sensory Finger Squeezer, Squiggle Band, & a tin of Thinking 
Putty. Seven all-time favorite tactile fidgets for calming, focusing, and self-regulation.
#SS7462–Sensory Seekers Fidget Kit™ ..................................................................... $21.99

Sensory Seekers Fidget Kit™ #2
Created for tactile sensory seekers, this one-of-kind kit includes 7 popular tactile fidgets:  
a Scented Furry Sensory Square, Squishy Gel Bead Fidget, Spiky Sensory Shape, Fuzzi 
Flocked Ball, Boinks Marble Fidget, Bouncing Putty, and a Porcupine Pencil Topper. 
#SS7635–Sensory Seekers Fidget Kit™ #2 ................................................................ $21.99 

Fabulous Fidget Kit for Teens and Adults™

Exclusive kit contains 6 phenomenal fidgets for teens and adults: a Neoprene Gel Fidget 
Ball, Squeezy Grip Resistance Ball, tin of Thinking Putty, a Pocket Size Finger Exerciser, 
Spiky Thera Bead Ball, and one of our Colored Wire Fidget Ring massagers. 
#SS7512–Fabulous Fidget Kit for Teens & Adults™ .................................................... $26.99

Focusing Fidget Kit™

16 of our OTs’ favorite quiet fidgets (except the Super Tooob, which is a blast, but not 
so quiet)! Includes:  an Inside-Out Ball, container of Original Silly Putty, Stretchy String 
2-pack, 2 Fidget Pencils, an Earth Squeeze Ball, 3 Fidgeting Finger Springs, an Ultimate 
Wire Fidgeter, 3 Baby Porcupine Balls, 2 Squishy Gel Grips, and a Super Tooob.
#SS7242–Focusing Fidget Kit™ .................................................................................. $19.99

Focusing Fidget Kit™ #2
This popular kit includes:  a Squeezy Globe, Spiky Pickle Fidget, Thinking Putty, Single 
Serving of Playfoam, Silly Tongue Monster, Giant Nut & Bolt, 2 Porcupine Topper Fidgets, 
3 Fuzzy Tie-Dye Fidgets, 2 Flexy Fidgets, and a Squeezie Animal. 
#SS7396–Focusing Fidget Kit™#2 .............................................................................. $19.99

Handwriting Tools Sampler Kit #1
Super assortment of grips, pencils and other popular writing tools! Includes:  a Tripod 
Ring Grip, Writing CLAW Grip (medium), Crossover Grip, Grotto Grip, The Pencil Grip, 
Stetro Grip, Start Right Grip, Massager Grip, a Ferby Beginner’s Pencil, Pen Again 
Pencil, Tactile Triangular Pencil, Mini Pencil, a One Finger Spacer, and a Two Finger 
Spacer. Ideal for testing which are the most comfy and effective tools for individuals.
#HW7604–Handwriting Tools Sampler Kit ................................................................. $18.99

Handwriting Tools Sampler Kit #2 
Includes:  a Solo Grip, Massager Grip, Squishy Jelly Grip, Contoured Right Grip, Tri-Write 
and My First Tri-Write Pencils, Peppermint Pencil, Jumbo Beginner Pencil, a Laddie, 
Color-Changing Pencil, 2 Cap Erasers, a Porcupine Topper, and a Kneadable Eraser. 
#HW7715–Handwriting Kit #2 ..................................................................................... $ 9.99

Exclusive Therapy Shoppe® Kits

*See our Mammoth Sensory Seekers Kit™ and Sensory Gel Timers Sampler™ on pg. 32!
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*WARNING:  CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts in Kits. Not for children under 3 years.
**PLEASE NOTE – Product substitutions may occasionally be necessary. Colors/styles vary.

Therapy Putty Sampler Kit
Handy sampler kit contains five 2-oz. tubs of our premium quality, latex-free therapy 
putty – one of each grade:  extra-soft, soft, medium-soft, medium-firm, and firm. Nice 
for a wide variety of therapy activities and trying out different grades of putty. 
#TP1138–Therapy Putty Sampler Kit ......................................................................... $24.79

Super Sensory Balls Sampler Kit™

Hand-selected set of premium sensory balls for your fidgeting pleasure! Set includes:  a 
Neoprene Gel Fidget Ball, Super Stretchy Xa Fidget Ball, Palm Size Massager Ball, Fuzzi 
Flocked Ball, Squeezy Grip Resistance Ball, and a Jumbo Tickley Tactile Ball. 5-up.
#SS7556–Super Sensory Balls Sampler Kit™ ............................................................. $29.99 

Sensory Gel Timers Sampler™  
9 visually mesmerizing gel timers with beautifully colored dynamic moving gel; some 
have other moving parts. These visually captivating timers are silent, calming eye candy 
tools (but not toys). The Classroom set contains 3 of each timer. You’ll love ‘em!
#SS7784–9-pc. Timer Sampler............$44.99    #SS7852–27-pc. Class Set...........$127.99

Therapy Brush Sampler Kit  
Our exclusive kit features one of each of our most popular sensory brushes: a Corn 
Brush, Therapressure Brush, E-Z Scrub Brush, and a Double-Sided Oval Scrub Brush. 
#SS7292–Therapy Brush Sampler Kit ......................................................................... $ 9.99 

Tongs and Tools Sampler Kit
Super finger skills kit includes popular tong tools: Teeny Weenie Tongs, Zoo or Fish 
Stick, Skinny Mini Squeezers, Mighty Teeny Tongs, Skizzor Tongs™, Wooden Tongs, 
Wire Wizard, Squeezy Finger Dropper, and an 80-pk of Glitter Pom Poms.
#FM9272–Tongs and Tools Sampler Kit ..................................................................... $17.99 

Tongs and Tools #1 Add-on Kit
Includes 5 neat fine finger tools you don’t want to miss: Premo Teeny Weenie Tongs, 
Circle Tip Tongs, Jumbo Tweezers, Mini Gator Tongs, and a Mini Finger Punch.
#FM9332–Tongs and Tools #1 Add-on Kit .................................................................. $ 7.99

Tongs and Tools #3 Add-on Kit
5  innovative finger tools for building pre-scissor and finger grasp skills (including unique 
kids tongs you won’t find anywhere else)! This $-saving kit includes: Shovel Bubble 
Tongs™, 3-Prong Claw Tongs™, Apple Tongs, Round Metal Tongs, Tiny Treasure Tongs.
#FM9598–Tongs and Tools #3 Add-on Kit ................................................................. $10.99

Itty Bitty Stringing Shapes Kit™

Neat finger-skill-building kit contains 200+ vibrantly colored mini plastic shapes in 7 
different colors and 8 shapes, a deluxe stringing lace, and a Skinny Mini Tongs. Hide the 
shapes in putty or lace ‘em on pipe cleaners... there are lots of fun possibilities! 
#FM9292–Itty Bitty Stringing Kit™ ............................................................................... $ 7.99 

Exclusive Therapy Shoppe® Kits
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*WARNING:  CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts in Kits. Not for children under 3 years.
**PLEASE NOTE – Product substitutions may occasionally be necessary. Colors/styles vary.   

Classroom Sensory Kits™

Our exclusive kits feature amazing sensory tools that “naturally” help most children/
teens/adults attend and focus more effectively in the classroom or workplace. Kit #1 (for 
younger children) includes: a Small “Wiggle” Disc, the Pencil Grip, Kneadable Eraser, 
Squeeze Ball, Deep Pressure Belt, Fidgeting Foot Band, and a Red Super Chew on 
a Chewy Tool Necklace. Kit #2 for (older children-adults) includes: a Large Seating 
Disc Cushion, the Pencil Grip, a Kneadable Eraser, Squeeze Ball, Deep Pressure Belt, 
Fidgeting Foot Band, and 2 Chewy Pencil Toppers. 
#SS7352–Classroom Sensory Kit™ #1......$52.99    #SS7353–Classroom Kit #2 ...... $54.99 

Fine Motor Fun Kit™

Fun toys and tools that help build kids’ fine motor skills! Includes:  Skizzor Tongs, Teeny 
Weenie Tongs, a Zoo Stick, 40 Glitter Poms, pack of Wikki Stix, Klicks Fidget, Push 
Puppet, Squeezy Squirter, 2 Laser Spin Tops, 30 Pop Beads, and a Wind-Up Toy. 4-up.
#FM9261–Fine Motor Fun Kit™ ................................................................................... $20.99 

Beginner’s Scissors Sampler Kit
Six favorite OT learning scissors: Self-Opening Safety Scissors, Mini Loops, Blunt Tip 
Children’s Scissors, Kidi Beginner Safety Scissors, Fiskars, and Mini OT Scissors. The 
perfect kit for trying out and selecting the most comfy and effective scissors for children.  
#SC2045–Beginner’s Scissors Kit .............................................................................. $29.99

Squeeze ‘n Move Finger Toys Sampler™  
Entertaining, interactive squeeze toys for building finger strength, fine motor skills, and 
finger grasps! Make great fidgets and fun tools for handwriting finger warm-ups. 4-up. 
#FM9593–Squeeze ‘n Move Finger Toys Sampler™ 8-pk .......................................... $29.99

Children’s Chewy Jewelry Sampler Kit™

Neat sampler kit includes:  a Stretchy Chewy Bracelet, Chewy Charms Necklace, Tiger 
Chewy Cuff Bracelet, and a Chewy Frog Necklace. Fun and socially acceptable chewelry 
for teeth grinders and kids who chew on their sleeves, collars, hair, pencils, erasers, etc.
#OM8271–Chewy Jewelry Sampler™  (*for ages 3-up) .............................................. $38.99  

On The Go Sensory Tools for Hair Pullers™   
Fabulous fidget tools for those who struggle with trichotillomania. This one-of-a-kind kit 
includes:  a Bendeez, Silky Ribbon Loops, Single Stretchy String, a Klicks Fidget, Tickley 
Tactile Ball, Fidgeting Finger Spring™, and a Pullers Pickers Tug It Fidget™. Comes in a 
very tactile, rubbery fidget pouch that is a squishy fiddle in itself! 5-up.
#SS7944–On The Go Sensory Tools for Hair Pullers™ ............................................... $14.99  

On The Go Sensory Tools for Skin Pickers™   
Superb fidget kit in a nubby, rubbery pouch that provides great tactile input! Includes: a 
Corn Brush, a Squeezie Pop Animal, Fidget Spinner, Velvety Soft Stretchie, Phone Cord 
Bracelet, Earth Ball, Poppin’ Pea Pod, and a Tiny Gems Fidget Strip™ roll. 5-up.
#SS7945–On The Go Sensory Tools for Skin Pickers™ .............................................. $14.99  
 

Exclusive Therapy Shoppe® Kits
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New!  Snug and Hug™ Soothing Sensory Sheets
Soothing compression sheet that fits over the mattress like a sock. Provides a perfect 
amount of deep pressure “hugging” input that makes bodies feel calmer & more relaxed. 
Excellent for individuals who have insomnia, autism, ADHD, sensory defensiveness and/
or for deep pressure seekers. Made of breathable nylon and spandex with an open foot; 
ideal for those who love deep pressure, but not the heavy feel of weighted blankets. 
Machine wash and air dry. Twin size in gorgeous royal blue or neutral gray. 3-adults.
#SS7949–Gray Twin Sheet ................$34.99 #SS7950–Royal Blue Twin Sheet .... $34.99      

EarSoft Earplugs (The World’s Softest Earplugs)
Comfy tapered earplugs that are non-irritating to skin. Indoor use, 33 decibel rating.  
#SD1006–5 Pairs....$ 2.99    #SD1007–20 Pairs....$ 9.99    #SD7433–50 Pairs..........$22.99     

Insomnia Relief or Stress Less Scent Inhalers (Essential Oil Sticks) 
and Calming All-Natural Lavender or Cinnamon/Cloves Spray
All-natural, pocket-sized pure essential oil blend inhalers that help with sleeping and 
other sensory challenges. Or essential oil Lavender Spray to facilitate calming and sleep.
#AR5056–Stress Less–Calms, refreshes, relaxes, & brings peace ...................................$ 5.99
#AR5058–Insomnia Relief–Calms, relaxes, and slows the mind ......................................$ 5.99
#AR5063–All Natural Lavender Spray (2.7 oz pump bottle)  ............................................$ 7.99 
#AR5071–All Natural Cinnamon/Cloves Spice Spray (2.7 oz pump bottle)  ..................$ 7.99

Vibrating Sensory Pillows   
Pressure-activated pillows that provide soothing, vibrating tactile input. Spot washable.
#SS7885–Vibrating Sensory Pillow  (*requires 2 “D” batteries, not included) ............ $21.99 

Sound Asleep 2-CD Set:  Day Rest and Night Sleep
Exquisite CDs facilitate rest/relaxation/sleep using specific frequencies and classical 
music. Features the beautiful music of Brahms, Beethoven, and Chopin.
#SS7286–Sound Asleep 2-CD Set ............................................................................. $24.99  

Calming 2-CD Set:  Slowing Down and Rebalancing
Beautiful 50-70 beat classical music that naturally slows heart rates and calms minds 
thru soothing harmonies and decreasing tempos. Vivaldi, Mozart, Ravel, and more.
#GG4507–Calming 2-CD Set ..................................................................................... $24.99  

Scented Furry Sensory Hearts or Squares
Pretty 4" furry heart scented with soothing cinnamon/cloves in soft red plush.  Or 3-1/2" 
furry squares scented with calming lavender or focusing mint. They smell & feel amazing.
#SS7551–Furry Sensory Heart......$ 5.99    #SS7569–Mint Furry Square ................... $ 5.99  
#SS7568–Lavender Square...........$ 5.99 

Sensory Sox (also available in a new XXL size)
Neat stretchy lycra sock that provides calming deep pressure input.
#SS7304–Sm 3-5 yrs.....$37.99    #SS7306–Lg 9-12 yrs.....$49.99    
#SS7305–Med 6-8 yrs...$42.99    #SS7307–X-Lg 12 yrs+...$52.99   #SS7925–XXL...56.99

Sleep & Calming Specialties
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*PLEASE NOTE - Adult supervision is required with weighted blankets.

Weighted Shoulder Wraps and Wipe Clean Shoulder Wraps 
Unscented 4.5 lb. weighted wraps provides very calming deep pressure input as it hugs 
your shoulders. Fun unisex zoo print or turtle fabric on one side with snuggly fleece on 
the other – or a 5 lb. true wipe clean teal or monkey/teal fabric wrap! 20-1/2" x 14". 6-up. 
#SS7526–4.5 lb. Zoo Wrap......$45.99    #SS7891–5 lb. Monkey/Teal Wipe Clean....$62.99
#SS7576–4.5 lb. Turtle Wrap...$45.99     #SS7892–Solid Teal Wipe Clean Wrap.......$62.99

Washable Weighted Blankets
Cozy, quilt-design weighted blankets with soft fleece on one side, and comfy flannel on 
the other. Filled with non-toxic, hypo-allergenic poly pellets, Two sizes that provide deep 
pressure input that helps calm and slow down the nervous system. In dark blue.   
#SS7319–5 lb. Blanket– 36"x48" .....$ 99.99 #SS7320–7 lb. Blanket– 42"x56" .. $124.99 

Washable Bamboo Weighted Blankets with Furry Minkee Covers
Superb 5 or 9 lb. quilted weighted blankets of 100% natural bamboo fabric with a 
velvety minkee cover that is smooth on one side and bumpy on the other. Fabulous! 
#SS7744–5 lb. Silvery Gray Blanket.......$114.99    #SS7746–5 lb. Teal Blanket......$114.99       
#SS7745–9 lb. Silvery Gray Blanket.......$129.99    #SS7747–9 lb. Teal Blanket......$129.99

Wipe Clean Weighted Blankets 
Durable quilt-style weighted blankets in a revolutionary wipe clean material that can be 
wiped down and sanitized with spray or wipes. Superb for schools, clinics, & hospitals; 
no washing machine required. Filled with non-toxic, hypo-allergenic poly pellets. Come 
in: 5 lb. - 36"x48", 7 lb. - 42"x56", 10 lb., or 12.5 lb. - 41"x60" sizes. Phenomenal for 
self-calming, deep pressure input. Colorful owl or red polka dot print on one side; solid 
color on the other. 10 & 12 lb. ones have red polka dots on both sides. You’ll love em!
#SS7429–5 lb. Owl Print/Teal......$128.99    #SS7513–5 lb. Red Polka Dot/Black...$128.99    
#SS7430–7 lb. Owl Print/Teal......$144.99    #SS7514–7 lb. Red Polka Dot/Black...$144.99
#SS7888–10 lb. Red Polka Dot...$164.99    #SS7889–12-1/2 lb. Red Polka Dot.....$179.99

Weighted 6.5 lb. Scented Mini Quilts
Scented with a perfect blend of self-regulating herbs and spices (lavender, peppermint, 
cinnamon, & cloves)... this extraordinary 20"x40" weighted quilt makes a perfect throw 
for home, car trips... anywhere! Made in velvety-soft minkee, dotted with 100’s of fluffy 
bumpies on one side and snuggly flannel on the other. In deep royal blue. Spot wash.
#SS7260–6.5 lb. Scented Mini Quilt ........................................................................... $55.99  

Weighted Animals:  Kitty Cuddles, Puppy Hugs, Dolphins, Shaggy 
Puppies or Scented Weighted: Lambs, Monkeys, Turtles, Pandas, Kitties
Adorable soft furry weighted animals that provide soothing weighted deep  
pressure input that can be so calming and organizing. Our Scented Weighted  
Animals are filled with calming lavender. See page 25 for more details.
#SS7162–2.4 lb. Kitty Cuddles .... $31.99 #SS7760–2 lb. Scented Monkey ......... $25.99     
#SS7165–2.6 lb. Puppy Hugs ...... $31.99 #SS7761–2 lb. Scented Wooly Lamb ..$25.99
#SS7164–2.7 lb. Dolphins ................ $31.99 #SS7930–2 lb. Scented Turtle ............. $25.99
#SS7952–2.2 lb. Scented Kitty .. $31.99 #SS7931–2 lb. Scented Red Panda .... $25.99
#SS7951–3 lb. Shaggy Puppy ...... $28.99 #SS7762–4.5 lb. Shaggy Puppy ......... $38.99
      

Sleep & Calming Specialties
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Self-Calming Cards
36 engaging picture cards are a fun, effective way for kids to learn different self-calming 
techniques! The illustrated deck features 24 cards in 6 categories plus 12 activity cards. 
On the back of each card there’s a child-friendly scenario of the tool and directions for 
teaching the strategy. An excellent tool for home, OT programs, and school classrooms.
#RR7277–Self-Calming Cards ................................................................................... $13.99 

New!  Mindful Kids Cards For Kindness, Focus, and Calm 
Delightful mindfulness activity card set for teaching kids, teens, and adults how to build 
empathy, manage everyday emotions, while promoting how to become mindful (the 
ability to be fully present, aware, and paying attention, with kindness and patience, to 
what’s going on inside and around you). 50 beautiful 5”x7” coated cards with gorgeous 
graphics, step-by-step directions on the back of each activity card that also includes 
games and meditations to support you thru each part of the day. For ages 4-104.
RR7416–Mindful Kids Cards ...................................................................................... $14.99 

New!  How Am I Feeling Activity Cards  
Timeless 20-pc set of sturdy flash cards featuring 40 vibrantly colored feelings/emotions 
cards with child-friendly pictures and a written word that describes the emotion; the 
flip side has the opposite feeling, word, and picture. This neat set provides a fun and 
effective way to teach children to understand, label, and express what they feel. 
Includes excited, disappointed, loud, worried, silly, happy, angry, friendly, nervous, shy, 
and more; 40 emotions in all. Sturdy 6’1/2 “x 5” cards for early learners, individuals on 
the autism spectrum, and any others who struggle with expressing/describing feelings. 
#LS2029–How Am I Feeling Activity Cards ................................................................ $14.99 

New!  Feelings and Emotions Coloring Books  
Fun skill-building tool for teaching kids to identify/express/understand common feelings 
and emotions! Neat 32-page coloring book with easy-to-relate-to captions that explain 
the feeling. Engaging, kid-friendly graphics and a really nice variety of common daily 
emotions including:  happy, kind, proud, calm, relaxed, angry, sad, afraid, and more. 
#RR7419–Feelings and Emotions Coloring Book ....................................................... $ 3.99 

New!  Mandala Coloring Books or Labyrinth Tracing Discs
Sturdy 8” labyrinth tracing disks are a mesmerizing, calming focus tool. Select a path 
and start tracing with the included stylus or your fingertips... there’s no beginning or end. 
Or assorted 32-page coloring books with original mandala-style designs that have nice 
‘n dark, black outlines/borders. The Tracing Discs come in 3 pretty colors and include 
a stylus. Helpful stress-relieving tools that keep fingers and minds peacefully engaged. 
#HW7939–Mandala Coloring Book ....$ 4.99 #HW7826–Light Lavender Disc ...... $19.99    
#HW7825–Light Aqua Tracing Disc ...$19.99 #HW7827–Light Green Disc ........... $19.99 

“I Can Do It” Token Boards
Kids can earn up to 5 rewards while working towards goals, tasks, or positive behaviors 
with these motivating token sets! Each set includes: 10 dry-erase token boards, 54 
velcro tabs, and 54 reusable star tokens. An effective and helpful reinforcement tool for 
home or school. Designed for ages 3-up. *The Star Board is for older children.  
#HW7903–Caterpillar Token Set ........$ 5.99 #HW7904–Star Token Set ................ $ 5.99

Social Skills, Speech/Language & Calming
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Buddy Talk Conversation Cards (created for kids by kids) or  
Teen Talk Conversation Cards (created by teens for teens)
Let the conversations begin! Popular, award-winning sets of 50 laminated cards on-
a-ring that make conversations easy for those who don’t know how to start or keep 
conversations going. Great for class, home, the bus, sleepovers... anywhere. Awesome!
#LS2014–Buddy Talk (ages 7-up) ......$ 7.99 #LS2015–Teen Talk .......................... $ 7.99

The Art of Conversation Cards or Family Talk Conversation Cards
100 award-winning cards that help children-teens become better conversationalists, 
listeners, and communicators. Each card features 2 thought-provoking, conversation-
building questions. Great for school, social groups, more. Family Talk Cards get 
conversations going at the dinner table, in the car... anywhere! 100-laminated cards-
on-a-ring with engaging questions that encourage family sharing and bonding. 3 to 103.
#LS2021–Art of Conversation Set .....$14.99 #LS2026–Family Talk Cards ............ $ 7.99

Smart Play Book of Social Skills
100+ neat games and activities that teach game-changing social skills. Children/teens 
are the players and you’re the coach in this 160 pg. workbook that targets social skill 
and conversation basics, mealtime manners, etiquette, technology, more. Ages 6-12. 
#LS2024–Smart Play Book of Social Skills ................................................................ $19.99

The New Social Story Book
Renowned guide features 100+ visual prompt picture stories that help kids understand 
social concepts and modify their behaviors. Life skills are taught with 100+ stories like: 
Helping Around the House, Personal Care, Meals, School, Shopping, much more. 
#RR7255–The New Social Story Book ....................................................................... $34.99
 

Emotion-oes (Dominos-like picture emotion cards)
Neat dominos-like game for those who have difficulty identifying feelings and facial 
expressions, or recognizing emotions. Players match kid-friendly pictures that show 
emotions (worried, silly, sorry, angry, tired, confused, more). Includes 56 flat, 2"x4" 
picture emotion-oes made of durable coated chipboard; each with a descriptive word. 
#LS2025–Emotion-oes  (*nice for special learners and children, 4-up) ..................... $10.99  
 

See and Speak Mirror Recorders 
Record messages up to 30 seconds with this versatile, very clear sounding recorder! 
Features: 3 sound levels, easy-to-use record/play buttons, a mirrored front you can 
write on with dry-erase markers if desired, and a record lock for saving messages. 
#LS2027–Speak & See Recorder  (*requires 3 “AAA” batteries, not included) .......... $19.99
 

Taking “No” For An Answer and Other Skills Children Need:  
50 Games to Teach Family Skills
50 simple games and activities that help kids practice important interpersonal skills  
like respecting boundaries, listening, following directions, acknowledging others, 
making requests, more. Activities begin with basic concepts of trust, feeling safe and 
valued, and recognizing boundaries – then progress to higher-level social skills like 
solving problems and resolving conflicts. Targeted to children ages 3-12. Excellent! 
#RR7355–Taking “No” For An Answer ....................................................................... $16.99  

Social Skills and Speech/Language
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50 Sensorimotor Activities to Improve Focus,  
Attention, Strength, and Coordination
OT-created resource with 50 fabulous sensorimotor activities that tap into imaginative 
play. Kids have a blast building body strength, coordination, bilateral, and gross motor 
skills with fun activities that calm and/or energize. You’ll love this compact, user-friendly 
9"x7" easel-style resource with colorful graphics, concise directions, and the therapeutic 
benefits of each activity. Invaluable for busy parents, teachers, and pediatric therapists.
#RR7372–50 Sensorimotor Activities ......................................................................... $20.99

Educate Your Brain (excellent Brain Gym resource!)
Superb guide covers how movement shapes the brain, facilitates 2 sides of the brain 
working together, impacts learning, builds self-esteem, more. You’ll learn how mind-
body balance helps us learn faster/work smarter, ways to help resolve reflex issues, and 
how to facilitate academic areas. Nice array of step-by-step Brain Gym movements for 
school/home/work, therapeutic benefits, photos, lots more. Excellent! 240 pages.
#RR7402–Educate Your Brain Book........................................................................... $21.99

1001 Creative Ideas For Therapy – Pediatric Treatment Activities
Invaluable resource by 2 school OTs is an “encyclopedia” of ideas and info for pediatric 
therapists! Includes: vestibular, proprioceptive, motor planning, modulation, bilateral 
integration, midline, oral motor, tactile sensitivity, visual motor, web space, social skills, 
strengthening, helpful compensatory strategies, treatment ideas, and much more!
#RR7380–1001 Creative Treatment Ideas .................................................................. $74.99

Smart But Scattered (book of executive functioning skills)
Amazing book on executive functioning skills is an empowering resource for parents 
of kids-teens who struggle with everyday tasks. Provides practical, easy-to-implement 
strategies to help your child reach his/her greatest potential by enhancing natural 
executive functioning skills. Learn how to boost your child’s ability to be focused, solve 
problems independently, get organized, plan ahead, follow thru, and much, much more.
#RR7384–Smart But Scattered .................................................................................. $19.99

Executive Functioning Workbook for Teens
Excellent resource for teens who have difficulty with important (but not well understood) 
executive functioning skills like: impulsivity, working memory, planning, organization, 
focus, initiating and finishing tasks, time management, etc. Has dozens of hands-on 
worksheets, activities, and a self assessment that help teens identify areas of weakness, 
then guides them through activities to help. 125 pages.
#RR7409–Executive Functioning Workbook for Teens .............................................. $17.99

The Out-of-Sync Child: Coping with Sensory Integration Disorders
The comprehensive “go to” sensory integration guide for teachers/educators/parents/ 
therapists. Offers easy-to-understand info & practical help for children with  SI  Dysfunction. 
#RR7152–The Out-of-Sync Child ............................................................................... $16.99

Raising a Sensory Smart Child
Groundbreaking guide by one of the world’s foremost OT experts on sensory processing 
disorders! Includes:  assessment, diagnosis, tx options, strategies, resources, lots more. 
#RR7266–Raising a Sensory Smart Child .................................................................. $17.99  

Resources & References



Ordering Information

PHONE: Credit card orders may be phoned in between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday–Friday, EST. 
1-800-261-5590 (in the USA) or 1-616-696-7441

MAIL: Send a signed purchase order or completed order form with a check, money order, or 
your Visa / Mastercard / Discover #, expiration date and pin # to:  Therapy Shoppe, PO 
Box 8875, Grand Rapids, MI 49518  

FAX: Order form on a formal/signed purchase order or with your Visa/MC/Discover #, expiration 
date and pin # – 24 hours/7 days a week. Fax: 1-616-696-7471

E-MAIL: info@therapyshoppe.com – Please contact our customer care team anytime for assistance

ORDERING TERMS AND POLICIES:
• There is a $25.00 (product total) minimum for purchase orders; P.O.’s under the minimum will 

include a $3.00 service fee. International orders require a $50.00 (product total) minimum.
• Official purchase orders are accepted from approved U.S. facilities. All purchase orders must be in 

writing (faxed, emailed, or mailed to us) with an authorized signature. Payment is due upon receipt 
of invoice; shipping charges must be included. Past due accounts are subject to a finance charge.

• The purchasing agency assumes responsibility for duplicate purchase orders that are received and 
processed by the Therapy Shoppe®. Full payment is required for both orders. Duplicate orders 
may be returned within 15 working days at the purchaser’s expense with pre-authorization.

• Orders are welcome from anyone! Full payment (including shipping charges) must be submitted 
with the order. We accept checks, money orders, or Visa/MasterCard/Discover for payment. 

• All purchase orders must be signed and include the shipping charges. The shipping charges listed 
below apply to the continental United States only—Alaska, Hawaii and Canada are all excluded. 
Please email us for international shipping rates and information.

• Only U.S. funds are accepted for payment. There is a $25.00 fee for returned checks. Prices are 
subject to change without notice, including shipping rates as needed.

• We do not substitute products or share/rent/sell any customer information.
SAFETY, LIABILITY, WARRANTIES, AND CONDITIONS OF SALE:
• Our products are intended to be used with qualified adult supervision and common sense. 

Manufacturers’ safety recommendations need to be followed as indicated. 
• Therapy Shoppe® Inc. disclaims, and assumes no liability or responsibility for any kind of damage, 

expenses, accidents or injury to either individuals or property associated with the use of any 
products sold by the Therapy Shoppe® Inc.  No warranties are granted by seller to purchaser. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEE AND RETURN POLICY:
• We guarantee every item that we sell! You may return or exchange any product within 30 days of 

delivery for a full refund of the purchase price. *Products must meet our returns criteria – see below.
• Please inspect your orders promptly. Damaged items, shortages or any errors must be reported 

within 10 working days of receipt. The shipping box and packaging must be available.
• Returned merchandise must be in the original, unopened 

packaging in new, unused condition with the original invoice. 
No returns will be accepted without a return authorization or 
after 30 days of the shipping date.

DOMESTIC SHIPPING CHARGES:  

Up to $35.00 ........................................... $ 7.49
$35.01–$50.00 ........................................ $ 7.99
$50.01–$75.00 ........................................ $ 8.99
$75.01–$100.00 ...................................... $ 9.99
Over $100.00 .............................................10%
* Shipping rates above apply to the continental U.S. 
** Please email us at:  info@therapyshoppe.com 
    for international shipping rates.
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